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On Operational Calculus 
y oshio Kinokuniya 
Abstract 
Let F (P) be the abridg巴mentof F (P) (伊)and P， Q be commutative op巴rators，then 
if F{y) is analytic the mean吋alu巴theoremand the T A Y J， 0 R凶expansionhave their analogies 
for F{P-トtQ). If F(P)G{Q) converges F{xP)G{xQ) is regular in Ixlく1. And some 
other important facts are shown basing on the fact that when some of the operators are 
，Teing principally investigat巴dthe rest can Te regarded as pa，rametric elements. In the las七
paragraph， two generaIizations of the LAPLAcE-transformation ar~ shown. 
Introduction 
In algebra an operation which is defined by the equality 
d(仰)= d (u) v + ud (ν) 
is calIed derivationl). -This is a generalization for differentiation of the first 
order， so it will be very natural if we define the operator by the following 
three conditions: (i) if P (仰)= P (u)り+uP(り)， P is called of the first 
order; (i) if an operator Q is expressed by a rational integral form of the 
n-th degree of som~ operators of the fircst order， Q is cal1ed of the n-th 
order; (ii) for any operator of the first order Q， Q-l(U) cannot be discon-
tinuous in the range where its values are bounded. 
The present author has been interested to name these operators as 
derivers (of finite order， say) and make a study of them， but he has come 
across a difficulty， that the process 
q;=p2(U) →ー P-l(q;)ニ P(U)
cannot be posited as a unique correspondence. So the operators mean in 
this paper derivers and not inverse derivers. 
If a function q; (X1> ・・，x，) and the result-P (q;) are analytic both in a 
domain (of (x1， "'， x，)， q; is called operatable2) for P there. 
To build up an algebraic system of operators and to study its topo開
会 logicalproprieties is of course important， but when we 'are going to resea:rch 
about unknown practical principles， itseems rather circuitous to mannage 
1) The word ，.differentiαtio犯"巴anbe used， to， instead of“derivation ". 
2) Cf， Y. KINOKUNTYA-: On Operational Equations， Mem， Muroran ColL Tch. VoL 1， No， 1 
(1950) p， 13. 
臨
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our eyes only upon' the proprieties of the topological structure. 80 the 
author attempts in this paper， to show a simple composition of neighbouring， 
starting from the fact， tha t when some、ofthe operators are being princi-
pally investigated the rest of them can be regarded as parametric elements. 
S 1. Analogies to Differential Calculi 
8uppose the operator P relates to (c) = (c]>"'， cn) and is independent 
of x and the functIon (jJ (c) = (jJ(ι"'， cn) independent of x isoperat仲 lefor 
P， then positing 




D"， 三 'Jj'Jx 
.1)~Pj(u) = l)~ P.i {xl<pZ((jJ)} = k(k-1)…(k-i+ 1) Xk-i P川 (jJ)
ェ pj_D~ (が)pz (jJ) = pj D~(u) 
(1，1) 
IJ~pj (u)ニ pjD~;(u) ニ P321(v)=(21pJ)(V) ・
'JJむも l 'Jx:' j (1，2) 
This relation gives an important operation by which we may reach a 
de:finition of neighbourhood of any operator. 
If F(ν) is an integral function of :finite degree， we can write 
F(P + tR) = I:内tiP!R，J， 
then if the function f is operatable for P which is commutative with R 
(say， PRニ RP)and the variable t isindependent of f， P and R， the 
function g (t) de:fined by 
g (t) = F(P + tR) (f) (1，3) 
is an integral function of the same degree with F (ν). Hence， by the 
mean-value theorem 
g (t) -g (0)ニダ(}jt) t 
where it holds that 
(0く (}lく 1)
so we have 
F(P+tR) (f) 
g' (t) = I)t F (P + t'R) (1)ニ 'Jt
= F' (P+tR) R (f) ， 
{F (P + tR) -Ji' ( P)} (f) = Ji" (P +θ1 tR) tR (f) • (1，4) 
This theorem may be called the meαルvaluetheurern too， and if some 
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suitable canditions al'e !!iven 01 the convergency， w，θmay put F(y) as a 
general regular function of y， for which the theorem (1，4) effects. It wiIl 
need no further explanation that the TA YLOR-eXpansion can be applied 
too， viz. 
{F( P + tR) -F( P)) 目 、 tk Rk F(n)(P十例)F(P+刊崎峨t沼閣R)一F(P)l(げ叶f k~l叶1 手 l色E 也
(0く九く 1)
in the range where F (Y) (1) is continuous (D， n)l' (Y = P + tR). 
It may be very convenient， when we ommit the explanative symbol (1) 
and simply use the abridged notation 
F(P+tR) -F(P) =F'(P+{}ltR)tB (1，6) 
instead of (1，4). And it will be rathe:r general if we say (1，6) is e首ective
for a certain range of operation (which means (1，6) holds for any operatable 
function f the value of which belongs to a certain range)， because we can 
thus .associate with a manifold of functions f. 
On putting n→∞ in (1，5)， we gain an operational series and then， if
the range of convergence is found to be I tIく p，the operator pR may be 
called the radius ()f convergence though it is of c⑪urse an abstract one. 
Thus we have、asystem of neighbourhood. 
S 2. On the Convergence Problem 
In this paragraph the summation theorem of WEIERSTRASS gives 
important helps for o:or aspec加 Twolemmas can be induced by this 
theorem and we gain some methods of investigation on the convergence 
of our operationaI series. 
WEIERSTRASS' TUEORElIIめ: [f fn (z) (n = 1， 2，…)αγe the functions which 
α，reαI regulaγthroughoutαcontοuγCα倒的 inteバoγ 伽 dthe series 
、 、 ， ?
??
? ?
?， 、 、? ?
? ?
? ? ?? ?? ??，
?
converges unifiω・mlνonC， f(z) co附 θγgcsunifcrmlυin thθgenerαlized senseαr.d 
regulαγt附 ideC. Mcγeoveγ， on teγmW1:se dザerentiαtion，
.{'k) (z) = 1:f~k) (z) 
holds with the unifiσrm converg側.ce伽 thege:憾 γ品加dse:惜 ei慨もお C.
Lemma 1: [f the seri9s 玄 α白協 is co削 erge:叫
n=O 、
1) This means: the given function has its n-th derivative: as continuous in the given range. 
Then， consequently， F;F， "'， p.トめ areal continqous in the same rang日， to. 
2) Cf. L・¥BIEsERBAOI!:Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie 1 (1930)， S.15. 
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f(勿)= ~αn x" (2，1) 
00仰 ergesand regular伽 Ixlく1.
Lemma 2: When f" (z) ==主 a~k)zn (k = 0，1，2， ...)αreαI 00仰町gentαnd
the seγies f(z) = I:f，(z) co附 ergesuniformlνin the geneγαlised sense in 
f (z) is' regular in the same range似 df01・itsexpαnsion 
we hαve 
f(z) = ~α"zn 
α"n = 1:αF 
k~O 
(n = 0， 1， 2，…) . 
Izlく九
(2，2) 
Proof of Lemma 11) : Since ~山 is convergent， we can find an integer 
N for any e > 0 such as 
|αnlく ε for every n > N， 
then if we I&write 
fn (x) =α。+叫お+… +α"Xn 
we have 
Ifn十も(勿)-fn (X) 1 く εpn+J(1 + P +戸+…) = epn+1 / (1-p) 
for any i ( =0， 1， 2，…) and any n > N， in 1 X 1く pく 1.
Besides， we can choose an integer k for which 
if we fixρ く1.
fLく 1
1-p 
So it follows that 
If';+i (x)一的)1く ε子工→o as n 日∞
iridependently of i， hence fn (x) converges ，¥.miformly in Ixlく p，iιon 
denoting by f (x) the Iimiting function we see， f.飽 (x)converges to f(x) 
uniformly in the generaIized sense in 1 x 1く1. Then， by WEIERSTRASS' 
theorem， f(x) is regular in 1叫/く1.Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 2: Directly by WEI<mE)TRASS' theorem f(z) is regular 
and 
I I ∞ ∞ 
仇二寸主-JCn) (0) = -i:-l: fic") (0) = ~αF 
l'n ln "-0 "-0 
Q.E.D. 
Let us posit two operationaI series 
1) Lemma 1 isweIl-known as ABEJゐ firsttheorem， but the author give唱 itsdemon崎trationto 
show it can be thought as involved in WEIERSTRASS'. 
¥ 
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? ?、 、? ???， ，? ? 、 、?
where 叫，bk (k = 0， 1， 2， ・ー)are constant coe田cientsand suppose that: (i) 
P and Q are commutative (i.e. PQ = QP); (i) G (り)gives an operatable 
function for F (P). Then it may give a critical problem how we shall 
understand the range of G (Q)， because， as has been remarked in theヘ
previous paragraph， we associate with the manifold of functions <p wQ_en 
we regard G (Q) as the value of G (Q)(q;). But in this paper let us adopt 
as G (Q) the value of a given function.，at a given (therefore fixed) point 
(<fl> ・， ι)， whose cordinates are al independent of x and y. 
By the supposition (i) the series 
F(P)G (Q) = I;αk pk (G (Q)) 
is convergent， which implies， by the supposition (i)， that 
F(P)G(Q) = F(P)至。hqk=EbkQKF(P) 
is convergent. So， in regard to Lemma 1， we have F (xP) G (り)to be 
convergent and regular for x in J x Jく 1and F (P) G (yQ) to be convergent 
for y in Jy J く 1;and then by the similar considerations on F (xP) G (Q) 
and F(P)G('bQ) instead oI F(P)G(Q) we conclude that F(xP) G(νQ) is 
regular in I忽|く 1and Iylく 1，and for fixed y (or x) the convergence of 
the series (with respect to x (or y)) is uniform in the generalized sense. 
Hence， F (xP) G (xQ) converges throughout I xIく 1and regular there， 
becaUse by W回目RSTRASS'theorem 
'JF _ ~ 'JG 
_::-_ G + Fγ -ー
'Jx 'JX 
dFG 
is convergent， so that一万一 exists and is equal to this value. Especially 
W山
on setting F (z)ニ G(z) = 1 / (l-z)， we shall ob_tain the result which was 
shown in p. 16 of the preceeding number of this memoirs as Ex. 4. 
Now on denoting 
fk (勿)ニ akpk 2.: bi Qi Xk+i (k = 0，1，2，…) ， 
by VITALI'S theorem1) we find the series 
f(ぉ)二五(ぉ)+ f2 (x) + 
1) Cf. L. BIEBERBACH: Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie 1， S.170. 
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converges uniformly in the generalized sense in I x Iく 1，becau砲 bythe 
foregoing. result f (x)子 F(xP) G (xQ) and each ofん(勿)(n = 0， 1，ー )is 
regular in I x Iく1. So， according to Lemma 2， on expanding f(x) in the 
form 
f (x) = Ao + AI X + A2 x2 +・ (2，4) 




Az=叫ん p 2+αI b; PQ +α。b2Q宮 (2，5) 
An = 1: a'k bn_k pk Qn-k (n = 0，1，…) 
THEOREM: If F (P) G (Q) conveγges， F(xP) G(xQ) isregular伽 Ixlく 1，
and偽 expα附 ian(2，4) ci側 .vergesunifor・mlν伽 thegeneralized sense in the same 
range， given偽 coe.ficientsby (2， 5). It is notαble thαt the radius of conveγgence 
of (2， 4). isnot les thαn1. 
ノ、
S 3. Parametric EfIects of Operators 
To solve an operational (especially differential) equations regarding 
、someoperators as parametric elements， isnot a new idea in our calculus. 
In the theory of HEAVISIDE'S operat位， the operator p三 'Jj'Jtis supposed 
as a positive number in the formal. process of calculation and is regarded 
as a parameter when it is combined with another differential operator 
'Jj'JX， where the solution is first put in. the form u = u(ρ， a:). If we associate 
a special abstract field of operators and. put them in some process as 
parametric elements， there will happ~n many extensions of calcuIi of this 
kind and the' investigations thus will find an important field. So， in this 
paragraph let us have some examples of this idea. 
Ex. 1) For the equation 
作会 -P会)(u)=o， (3，1)1 
positing R， P as two com~utative operators in respect to only (x)， which 
are the .varuibles independent of t and c， simply we may have a solution 
by 
u (x; c， t)= f(tP + cR) (<p (x) (3， 1)2 
when f isan analytic function for .its argument and <p(x) is operatable for 
P and R. 
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Besides， ifwe set [u]~_o=u(x; O，t) in the form 
u (x; 0， t)= f(tP) (q> (x)) (3~ 1)3 
we have 
[R t?]ho二fげ )PBω=P町貯Pf'(t汽N句"何浬P)B駒ω)戸一[ドP7号剖釘?訂訂1-ωa叫o
On repeating this process，ーwehave 
BV[手1-。ニ川P)(PB)ν(q>) = Pν[121.0 
with Pν(8) = O. BV j<V) (町
. 1.e. 
{国 j<i)(tP) . T>i .J 





. U = f (tP + cB) (q>) + 8 . 
And if we fake the similar consideration on 
U =f(忽 ;c，O)(q>) 
we shall gain another solution 
U = f (tP + c B) (q>) + $ 
Bi(長)= 0 (i = 1，2，…) . 
to 
、 、 ? ? ?? ?， ? 、 、
we should have 8 = S 
$=計 がー
To regard (a:r and (b) as the same solution 
be described in the form 
with where 
P(元/1)= B(斗些)， with Sニs= ~ aiJ e't1 
while the solution (3奥 1)1makes a special case for 
i，j = 0，1，2，・for every σ句 =0
，For the equation 
(R77Y)(u)=。
Ex.2) 
{(P :~y + (3，2)1 
(3，2)2 (i =、/ー 1)U = f (tP + icB) (q>) + g (tP -i(R) (ct) 
under suitable COllditions on f， g， q>and ψ・
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Ex. 3) To solve the equation 
(3499“¥ 一一一+~つ7+-77}(u) ニ O;)c ;)X ;)1} ;)y ;)[ ;)ノ (3，3)1 
c， 7]， (， X， Y and z being independent， we have a convenience to write 
JL=ι ，jLニ ()2，_;)_ニ札 ，1=D3and叫 poseU in the forrn ;)c .' ';)( _';)X .' ';n 
U = f(Ajx +んν+A3Z) ， 
、becausefor this case， We may set 
んニ配lCP(乙ヲ，()， A2二信2CP，A3ニ !i，3CP
which leads to a solution 
(応急=const.， iニ 1，2，3)
U =f(!i，IX +ω+ !i，3Z) g (三二 -i ， 1-L，よ-~) (日)2
¥、応J !i，2 !i，2 !i，3 !i，3 応1ノ
when f， g are arbitrary functions being di在erentiablefor their arguements 
respecti vely. 
Ex. 4) If the operators Pk (ん=1， 2， 3， "'， s) are expected with the 
probabilities Wk (xH…，Xν) respectively， we may have the expected operator 
P=WIP1+…+ W8 P8 • (3，4)1 
Putting here 







Dkψ(X]I "'， XI) = "i:. (Dkwi) Pも(cp)+ "i:.wiP.(Dk(cp) ， 
on condition that Di are al commutative with Pk (i= l:'，2， "'， ν; k = 1，2， 
…， s); so we may write symbolically 
dψ = (dP) (cp) + P (dcp) . (3，4)3 
Then， under the restriction that do ~ 0， we may have 
(dP) (cp) + P (dcp)ニ O
l.e. 
一{IdP}ω) = ~ P (dcp) = co:I1stant (3，4)4 
Ex. 5) We may have a new type of operational equation in 
U81Pi(ttYI)十 U82pz(叫)+… +uo"pn(wn)=f(u)(3，5)1 
where Wk are operatable functions for P'CIん=1，2， .，.，n. 
For this case， itwill be very convenient if we can find the difieren-
tiable functions αk (J1I .，. ， ()n， u)such as 
On Operαt:Tonα1 Calculus 、
P，(叫 )=α/c ， (k = 1，2，… ， n)
because we have then the well-known equation of the l-st order 





So， the system (3，5)2 will be called a subsidiary system of the equation 
(3，5)1・
This idea will be applicable in the equations of higher order， for 
instance 
P(u)三 i;u拘 (fJ)P/C (叫)= f(u) 
and in this case we may have a subsidiary system by 
Pk (Wk) =叫 (fJ)， (ん=1，2，… ，n) 
and consequently reach at the equation of one-dimension 
':. dku 
2一一一一向(s)= f(u) . k~O (，/7'-
(3，6)1 
(3，6)2 
But， we a1'e not dealing with a new idea in the above cou1'se of 
calculation. In fact， we lea1'n in -the theory of primitive solutionsl) we 
are given with the type of solutions 
u = u (s); fJ =θ(九一 ，X-m，) 
and this case gives more complex types of operations， when we posit as 
n r1k細川
P (u) = .t:l d(j~ Pk (0) 
because P" (fJ) (ん=1， 2， "'， n) cannot be regarded then as linea1' operations 
but give ones which have ont yet beeh int1'oduced by the autho1' in' this 
series of papers. So we see: it should give a natural sou1'ce of calcula-
tions if we put up the metamorphisms of the theo1'Y of primitive solutions 
to find the way of calulation fo1' the complex ope1'ations of higher order. 
S 4.〆 01'1Limiti1'1g Metamorphoses 
If the1'e isa sequence of functions fn (η=1，2，・..)， which are ope1'atable 
fo1' the same operator P and converges to a function f (x)， it is very 
convenient if we can have the relation 
limP(ふ)ニ P(f) (4，1) 
But .it issometimes not simple， especially fo1' the case when the equation 
is satisfied but bit by bit in the given domain; we have some well・known
types of examples which do not conform to the expectation (4，1) but a1'e 
1) Cf. H. B A.T E M ^  N: Pat:tia! Diferential Equations (1931)， p. 95. 
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very interesting. For instance， by the function defined as 
g (c， x)ェ x(1 -c) 
= cO. -x) 
(x.; c) 
(x;;. c) 
which is called GREEN'S function， the equation y"ご ois soIved except the 
point x = c in the intervaI -∞く Zく∞ andby the function 
y = ~ fsg (x， cs)
is soIved the same equation bit by bit (say: except xニ乙，ー.，cn)' But 
y=ト(川)f(c) d; 
does no more soIve the equation but gives a soIution of the equatiov< 
uペx)+ f(め=O. In the following the author wiI show an analogy of this 
fact in the operational calculus. 
Suppose that: (i) the function u (c， x)is operatable for R which is 
independel1t of c; (i) 
and 
R(u) =αE 
R (u) = b書
(O..;;xく c)， 
(c";; x";; 1) ， 
(4，2) 
where both a~ and b~ are constants as far as x does not move beyond c， 
and f(c) = ae -be is a continuous function of c in 0.; c .;1; (ii) the 
integral 
ト(乙付 =U(め
exists. Then by (ii) we can choose Cn，k (kニ0，1，・.，n) such as 
o = cn，o< Cn，lく・・・く Cn，n= 1 
and 
so that on positing 
we may have 
lim (ごい -Cn，ト 1)= 0 
n-四
(ん=1，2， .ー)
Uぬ(z)zE1(ι，k一九ト1)U (Cn，kI x) 
(弘3)
Iim Un (x) = U (x) • (4，4) 
In this case， if1) = Jj'Jx is commutative with R， for 
P = DR (4，5) 
it may hold that 
PW(1))=hZ(R仰
OoOperαtionαl Calculu8 11 
So， iflim P (Un) = P (U)， we may have 
P(U的 = h J R[盟主{u (ι 7"川，x勿糾+トu(仔Eι品いn川山，7"Xわ川刈，x)吟市)
= 1:虫計;[?担竺会主剖1jF(怜凶R町削似:u(仔5ιいn川止か川山，x勿糾+e吋)-R抑似(ι仏いk，X化吟叫州)わ沿)}(守Eむkγ一ιLω叶→J寸1)江] 
w here we may possibly suppose Cn，止さ;:X， x +εfor k， nニ 1，2，・"， hence in 
accordance with the suppositions (4，2) and (4，3) 






























Since f(x) is continuous we gain 
P(U(x)) = f(め (4，6) 
while directly from (但4，2到)P {Un(伊勿)刀}= 0 for every xキCnりz
On the loosened relation 
[P (h (x， c))]日 ='P (h (勿，x)) 
where h (♂，c) is a solution of the system 
ω (x，~) 'P (h) -p (x， c)h =ψ(勿， cY)1 
(-~円十十町川'\ = 0 r 
;)X/，1 ;}X/2 ・;)x/n ノ拘置くわ j 
we may find another 8imilarity of GREEN'S case， positing 




ヲj，k= 1 when (x) E Dj，k 
ご o when (勿)E Dj，k (k = 1，2，…，lVJ); 
(x) = (xr， "'，仇); も，ぉEDj，k' Dj，k n Dj，k' = 0 if kキk'and D = Dj，l + ・+Dj，巧;
diameter of Dj， k長 1/j(ん=1，2，・"，Nj). In this case， ifh (x， c)is bounded 
and regular in D Uj converges to a limiting function u (x， x)， but we 
cannot say generally lim P (町(x))= P(u(x，x)). 
S 5. Generalizations of Laplace-transformation 
In operational analysis， especially in practical mathematics， the theory 
1) For the details cf. Y. KINOKUNIYA: On Operational Equation日 Mem.Muroran Coll. Tch. 
Vol. 1， No. 1. 
12 Y.K伽okuniyα
of LAPLAcE-transformation1) has given us many contributions. So， itwill 
be a natural try to research for any analogous course or generali~ation of 
this standpoint. 
For such a purpose as merely to raise the dimension of the variable's 
set we may have an answer simply by the foIIowing m~ans， when we 
define the symbol 52 (or 2ν) by 
2A刈0仏ιl'"'， tゐらνv)=P飢1ρν [...[e~戸戸一叩哨p伊2tれ1-一 一pνω勺A(仇h九，"'， tらωU
and c伺a剖I孔L¥t白hetransformation 
f(Pl'…，Pv) = 2A(九一・，tν) (5，2) 
the Lαplαce-transformαtion ofνd旬wnsion. In this case we have the in-
verse transformation 
A(九 ，.tν)=(土 v¥…ゐ1 i-f(PI， ，p一九州十十仰tν仇 (5，3)
¥ ;:'n:~/ Jc，-ioo - Jcν-ioo Pl ・ Pv
which is to be ;named Mellin's formula ofνd加wnsion. The un，it-function 
1 wiIl be defined as 
/1'¥νri∞ p'l.由 民plXl十・・・十pνXν
1 = (ー~} ¥ dpI'・.¥ ~ dpν， 
¥ 乙π~ I J_!∞ J_i∞ Pl ・・ Pv 
= 1 when X1 > 0， X2 > 0-， "'， Xv > 0 ， 
ニ o when xjく O包 forat least one j (= 1， 2， "'，ν) . 
And we may have many results which are induced analogously from the 
theory of L-transformation of 1-dimension. 
But， ifwe persist on our standpoint which has been shown in Para-
graph 2， the conditions would di町eraccordingly. Wten two commutative 
operators P and R are independent of the variable t， we have the difinition 
in the form 
2A (P， tR) = P ~~ A (P， tR)げ dt
the inversion of which is 
2-lf斗γ1刈刈六均仰1ωωp似州;
To deal with the last gene剖ra叫Iization，"we have the equation 
(p -P) (u) = f (t;ー )
to be solved by 
u=三五(f(t)= eIP~: e-xp f(忽;...)の
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and as for the unicity problem of the solutions KINo-theorem on the 
equation P (u)ニ ρν(u)1)will come in cIose rela tion. 
Instead of the form A (P， tR) we can adopt different types A (P]J "'， 
Pl; tR)， G (P) cp (t ; ・ ) and so on， but these will make no difference to 
our princip]e. 
(Received Au宮ust25， 1950.) 






A Numerical Table of the Laguerre Polynomials 
Masao Y oshida 
By the Laguerre polynomial of the n-th degree we mean the polynomial 
defined by the following: 
.Jn 
L，.(必)=戸高正(xne-"')・
In this report the present writer gives a table of the numerical values 
of the polynomials L，.(x)，れニ2，3， 4， 5， 6 and 7; from xニ0.00to xニ1.00
at intervals of 0.01， from a; = 1.00 to x = 5.00 at intervals of 0.05， and from 
mニ 5.0to x = 10.0. at intervals of 0.1. 
Numerical values of the Ln (めgivenin this table are exact except 
those for n = 6 and 7 from x = 0.00 to x = 5.00， which are correct to ten 
decimal p1aces with the possible errors less than half one unit in the last 
place. 
、
16 M. Y08hid，α 
??????? L3{X} L4 {x} L5(た) 1 x 
0.00 2.0000 6.000 000 24.0000 0000 120.00000 00000 0.00 
0.01 1.9601 5.8208目。 23.0471 8401 114.05980 02499 0.01 
0.02 1.9204 5.643592 22.1086 7216 108.25840 39968 0.02 
0.03 1.8809 5.468 073 21.1843 6881 102.53462 02257 0.03 
0.04 1.8416 5.294 336 20.2741 7856 96.94726 38976 0.04 
0.05 1.8025 5.122 375 19.3780 0625 91.47515 59375 0.05 
0.06 1.7636 4.952 184 18.4957 5696 86.11712 32224 0.06 
0.07 1.7249 4.783 757 17.6273 3601 80.87199 85693 0.07 
0.08 1.6864 4.617 088 16.7726 4896 75.73862 07232 0.08 
0.09 1.6481 4.452171 15.9316 0161 70.71583 43451 0.09 
0.10 1.6100 4.289 000 15.1041 0000 65.80249 00000 0.10 
0.11 1.5721 4.127 569 14.2900 5041 60.99744 41449 0.12 1 0.12 1.5344 3.967 872 13.4893 5936 56.29955 91168 
0.13 1.4969 3.809 903 12.7019 3361 51. 70770 31207 0.13 
0.14 1.4596 3.653656 11.9276 8016 47.22075 02176 0.14 
0.15 1.4225 3，499 125 11.1665 0625 42.83758 03125 0.15 
0.16 1.3856 3.346 304 10.4183 1936 38.55707 91424 0.16 
0.17 1.3489 3.195 187 9.6830 2721 34.3781& 82643 0.17 
0.18 1.3124 3.045768 8.9605 3776 30.29965 50432 0.18 
0.19 1.2761 2.898 041 8.2507 5921 26.32053 26401 0.19 
0.20 1.2400 2.752 000 7.5536 0000 22.43968 00000 0.20 
0.21 1.2041 2.607 639 6.8689 6881 18.65601 18399 0.21 
0.22 1.1684 2.464 952 6.1967 7456 14.96844 86368 0.22 d 0.23 1.1329 2.323 933 5.536923135476 1 11.37591 66157 
0.24 1.0976 2.184 576 4.8893 7.87734 77376 0.24 
0.25 1.0625 2.046875 4.2539 0625 4.47167 .96875 0.25 
0.26 1.0276 1.910 824 3.6305 5376 1.15785 58624 0.26 
0.27 0.9929 1.776 417 3.0191 8641 - 2.06517 46407 0.27 
0.28 0.9584 1.643 648 2.4197 1456 - 5.19845 70368 0.28 
0.29 0.9主41 1.512 511 1.8320 4881 - 8.24303 08649 0.29 
0.30 0.8900 1.383 000 1.2561 0000 -11.19993 00000 0.30 
0.31 0.8561 1.255 109 0.6917 7921 -14.07018 26651 0.31 
0:32 0.8224 1.128 832 0.1389 9776 -16.85481 14432 0.32 
0.33 0.7889 1.004 163 -0.4023 3279 -19.55483 32893 0.33 
0.34 0.7556 0.881 096 -0.9323 '0064 -22.17125 '95424 0.34 
0.35 0.7225 0.759625 -1.4509 9375 -24.70509 59375 0.35 
0.36 0.6896 0.639 744 -1.9584 9984 -27.15734 26176 0.36 
0.37 0.6569 0.521 447 -2.4549 0639 -29.52899 41457 0.37 
0.38 0.6244 0.404 728 -2.9403 0064 一31.8210395168 0.38 
0.39 0.5921 0.289 581 -3.4147 6959 -34.03446 21699 0.39 
0.40 0.5600 0.176 000 -3.8784 0000 -36.17024 00000 0.40 
0.41 0.5281 0.063 979 -4.3312 7839 -38.22934 53701 0.41 
0.42 O.荏964 -0.046488 -4.7734 9104 -40.21274 51232 0.42 
0.43 0.4649 -0.155407 -5.20!H 2399 -42.12140 05943 0.43 
0.44 0.4336 -0.262 784 -5.6262 6304 -43.95626 76224 0.44 
0.45 0.4025 -0.368 625 -6.0369 9375 -45.71829 65625 0.45 
0.46 0.3716 -0.472 936 -6.4374 0144 -47.40843 22976 0.46 
0.47 0.3409 -0.575723 -'-6.8275 '7'119 -49.02761 42507 0.47 
0.48 0.3104 -0.676 992 -7.2075 8784 -50.57677 63968 0.48 
0.49 0.2801 -0.776 749 -7.5775 3599 -52.05684 72749 0.49 
0.50 0.2500 -0.875000 -7.9375 0000 -53.46875 00000 0.50 
A Numerical Table ofthe Lag伽 rrePolynoη~ial8 17 




































































































- 7.9375 0000 
- 8.2875 6399 
- 8.6278 1184 
- 8.9583 2719 
- 9.2791 9344 
- 9.5904 9375 


































































































































0.95 I1 -0.8975 -3.834.875 -15.1234 9375 
0.96 1 -0.9184 -3.870 336 -]5.]]122944 
0.97 '1 -0.9391 -3.904 573 -15.0926 7519 
0.98 -O.958(j -3.937 592 -.15.0679 0384 
0.99!1 -0.9799 -3.969399 -15.03G9 8799 












18 M. Yoshid，α 
???? L3(x) L4 (x) L5 (X) 
1 x 
1.00 -1.0000 -4.000000 -15.0000 0000 -56.00000 00000 1.00 
1.05 -1.0975 -4.135125 -14.7264 9375 -50.91362 53125 1.05 
1.10 -1.1900 -4.241 000 -14.3119 0000 -45.20801 00000 1.10 
1.15 ' -1.2775 -4.318 375 -13.76499375 ← 38.96120 09375 1.15 
1.20 -1.3600 -4.368 000 -13.0944 0000 -32.24832 00000 1.20 
1.25 -1.4375 -4.390 625 -12.~~085 9375 -25.14160 ]5625 1.25 
1.30 -1.5100 -4.387 000 -11.4159 0000 -17.71043 00000 1.30 
1.35，c -].5775 -4.357 875 -10.4244 9375 -10.02137 71875 1.35 
1.40 -1.6400 -4.304 000 - 9.3424 0000 - 2.13824 00000 1.40 
].45 -1.6975 -4.226 125 - 8.1774 9375 5.87792 21875 1.45 
1.50 -1.7500 -4.125 000 - 6.9375 0000 13.96875 00000 1.50 
1.55 -1.7975 -4.0ul 375 - 5.6299 9375 22.07854 65625 1.55 
1.60 -1.8100 -3.8b6 000 - 4.2624 0000 30.15424 00000 1.60 
].65 -1.8775 -3.689625 ふ-2.8419 9375 38.14534 59375 1.65 
1.70 -1.9100 -3.503 000 -1.375900602 00 46.00393 00000 ].70 
1.75 -1.9375 -3.296875 0.1289 0625 53.68457 03125 1.75 
1.80 -l.9600 -3.072 000 1.6656 0000 61.14432 00000 1.80 
].85 -].9775 -2.829 125 3.2275 0625 68.34266 96875 1.85 
1.90 -1.9900 -2.569 000 4.8081 0000 75.24151 00000 1.90 
1.95 -1.9975 -2.292 375 6.4010 0625 81.80509 40625 l.95 
2.00 -2.0000 -2.000 000 8.0000 0000 88.00000 00000 2.00 
2.05 -1.9975 -].692 625 9.5990 0625 93.79509 34375 2.05 
2.]0 -1.9900 -].371 000 11.1921 0000 99.16149 00000 2.10 
2.15 -1.9775 -].035875 12.7735 0625 104.07251 78125 2.15 
2.20 -1.9600 -0.688 000 14.3376 0000 108.50368 00000 2.20 
2.25 -1.9375 -0.328 125 15.8789 0625 112.43261 71875 2.25 
2.30 -1.9100 0.043 000 17.3921 0000 115.83907 00000 2.30 
2.35 -1.8775 0.424 625 18.8720 0625 118.70484 15625 2.35 
2.40 -1.84(10 0.816 000 20.3136 0000 121.0] 376 00000 2.40 
2.45 -1.7975 1.216 375 21.7120 0625 122.75164 09375 2.45 
2.50 -1.7500 1.625 000 23.0625 0000 123.90625 00000 2.50 
2.55 -].6975 2.041 125 24.3605 0625 124.46726 53125 2.55 
2'60 日一1.6400 2.464 OO¥) 25.6016 0000 124.42624 00000 2.60 
2.65 -1.5775 2.892 875 26.7815 0625 123.77656 46875 2.65 
2.70 -1.5100 3.327 000 27.8961 0000 122.51343 00000 2.70 
2.75 -1.4375 3.765 625 28.9414 0625 120.63378 90625 2.75 
2.80 -1.3600 4.208 000 29.9136 0000 118.13632 00000 2.80 
2.85 -1.2775 4.653 375 30.8090 0625 115.02138 84375 2.85 
2oli0 -1.1900 5.101 000 31.6241 0000 111.29101 00000 2.90 
2.95 -1.0975 5.550 125 32.3555 0625 106.94881 28125 2.95 
3.00 -1.0000 6.000 000 33.0000 0000 102.00000 00000 3.00 
3.05 -0.8975 6.449 875 33.5545 0625 96.45131 21875 3.05 
3.10 -0.7900 6.899 000 34.0161 0000 90.31099 00000 3.10 
3.1.5 -0.6775 7.346 625 3主38200625 83.58873 65625 3.15 
3.20 -0.5600 7.792 000 34.6496 0000 76.29568 00000 3.20 
3.25 -0.4375 8.234 375 34.8164 0625 68.44433 59375 3.25 
3.30 -0.3100 8.673 000 34.8801 0000 60.04857 00000 3.30 
3.35 -0.1775 9.513 07125 34.8385 0625 51.12356 03125 3.35 
3.40 -0.0400 9.536 000 34.6896 0000 41.68576 00000 3.40 
3.45 0.1025 9.958 875 34.4315 0625 31.75285 96875 3.45 
3.50 0.2500 10.375 000 34.0625 0000 21.34375 00000 3.50 
A Numerical Table 01 the Laguerre Polynomi.αls 
~. ~J----=沼~____I L3 (~)_，j__~~:___1 L5 (氾}11x 
3.50 1 0.2500 
3.55 1 0バ02にuu '-，.τ~ 
3.60 1 0.5600 
.. t!h: 1 rl貯ののに
υ.Uυ 1 V.I.i.Iムリ
3.70 1 0.8900 
3.75 1 J .0625 
3.80 1 1.2400 
3.85 1 ] .4225 
3.90 1 J.6100 
3.95 1 1.8025 
4.00 1 2.0000 
4.05 1 2.2025 
4.10 1 2.4100 
1.15 1 2.6225 
4.20 1 2.8400 
4.25 1 3.0625 
4.30 1 3.2900 
4.35 1 3.52のt)v Û υμ~ 
4.40 1 3.7600 
4.45 1 4.0025 
4.50 1 4.2500 
4.55 1 4.502弓vv ":t:.り』
4.60 1 4.7600 
4.65 1 5.0225 
4.70 1 5.2900 
4.75 1 5.5625 
4.80 1 5.8400 
4.85 1 6.1225 
4.90 1 6.4100 
4.95 1 6.7025 
5.0 1 7.00 
5.1 1 7.61 
5.2 1 8.24 
5.3 1 8.89 
5.4 1 9.56 
5.5 1 10.25 
5.6 1 10.96 
5.7 1 1J.69 
5.8 1 12.44 
5.9 1 13.21 
6.0 1 14.00 
6.1 1 14.81 
6.2 1 15.64 
6.3 1 16.49 
6.4 1 17.36 
6.5 1 18.25 
6.6 噂 1 19.16 
6.7 1 20.09 
6.8 1 21.04 
6.9 1 22.01 









































































- 0.7684 9375 
- 3.7104 0000 
一一 6.76149375 
- 9.9199 0000 
- 13.1835 9375 
- ] 6.5504 0000 
- 20.0]79 9375 
- 23.5839 0000 
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20 M. Yoshida 
????
?
?? ????????? L5 (x) 11-x 
7.0 23.00 - 22.000 -207.0000 - 62.00000 7.0 
7.1 24.0] - 26.021 -213.4879 10.70899 7.1 
7.2 25.04 - 30.288 -219.3024 89.86368 7.2 
26.09 - 34.807 -224.3679 179.48657 7.3 
7.4 27.16 - 39.584 -228.6064 267.57376 7.4 
7.5 28.25 - 44.625 -231.9375 366.09375 7.5 
7.6 29.36 - 49.936 -234.2784 470.98624 7.6 
7.7 30.49 - 55.523 -235.5439 5S2.16093 7.7 
7.8 31.64 - 61.392 -235.6464 699.49632 7.8 
7.9 32.81 - 67.549 -234.4959 822.83851 7.9 
8.0 34.00 - 74.00。 -232.0000 952.00000 . 8.0 
8.1 35.21 - 80.751 -228.0639 1086.75849 8.1 
8.2 36.44 -87.808 -222.5904 1226.85568 8.2 
8.3 37.69 - 95.177 -215.4799 1371.99607 8.3 
8.4 38.96 -102.864 -206.6304 1521.84576 8.4 
8.5 40.25 -110.875 -195.9375 1676.03125 8.5 
8.6 41.56 -119.216 -183.2944 1834.13824 8.6 
8.7 42.89 -127.893 -168.59]9 1995.7]043 8.7 
8.8 44.'24 -136.912' .-151.7184 2160.24832 8.8 
8.9 45.61 -146.279 -132.5599 2327.20801 8.9 
9.0 47.00 -156.000 -111.0000 2496.00000 9.0 
9.1 48.41 166.081 - 86.9199 2665.98799 9.1 
9.2 49.84 -176.528 - 60.1984 2836.48768 9.2 
9.3 51.29 -187.347 - 30.71]9 3006.76557 9.3 
9.4 52.76 -198.544 1.6656 3176.03776 9.4 
9.5 54.25 -210.125 37.0625 3343.46875 9.5 
9.6 55.76 -222.096 75.6096 3508.17024 9.6 
9.7 57.29 -234.463 117.4401 3669.19993 9.7 
9.8 58.8生 -247.232 162.6896 3825.56032 9.8 
9.9 60.生1 -260.409 211.4961 397619751 9.9 
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- 15.90453 82989 
- 37.47308 23434 
- 58.27709、96094
- 78.32847 20378 

























































































- 122.91911 68000 
- 293.36307 96792 
- 456.554.40 36707 
- 612.63395 22423 
- 761.74]04 92557 


























































































0.50杭 1 -2612.42968 75000 
0.51 1 -2620.58310 96427 
0.52 1 -2625.07894 04659 
0.53 1 -2626.01598 23987 
0.54 1 .，2623.49177 77154 
0.55 1 -2617.60261 73367 
0.56 1 -2608.44354 95984 
0.57 1 -2596.10838 89871 
0.58 1 -2580.68972 48446 
0.59 1 -2562.27893 00382 
0.60 1 - 2540.96616 96000 
0.61 1 -2516.84040 93329 
0.62 1 -2489.98942 43848 
0.63 1 -2460.49980 77908 
0.64 1 -2428.45697 89818 
0.65 1 -2393.94519 22633 
0.66 1 -2357.04754 52594 
0.67. 1 -2317.84598 73272 
0.680 1 - 2276.42132 79372 
0.69 1 - 2232.853~4 50234 
0.70 1 - 2187.22029 33000 
0.71 1 -2139.59991 25477 
0.72 1 ← 2090.06843 58667 
0.73 1 -2038.70109 78996 
0.74 1 -1985.57204 30209 
0.75 1 -1930.75433 34961 
0.76 1 -1874.31995 76087 
0.77 1 -1816.33983 77557 
0.78 1 -1756.88383 85117 
0.79 1 -1696.02077 46611 
0.80 1 ー1633.8184192000 
0.81 1 ー1570.3435113052 
0.82 1 -150'5.66176 42732 
0.83 1 -1439.83787 34274 
























- 879.56328 61475 
- 806.20729 89978 
- 732.30185 01042 
- 657.90095 00792 
- 583.05768 40305 
- 507.82421 90662 
- 432.25181 17707 
- 356.39081 56485 
- 280.29068 85391 
， - 204.00000 00000 
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X L6(X} X L7(X} 
1.00 -185.00000 00000 1.00 - 204.00000 00000 
1.05 -138.42822 81094 1.05 178.67318 53430 
1.10 - 89.76179 90000 1.10 559.32295 19000 
1.15 - 39.64298 54844 1.15 932.83385 57602 
1.20 11. 32646 40000 1.20 1294.59179略52000
1.25 62.58422 85157 1.25 1640.46234 13086 
1.30 113.60632 90000 1.30 19116.76952 93000 
1.35 163.90605 38906 1.:l5 2270.27510 65758 
1.40 213.03289 60000 1.40 2548.15823 36000 
1.45 260.57150 06406 1.45 2797.99563 36492 
1.50 306.14062 50000 1.50 3017.74218 75000 
1.55 349.39210 87656 1.55 3205.71196 91164 
1.60 390.00985 60000 1.60 3360.55971 84000 
1.65 427.70882 82656 1.65 3481.26274 70648 
1.70 462.23104 90000 1.70 3567.10327 37000 
1.75 49:3.35961 91406 1.75 361765118 40820 
1.80 520.88774 40000 1.80 3632.74721 28000 
L85 544.64777 13906 1.85 3612.48654 22555 
1.90 564.495~4 10000 1.90 3557.20281 51000 
1.95 580.31094 50156 1.95 3467.45255 61727 
• 2.00 592.00000 00000 2.00 3344.00000 00000 
2.05 599.49093 00156 2.05 3187..80231 99211 
2.10 602.73476 10000 2.10 2999.99525 49000 
2.15 601.70412 63906 2.15 2711.87913 00883 
2.20 596.39238 40000 . 2.20 2544.90526 72000 
2.25 586.81274 41406 225 2260.66278 07617 
2.30 572.99740 90000 2.30 ， 1960.86575 63000 
2.35 554.99672 32656 2.35 1637.34080 65289 
2.40 532.87833 60000 2.40 1292.01500 16000 
2.45 506.72637 37656 2.45 926.90416 94773 
2.50 476.64062 50000 2.50 544.10156 25000 
2.55 442.73573、56406 2.55 145.76688 61945 
2.60 405.14041 60000 2.60 - 265.88431 36000 
2.65 363.99665 88906 2.65 - 688.59090 92320 
2.70 319.45896 90000 2.70 -1120.05609 93000 
2.75 271.69360 35156 2.75 -1557.95697 02148 
2.80 220.87782 40000 2.80 -1999.95371 52000 
2.85 167.19915 95156 2.85 -2443..69851 46664 
2.90 110.85468 10000 2.90 -2886.84408 19000-
2.95 52.05028 68906 2.95 -3327.05187 79992 
3.00 - 9.00000 00000 3.00 -3762.00000 00000 
3.05 - 72.07472 43594 3.05 -4189.39074 61258 
3.10 -136.94567 90000 3.10 -4606.95786 21000 
3.15 ← 203.37857 42344 3.15 -5012.47347 24586 
3.20 -271.13369 60000 3.20 、 -5403.7547008000 
3.25 -339.96655 27344 3.25 -5778.66998 29102 
3.30 -409.62851 10000 3.30 -6135.14507 67000 
3.35 -479.86741 98594 3.35 -6471.16877 28930 
3.40 -550.12822 40000 3.40 -6784.79831 04000 
3.45 -621.05356 56094 3.45 -7074.16450 03195 
3.50 -691.48437 50000 3.50 -7337.47656 25000 
24 M. Yoshi，伽
出 Ls(旬、} x L7 (x) 
3.50 '-691.48437 50000 3.50 -7337.47656 25000 
3.55 - 761.46044 99844 3.55 -7573.0266乍86023
3.60 - 830.72102 40000 3.60 -7779.19426 56000 
3.65 - 899.00532 29844 3.65 -7954.44997 36539 
3.70 - 966.05311 10000 3.70 -8097.35941 23000 
3.75 -1031.60522 46094 3.75 -8206.58660 88867 
3.80 -1095.40409 60000 3.80 -8280.89720 32000 
3.85 -1157.19426 48594 3.85 -8319.16138 22133 
3.90 . -1216.72287 90000 3.90 -8320.35655 89000 
3.95 -1273.74018 37344 3.95 -8283.56979 90461 
4.00 -1328.00000 00000 4.00 -8208.00000 00000 
4.05 -1379.26019 12344 4.05 -8092.95982 52977 
4.10 -1427.28311 90000 4.10 -7937.87739 91000・
4.15 -J471.8360873594 4.15 -7742.29776 43805 
4.20 -1512.69177 60000 4.20 -7505.88410 88000 
4.25 -1549.62866 21094 4.25 -7228.荏187622070 
4.30 -1582.43143 10000 4.30 -6909.80396 97000 
4.:15 -， 16J 0.89137 54844 4.35 -6550.06244 41898 
4.40 -1634.80678 4QOOO 4.40 -6149.33770 24000 
4.45 -1653.98331 74844 4.45 -5707.89418 82414 
4.50 -1668.23437 50000 4.50 -5226.11718 75000 
4.55 -1677.38144 81094 4.55 -4704.51253 77742 
4.60 -1681.25446 40000 4.60 -4143.70613 76000 
4.65 -1679.69211 73594 4.65 -3544.44325 81008 
4.70 -1672.542J9 10000 4.70 -2907.58766 53000 
4.75 -1659.66186 52344 4.15 -2234.12054 44336 
4.80 -1640.91801 60000 4.80 -1525.13925 12000 
4.85 -1616.18750 17344 4.85 - 781.85587 28852 
4.90 -1585.35743 90000 4.90 5.59561 59000 
4.95 -1548.32546 <68594 4.95 802.20498 05320 
5.0 -1505.00000 0 5.0 1640.00000 00 
5.1 -1399.157559 5.1 3398.85564 39 
5.2 -1267.32185 6 5.2 5256.50104 32 
5.3 -1109.17135 1 5.3 7196.86807 73 
5.4 - 924.57734 4 5.4 9202.38082 56 
5.5 - 713.60937 5 、5.5 11254.05468 75 
5.6 - 476.53990 4 5.6 13331.60407 il4 
5.7 - 213.84827 1 5.7 15413.55814 17 
5.8 73.77606 4 5.8 17477.38414 08 
5.9 383.4:1100 1 5.9 19499.61774 71 
6.0 720.00000 0 6.0 214315261 .0000000 
6.1 1076.15100 1 6.1 23321.62026 69 
6.2 1452.33606 4 6.2 25071.06475 52 
6.3 1846.79172 9 6.3 26678.57006 43 
6.4 2257.54009 6 6.4 28118.18127 36 
6.5 2682.39062 5 6.5 29363.91406 25 
6.6 3118.94265 6 6.6 30389.92035 84 
6.7 3564.58864 9 6.7 31170.65700 87 
6.8 4016.51814 4 6.8 3168J.05697 28 
6.9 4471.72244 1 6.9 31896.70253 01 
7.0 1 4927.00000 0 7.0 ;n 794.j)0000 uO 
，. 










This paper、dealswith the size distributions of the several particles on the probabiIty 
theory. 
The present writer has obtained the foIlowing two results. Firstly， inωse that crushing 
process is an independent event， the size distributions are given by the 10邑・arithmicalnormal 
form. Ttis shows tBe distributions tO be weIIknown on gold sol， and so on. 
Secondly， hegives the statistical Iaw by the application of crushing mechanism and shows 


















[椴設 A] 時刻 tで牛筏 rtの粒子が，時刻 t+ 1tで竿控





f (g; 1t) • 1g (2) 
yt+At =ー logη+At =ー logl"t -log g = yt+X 
とすると，とれば rtに無関係に3のみの函童文である。 さて x= .c-Iog gとゐけば， (1)式は
(3) 
したがって偶然量 yVC封しでは， 1既設 (A)によって一様偶然累加性を満足するめ。 との
際分布窮度 (2)式は次の様に費換されるロ
f (g; 1t) • d~ = f (x)・(e-X・dx)
ただし f(g ; 1t)については弐の諸量の存在を偲定せねばならない。
平均値の存在僚件
m=I二十f(y) • (パ dy)
有限な分散互容の存在僚件
02 = [0 (y - m)2 • f (川ザ dy)
しかし f(g ; 1t)の函童文型は上記の僚件を満足する以外は杢〈任意で、ある3)。
さて一般性を失うことなしに














X = YI -Yo = Y2 
であるから
y.) +<2 = Yr) + y . 
偶然量の濁立性によって，分布符度に封しではファルツングの法則





'Jf I ./2 'J2f t (y-y' ; t) = f (y; t) ーダ;~+ダーy2
+ : y'2f (位、_~L1
2 y l\ 'Jy2)古 ~ßY' 'Jy2 J 
趨営な麓童文を選んで，平均値 m=Oとすると
1 • 'J2f 
、右謹 =f (y* ; t)+ ~ 0'-;:ー~tR2 'Jy制
剰飴項 R は H ンデベルグ型の僚1Lt，~ すなわち
(0く θ<1) 

























f(r) • dr =一一三壬三三=-e dr 
、12π02 • t 
(13) 
とれをま雪J敷的E規分布と名夕、ける。
S 3. 醸 用 頼。
コロイドのサスベンジョン，エマルジョンに3ないで， 多くの粒子分布の測定があるが，














































1 2~ A、 2<12f (y) (e-Y dy) = 一二二 e -- dy =一一一=-e _V (14) 、12πσ v .，;扇iJ
I .f(f) 

























(1)に封しては，粉砕過程をいわゆ 勾叫5 相 40<月)
る「稀な現象」として取扱うととを要 1 第5園劉数日盛に於ける分布曲線
8) GREEN， J.: Frank. In直t.204， 9712 (1927). 
9) LAVELAND and TRIVEIM: J. Frank. Inst. 204， 9193， 9377 (1927):/彼等が如何なる方法で測定
を行ったか， 文献が手許にないた必に詳びらかではないが， 粒子分布はiJlIJ.A:方法によって異なる結果が得
られる ζ とばも注意すべきである。例えば KRAMER:J. Frank. Inst. 231， 91， 1941.警日言。
10) GAUDlN: . Transaction. A.I.M.M.E. (1926). 
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求ナる。 1(y; t)をyに封ずる階段函童文と考えると
1 (y; t1 +ら)= "iJ I(yー ダ;t)・1(yノ;12) • e-Y' 
Y' 
援童文yvとる{直が
y = 0， 1，2， . 
であるから，函童文 I(y)v・性質を
(15) 
1 (1) e-2 + 1 (3) e-3 +……= 0 (f (1) e-1) (16) 
とすると， t-Oのとき (1(y) e':"型)の平均値はほとんど 1(1) e-1に等しくなる。一方平均値に
''0ては調立性の仮定により




e-1・1(1 ; t) = M. t + 0 (t) 
故に又
1(0・t)= (1-M. t)+ 0 (t)
とれを (15)式に代入して





= 1 (y; t) (1-M. .:1t) + 1 (y-1; t)M ・.:1t+ 0 (.:1t) (21) 
.:1t→Oの極限で











稀であっても粉砕確率(f(y ; t) e-Y • dy)は， その性質より yの大きな程，すなわち小さな宇




ら主主いのである1へしたがワて粉砕確率 f(y ; .dt)の性質を吟味する必要が起る。
S 4. 新しい粒子分布函敷について
さて f(y ; .dt)に粉砕機構を趨用させて問題を論じるために， (15)式をEえのように書とう。




右謹 =f (y; t) e-Y・(1-m)+ i:"j(yーゲ;t)・f(y' ; .dt)台-ydy' (25) 
ただし f(y' ; .dt)は 1r~ilの粉砕に封ずる粒子分布により定められるのでるる。
国躍の衝撃破壊に於て粉砕された粒子の分子tjについての鈴木氏の貫験によるとめ， 分布
函童文 f(r ; .dt)は
f (r; .dt) = A・g(h) / r"
と興えられる。(第6届l参照)。
ただし fは粒子牛控，hは衝撃瞳を落下させ 140 
る際のその高さである。 120

















13) 鈴木清太郎:Pro巴.Plysico Math. Soc. Jap. 1932， 1935. (26)式の係数は，高れすなわち衝






















'A = 2m 
(30) 
さて容積分布密度に封しては
1 (y; t+.dt) e-3y = 1 (y; t) (1 - m) • e-3y + 




1(0; 0) = 1 
1 (y;0) = 0 ? ????
(3勾
で輿えられる。 したがワて .dt後の分布は (31)式より
1 (0; .dt) = (1 -m) . 1 
t (yt.dt)・e-3y= 2m • e-Y (y =1= 0) ) 
h 同様にして，2.dt後には
1 (0; 2.dt) = (1 -m)2 ) 






f (0; 3.dt) = (1 -m)3 dy 1 





























































































A Study of Stress in Spoken English 
Mitsugu Masuda 
Summary 
It is hardly ne巴essaryto say that stres自， or what is commonly called ac巴ent，is one of 
the most important things to be studied especially by Japanese scholars of English. Stre呂田
in spoken English is not always fixed and un巴:hangeable，as is shown in dictionaries. It varies 
a巴巴ordingto various cir巴umstances. The present tr巴atisedeals with this fa巴tac巴essibleto 
the writer in sentences as well as in words， not merely practically~寄but theoretically Jikewise. 
Order of Dis巴ussion
1. Introdu巴tion
I. W ord-stress 
1. Stress in Simple W ords 
2. Stress in Compound-words 
II. S巴nten巴巴-stress …..・H ・.
1. Emphatic Stress ・…H
2. Even Stress …… 
3. -Contrasting Stress …...・H ・
4. Rhythmical Stress ・H・H・.




ユイト)ともいって日本語に沿ける pitch-accent(高さアクセント)，たとえば kata(屑)と kat五(型)，






4O' 司脅 悶 支
(weak)，中勢 (medium)，強勢 (strong)去よび最強勢 (emphatic)であるロ LLOYDはさらに精
密に五段階に分けて第一強勢 (ful1stress)， 第二担勢 (secondarystress)， 今強勢 (halfstress)， 
弱強勢 (weakstre鉛)，無担勢 (stresslessness)としている。例語をあげていないが，私の考えで
はたとえば， op-por-tu-ni-ty (童文字の順序に従って強勢が弱まる)のように 1が第一強勢， 2が
第二盟勢， 3が竿担勢， 4が弱路、勢， 5が無強勢というわけになるので星うろう。
つぎに文強勢について考えると，とれば語強勢と遣って一定していない。つまり諾の強
意によって相還してくる， たとえば:
Did he come to-day? (あの人は貫際来たんですか。来たととはほとんど信じられないJ
Did he come to-day? (今日来たんで、すかJ







音節に戻って強勢が去かれるととである。 たとえばフランス語の Cl凶作， )から由来の city
が('X)となり，その他 prison，nature等もその例である。 。ぎに接頭町ーにはたとえば begin，
assent， defence， receive等の如く拐、勢がない。 もっともとれには例外があるととはもちろんで
たとえば promise，pr巴face，com pany， difference等によって知られる。接尾酔も強勢は.i;かれ
たいが，ある若干の接尾酔によって語根の強勢が麓ってくる場合がるる。 一例をあげれば，




がるる:admirable， c6mparable， lament乱ble，preferable， reput油le等。 そのほか接頭酔がきわ
めて明瞭た意義をもう場合，均等拐、勢 (evenstress)となるととがしばしばある:如ti-climax，
d{sloyal， ex-president， re-arrang巴， 1lItra-fashionable等。 同ヒ接頭献でも否定を表わす接頭酔
の場合はどうなるか。 in-，unー を有する語は一般に接頭献に中勢 (medium)が去かれる:
inaccurate， incorrect， inordinate; unknown， unfortunate， unusual等。 との中勢iが時によると拐、












Hyde Park， week end， upstairs， d6wnstairs， seasIde， aftcrn6on， ping哨p6ng，plum pudding， 
， fr6nt-deor， tIck-tack， summer 1l16rning， common sense， steel pen， garden wall， evening 
st五r，l1an c6ok， headwaiter， Water16o， p6st effice等。
(同形容詞(または副詞)+形容詞の如き複合詞にゐいて:
good looking， hard b6iled， twenty-flv巴等。
(c) 分離できない複合詞，その他分離でまない要素が著しく強い意義をもっとき:
undo， mlsjudge， headmaster， thirteen等。
(2) (' X) 
(a) 自然物の名ほとの強+弱の形式をとる。それはとの構成する雨諸が一緒になって，
ある翠ーの概念、を表示するからである:
áppletr~e ， butterfly， g61dfish， sandstdn巴等。 したがって blackbIrd (黒い烏)と blackbird
(つぐみ)との区別ができてくる。 streetとの複合詞は('X)となる:Oxford Street， 
hIgh street. ととろが roadまたは squar巴との複合はそれに似て非で均等強勢(''.) 
をとる:Oxford Road， Hanover Square， park lan巴・
(b) 複合詞が何かの種類の因果関係，行詰，または現象を表わすとき:
b6okbinder， earthquake， flewerpdt， musicm託ster，rainbdw， scheolll1aster， steambdat， 
walking-excGrsion 空宰。
(c) 均等鼠勢の複合詞もしくは多音節語が名詞の前に形容詞的に用いられるとき:
a geod-natured fellow (ただし Heis gdod-natured.)， hard-bdiled eggs， thIrteen men， 
Berlin weol等。 したがって乱 seveno'clock dinnerの seveno'clockは('X)で，
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bil of fare， m~n of the wl'rld， dlp and saucer， knife and f6rk等。
(b) 敬稀と姓名との複合にむいて用いられる:
Mister SmIth， Miss Robertson， F五m ぽ Hughes ~!t; 。
(c) gdod meining fDような「程の感嘆詞の場合にも起る。




て ragman[ragma:n]， J ohnsonはがnsnJにfIf.jLて grandson[sr8らndsAnJ等。
さらに特記すべきととは out-，over-という接頭鮮をもっ諾である。名詞または形容詞と
して用いられるときは第一音節に班、勢がある:eutbreak， t.utcast， 6utH1nder， eutldok， euゅ託tient，
outl託.y;6vercdast， everfldw， 6vershde， oversight等。 とれに反してとれらの接頭酔をもっ動詞
は第二音節に班、勢がある:dutbid， dutgr6w， dutnumber， dutrun; dverlay， dverlook， dverrule等。
ととろが ovcr-をもっ名前・形容詞むよび動詞はその over-の意義が「過度・過大」乞表わす







最後の語で、ある wetに3なかれる。 とれは泊極的強勢であるが，とれに封して Lookhow wet 













antiradical， archbishop， misc6nduct， unbelief等。
(d) ー音節以上の翠語中にも起る:




thc townmouse and the countrymouse. 
He said that c6untry people werc rcalIy much lazier than town people. 
Quite inside and 6utside th巴 house.
thJrteen， f6urteen， fift舟 1(阜潤の場合は How61d are you?に封して thIrteen・となる)
しかし時には封日立されているにもかかわら歩，均等強勢をとるとともるる:
1 don't mind cold beef， but I cannot stand cold mutton. 
4. 律動強勢
千手動拐、勢とはたとえば agood thingであるが， a very gdod thingとなるような， つま
り三つの謹績的強勢を避けるためにJl1いられるものである。 したがって均等強勢をもっ諾は
強勢語の前にくると('X)となる，要するに不均等となる。 一例をあげると Berlinである
がその後に woolがくると Berlinw601とゑる。均等強勢語が気息、群 (breath-group)の格り
に4うる場合，語尾の強勢がしばしば語頭のそれよりも強いととが認められる。 この:ffj:賓は音
盤英語にゐけるつぎの貰例がよく誰明するととろである:
(a) His age is fdurteen・ F6urteenmen. 
(b) They were dutside. An outside pr.sse時 er.
(c) Some felI by the wiiyside. A waysidc 1nn. 
(d) She is a princess. The Princess Alice・
(e) 1 saw him in the討ternoon. Afterndon cals. 
(f) Among the Chinese・ A Chinhe lantern・
(g) H巴 isgoing to Bhlln. Berlin pEIpers. 
(h) He is very shdrt-sighted. A sh6rt-sighted man・
(i) Made of india-rubber. An india但rUbber bal. 


















On an Analytic Method of the Synchronous. Machines 
Goro Miura 
Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the fundamental equation日ofsynchronous 
generators as to the standard r巴ctangularcoordinates. The analyses dealt here are on three 
cases， and in on巴ofthes巴thee:x;citation circuit is not considered， inanother this is considered 
without amortisseur， and in another with amortisseur. 
1. Introduction 
This is the theoretical studies on extending and generalizing the 
fundamental equations of rotating elect1'ical machine1'Y which have been 
derived by R. H. PARKl)， G. KRON2>， and othe1'sヨう fo1' the pu1'pose of 
modifying it fo1' the standard 1'ectangular coo1'dinate systems and in 
particula1' analizing the synch1'onous alte1'nators. Fo1' the analytic method， 
the author adopted the tenso1' analysis， basing on the BLONDEL'S two-1'eaction 
theo1'Y on salient-pole synchronous machines. The tenso1'ial analysis does 
rep1'esent al the physical concepts in p1'oblem only by ρne tenso1' equation， 
so that the manifestation is greatly simplified. Lastly， the three-phase 
tu1'bo-gene1'ato1' was analized as an application of this theorem. 
1. Fundamental Equation of Salient.pole Alternator 
for Standard Rectangular Coordinates 
Accol'ding to the two-1'eaction.. 
theo1'Y， cur1'ent， voltage and flux 
in each armatu1'e phase can be 
1'esolved to di1'ect and quad1'atu1'e 
co酷 ponents. Now， let the number 





仇 =0 -1200 
direct axlS 
e 
Fig. 1， Three-phase Synchronou日Machine.
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whre[4]，[e]and [ゆJconcern real axis α， b and c， and [ジJ;[e'J and [O'J 
concern direct axis d， quadrature axis q and zero-sequence axis O. And 
d q 。
αI cos Ilt I山tT-{ 
[ C J = b I COS 12 I siu 12 I 1 I も (4 ) 
cl~ふJ丙-J「 1
From Eq. (1)， (2) and (3) 
[i' Jニ [CJ-1[iJ
[e'J = [C]-l [θ] 
[ザJ= [CJ-l[併]
…'" (5) 
i …・・ ・(6) 
・・ (7) 
and 
α b c 
~ d I COS 01 I 巴凶 12 I ωa 
[CJ-1こすq I siu Ili I siu 12 I siu IJs 
o I_!_;:_J 1/2 I 1/2 ¥ 
While， from the MAXWEU/S equation， for generatpr action 
一(8)













? ?? ????? ??
with 
付 =p(干~)=長(手?ア
Therefore， we obtain the folIowing fundamental equations. 
-ea = pチd十世qP{}+γia 1 
-eq ニ ρ払一世aP{}+γら } …・・・…・・…・…・・・…………………・ (10)
-eo - ρ世。 +r io J 
1) PARK; T.A.I.E.E.， Vol. 48， 1929. 
2) KRON; G. E. Rev.， Apr. 1935 & Feb. 1936. 
3) DOHERTY & N民主.LE; T.A.I.E.E. Vol. 45， 1926. 
e 
On 伽 AnαlyticMethod 01 the Synchroηuus Mαehines 
On steady synchronous speed running， 
pO 二、~ 0ニ ω 二 1
dt 
(by the per-unit method) 
Then Eq. (10) becomes in this .case 
-ed = P和十世q 十rid 1 
-eq = p恥一世d 十 γiq ( 
ーのこ P併。 +r io J 
47 
. (11) 
where r is the resistance of armature circuit per phase. Therefore， the 
fundamental equations of synchronous generators for the standard systems 
are obtained. In the case of motor action， the direction of armature 
current reverses， so the negative sign of ea， eq and eo in Eq. (10) and (11) 
is dropped of. 
II. Fundam.en1l:al Equation of Salient-pole 
Alternator Without Am.ortisseur 
In the preceding section the writer studied the case where an 
excitation circuit is not considered. Let us 
now consider the e在ectof this circuit. Since 
generally Eq. (11) can be put into as 
一[e]= [Z] [i]…一..…..... (12) 
we will find the impedance tensor [Z]. 
Inverstigating on Fig. 2， the speed emf 
and the transformer emf. induced by丑ux
cutting and interlinking laws， we have the 
following tensor [Z] ， taking the peトunit
system4). 
f d q 
1 Rl切 pl 仇'lP I 0 
Fig.2， Generalized machine 
without amortiseur. 
[Z] = d I Xafp I7十川 IX;P() I ......... .......... (13) 
q¥-Xa.fP(} I -Xd p(} I川 JP 
In order to take of the excitation circuit term f from Eq. (13) with 
considering stil the effect of thia existence， we use the so-calred short-
circuit matrix [S]. 























1烏十仰 101 0 
[Z'J二 dI Xajp I r十叫
ql 一川() I 一削叫(ρ)p(}j 川 ，p
where 
z~f P 的 (ρ)=均一 切7 ・-….....・H ・-…・…・・・・…・・・・・…….(15)建
Rj + XfP 
Xd (∞) = pXd 二 Xa'
Xザ X.l一-X~'" ρ==~αα!_ = leakage coe血cient.
XfXd 
Xa' corresponds to the so-called “direct transient re包ctance". 




和二 F(p)島+叫(ρ)む) …-…・……・・ …・・・・…・…ー …… (16)
払=、Xqiq 
F'(ρ) =一一二旦t
Rf + xfP 場ら
in which Ef is applied d-c voltage of the 
excitation circuit. 
And since the machine has not amor-
tisseur windings， the relations between 
the transient reactances and the sub-
transient reactances are: 
Xa'ニ Xd" ) } ..........… (17) 
叫ニZJ=zJFl 
IV. Fundamental Equation of 
Salient.pole Alternator 
With Amortisseur 
Fig.3， Generalized machine 
with amortiseur. 
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In the fundamental Eq. (12)， the impedance tensor [ZJ of this case 
becomes as follows: 
f 剖~ d q dq 
fls川 fplzd仰 r Xafp I 0 I 0 
ddl 制伽附dfρ I rd向
[ZJ ニ dl X町ω可仰P I X肋制叩dd仰 | 
ql 一m川可仰pOI 一m制仰制d申Mぞd仰1
d向1 0 I 0 I 0 I X川 !向m附?十削7
Since in general the amo位rtisseurterms are not necessary， they should 
be taken 0古 fromEq. (18) as before by using the short-circuit matrix [SJ 
and the lower-class unit-matrix [!J. 
f d q 
fl 1 0 I 0 
dd 1 - Xdd.f p_ - ___32盟p_ 1 0 
rdd十 Xddp I rda十 Xddp I 
[SJ二 d1 0 I 1 I 0 
q I 0 '0 1 
dz10101-JEiiL 
rd，十Xd，p
f dd d q dq 
fl 1 
[IJ = d I 0 







From [2'Jニ [!J[ZJ [SJ 
f d q 
fl R.f + X.f(p)p XqJ'(p)p 。
[Z'J，= dl Xa.f(p)p T十似d'(p)ρ 的 (p)pO ………ー (19)
q I -xaf(p) pO -X〆(p)pO T十 Xj(p)ρ
where 
XAル)二め X~d企 ， ぉパp) 二均一 x~(竺~， I
7・dd十 XddP γdd + Xdd P . I f ... (20) 
巾〓一 市一一IP I 
Xq(ι)=zq- dwP ， zaJω二九一一 d~^ • I γdq十 Xrlqp' ~J ，.I ~J rdil十 XdaP J 
Xa' (p)， XIJ (p)，め(ρ)and xaj(p) are short-circuited impedances due to the 
existence of amortisseur windings. If this windings are lacked， these 
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become respectively 山，Xq， Xf and x，αf sinee Xdaf二 Xddd= 0 in this case， and 
Eq. (19) just coincides with Eq. (13)・












I l' 1 1--0 -l-τ一一
d q 
1 RJ+内 )p 1 0 1 0 
[Z"J:;: d円雨-p-1-;:十州);1τ示p() -1 ・ ・ ・・ (2I)
ql 一向ヤ)p() 1 一問(p)p() 1 r十州)p
where 
X~Ap)p Xd(p)::;:: xi(p)一一一虫色一一
RJ + xj(p)p 
が(忽:jX~dd-2Xddd Xddf九f+XddX~ぷ +P(RfX~dd+rddX~f)二均一 . (2) が(XddXf- X~dj) + p(rddx，f + RjXd(l) +γd(IRj 
and then 
d(∞)::;::叫 Xf1414ケ 2Xddah苧f+ Xd吟 :;xi' 




xi' and X/' correspond to the so-caIIed “d:irect and quadrature sub-transient 
reactance" respectively. 
Then if the fundamental equation (10) is applied on the above relations， 
we obtain 
-ed:;: P恥+ιp{}+γid 
-eq :;:ρι一体IP{}+ riq 
手a:;: G (p) ι~f + X(l (p) ia 
ι=叫(p)も
可(p)_ _ ~af_(rdd +勿ddP)- Xadj Xddd P (ρ):;:一一二型住一 一一一一一一一
Rf+ xlp) P (Rf + xf p) (rdd + Xd p) -X71dJ p2 
(23) 
The transient reactances xa' and x/ of the machine can be found from 
mf 
。ηαnAnαlytic Method of the Synchronous Mαchines 
mr-Zf叫 -x!f ) 
，1 - X1 } …・り…..…………………・ γ …ー・一……・・・….(24) 
zJ=叫 j
v. An Analysis of Three-phase Non-salient-pole 
Alternator 
51 
In the preceding sections several fundamental equations which are 
applicable to sevetal cases are derived. 
Next， as an application of this theorem， 
the three-phase turbo-generator will be 
analized and its fundamental equation 
shall be induced. 
The generalized circuit of Fig. 1 can 
be expressed as Fig. 4. Now let the 
nomenclature of machine constants be 
represented as shown in Fig. 4. 
Current [i]， namelyι， ih and ic is 
transformed into d and q axis by the 
transformation tensor [C]. 
[ i]= [C] [i'] 
in which 
Fig. 4， Gt;neraljzed 3-ph邸e






[C]ご dα ↓ f 。
qα 。
a b 
|o 1 01 I 
o' 1 COS02 1-
I Cω 01 I 0 1 
J玉工γo I 





qc 。 i o Io I sin 03 










'f dc db dα qα qb qc 
十七伊 IMp I Mp I Mp I 。 。 。
MP1R十 LpI --mp I mp I仰 o mplJ I mpO 
Mp I 仰 1R十勾! mp I mpO 1 仰 o mpO. 
Mp I mp mp R十句i仰 o mpO 1 mpO 
てんMH|l酬| 岬 oI -岬OIR+Lpl 岬|岬
一旬~pO 卜mpO1 -mpO I mp 1 R+ Lp I mp 
-MpO [-mpo -mpO -mpO mp mp I R+ Lp 
Using the transformation tensor [CJ and its transposed matrix [CJt， the 
above impedance [ZJ concerning d， q axis is transformed in旬 [2'Jconceト
ning a， b， c axis components. 
[2'J = [CJt [ZJ [CJ 
fα b c 
f T十 lp ¥ Mpco白川崎一 ¥Mp cos 
R十 Lp 一一骨一~p 符Z
2 一 2-Pα 
b m R十 Lp 骨Z--2P 一一"2P
時巴叫 l一一r;:p2 C 一一仰Z-p 2 R+Lp 
Again， [2'J is transformed into the symmetrical phase axis components by 
the symmetrical method using [C'J. 
fα b c 
I1 1 I 0 1 0 1 0 
αo 1 1 1 1 1 1 
[C'] = _I~-----I-----I 
1 0 1 1 Iα2 Iα 
c[一一__0_1 1 -，1 a a2 
in which α=εj1200， and su茄x0， 1 arid 2 represent zero-phase， positive-phase 
and negative-phase sequence respectively， From the fact [Z勺ニ [C'J-l[2']・
[C'] 
f α b C 
、
I t Mpe-iB I 互Mpe.i8r + lp 。 2 f 
α 。 R十 Lop 。 。
王MpεJB 。 R十 L1P 。2 
[2勺=
b 
c i 。、 。 R十 Ltp
OnaπA協alytwMethod 01 the Synch1・0協0U8MachiA糊 S 招
in wh凶 Lo=L-m，制ム=L+??-
Accordingly， the fundamental equation is repi'esented by -[e"]:= [Z"]・
[iつ， where every eoncept is expressed in飽 qJ.lencephase quantities.勾
VI. Conclusion 
In this paper the author has generally discuSSed the old problems 
concerning the fundamental equations of saIient~pole machines， and gene-
raIized them for the-standard rectangular coordinates. Of eourse， alsorts 
of transient phenomena， such as sudden short圃circuitedcurrent 01' transient 
stabilities， can be solved and de相iledfrom thωe、fundamen胞1.equ~tions. 
During the analysis of steady phenomena，-we will only put p = j and 
p() = 1， the solution being quite easy. 




On the Thermal Breakdown Theory of Solid Dielectrics 
Shoichi Kitamura 
Abstract 
1n this paper the thermaI breakdown theories of solid dielectdωby Wagner， Becker， 
Rogowsri， Vock and Ozawa are discussed from the points of view of the high frequency 
breakdown phenomena and of the radio-heating th巴ory.
The foIIowing are the results: (1) When the phenomenon is uniform heating as Fock's 
theory， we caI this 1st. sort of heating， and wben this is weak point heating as Wagner's 
北heory，we caI this 2nd. sort of heating. (2) The breakdown of solid dielectrics， inthe high 
ノ
frequency field， starts with the 1st. sort of heating and comes to an end in the 2nd. sort of 
heating. (3) From a practicaI point of view， however， Ozawa's theory has a good application 













































VT=D. 、11(・ぉ ・ …・…・・… ……・・・…・・・・・…・・ー・・・・・・ (1) 、/ぷ示ム丙








1) Journal of A.I.E.E; 1922， S.1034. 





-Gt 8 -1<~~ 
R=Roe .e 叩 ....................................…......，.......…・・・目・・… (2 ) 




0. 8 p 
σ 二 σ0 ・6 リ v ・・・・・・ u ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・町・・・ッ・・・・・・・・・・….........目・・・・・ ( 3) 
との現論の結果をまとめると弐のようになる。
i) 試宋H'C.温度鑓化のない場合
熱電気破壊電墜 VT~ = EoD =ん ・… H ・H ・...・ H ・- 9・H ・H ・.・ H ・-・・(4) 
との場合は空く電気破壊であって， VTEは!手さに比例する。
i) 電堅印加によって温度上昇しかっ訪料が非常に厚い場合
8 I [( f" 2[( ¥ 
m 壬干 () .1-;一一 {1ー }宇 九.......・・・・・・・・・・・目・・…・目・・・・・・・・・・ (5 ) :3 N :300α \~ D可ノ
ただし D万;.?i>4[( 
(5) 式はほとんど熱破壊と W0~宰され， んは!手さに関係たく一定値をとる。
ii) 電座印加によって温度上昇-しかっ主制i斗が非常に持い場合
r ~ D2 E，日2l F日 ιDll一一万一J.... ............. (6) 









3) Arch. fur Elektrotechnik， XIX Bd.，' 1927， S.71. 




九=J聖子-e-250χ (D) . (7) 
ただし χ(D): Dの函童文










f) I K -，60 
JiT = 2.74 X 106 • 二二 ./~二一・ 6 “
ro '"σ日α
. (8) 
ただし 1"0 : θ=θ日になるような破壊孔の中心よりの距離
との式が成立するための仮定として電極方向えの熱流を無闘するという4条件に無理がある。









5) Arch. fur Elektrote巴hnik，XXX Bd.， 1936， P. 4.1. 





た一般解をrHしたものでるる。 イ波及電座の式は (9)式の形になり， ノモグラムによって容易
に算定できるもので，との賄にむいても MOONの方法より優れている。




?? . (9) 
ただし 仇: との‘温度以上で αがlEにたる温度
yl: y tan yニ Dr;/Kの第ー番目の根

























ます3破壊電層~の式についてみる。弱鼎1・h背鼓熱設では Vl' ~主 D に比例し，均一殻熱設でば
































見えないととが多いのでー臆上症の 3簡の形式に分けたので， 般絡には均 4 護熱のみtてよっ
て破壊が完結するととはなく必歩、最後の段階には弱賄溝護熱で現象が完結するものと解r~す
る。 したがって破壊電車5を求める理論式は非常に複雑となり，一般には解き難いものと思わ
























On the Dynamic Magnetostriction~Character 
of the Permendur 
Jiro Futatsugi 
Abstract 
In this paper the method of the measurement of the dynamic magnetostriction-character 
of a new magnetostri巴tivematerial， the permendur， isreport巴d. A巴cordingto tl)e result of 
the measurement， iti呂田nsideredthat the permendur has a considerably good character as 















1) 菊地:磁歪率に関する研究，通信誌， 17~4. 
2) 仁科・松前:銭， クロ~ム，アノレミニ、ウム系合金の交流滋歪l信料金について，電準Z志， 69-20 (sN 24) 
3) L. CAMl': Magnetostrictive R日dialVibrator used in under water sound signaling. J.A.S.A. My. 
1948. 
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2. 試ι 料
(a) 経極 東北金属で製法，日立製作所で釘抜，日本電気で焼鈍。
(b) 成分 ベルギ{コバルト 50%，アームコ鍛 48%，パナジウム 2%。
/ 
(c) 加工と熱庭理 1.7 m!l1まで加熱鹿延，中間焼鈍 8500，_900oC，冷間監延童文ト回で
0.34mmまでにする。
(d) 形欣 外債:45 mm， F奇怪:33mm，厚さ:0.32-0.36 mm，環紙。
(e) 平均磁路長 12.3cm 




w= _L11_i止…・…・…・…H ・H ・-…(哩)
1、d
が用いられる九 ただし RdはitlJ勤インピ戸ダンスの賞敷部を示し， 11 A2は力係童文である。
例えば共振周波数に沿ける電気音響捷換能率制は
1 ._ R，l + I Zmol cos2 L土 r
可。_ li摘。I n日
=(会+COS2A)×;
となりれば Fで決定する。此鹿に IZ，川は動インピーダンス闘の直径， メi止は複素磁化率
の位相角， r，刊は夫々機械抵抗沿よぴ揺射抵抗を示す。 (1)式の力係童文 d}t12は環欣振動子
ft.;Jないては
~生7(H、
A1 = A2 =加・一「
であるから町 (1)式は (2)で表わされる。



















止rニー)え ィ石弓-;:-Zmo支109 dyn巴/cm". Oer. 
2.v2π.SN 
止ニ -E7.jLI-Ln+2ιBrL'¥ X 109 e.m.u 
行穴δN" ，-" -U. jω / 
資
米守
ととに Rは資料の千均字経 (cm)，Sは有効断面積 (cm2)， 11は豆量 (gr.)，L1fは象限周波数差
(サイクル)， ].しやそびLriは資料を市IJ勤したときの電気端子の抵抗 (Q);たよび、インダクグンス


























Impedance Characteristics of Permendur 
3宮 40 ‘42 4-4 
f (}¥c) 







測定結果の 1 例喜三示せば，第 31品l~ よぴtf~ 1去の通りであり，最適偏侍磁界にゐげる磁
歪定数は 0.28X 106，磁歪活性度は 0.3x](刊の{直を示し，可なり良いものである。第3闘(b)
は同岡 (a)を書き換えて If:d Iを求めたものである。
第 1 表
直流編符磁界 Hex (Oersted) 2.54 
動インピ{ダンス Z川(Q) 17 
コードヲンタノL周波数差 ilf (kc) I 0.84 
磁化主主主 k 27.2 














On the Direct Synthesis of Phenylchlorosilanes With 
Several Catalysts and Fractional Distillation Analysis 
Hajime Kimura 
Introduction 
On the synthesis of organohalosilanes which are the intermediates of 
silicone polymer various methods of synthesis have been devised， they may 
be classified by as either methods， substitution method (iιthe methodl of 
KIPPUfG-BYGDEN九羽TUHTZ-FITTIG2" and GRlGNARD~)) or direct method (i.e. the 
method of E. G. ROCHOW4J， and TAYLOR， W ALDEN5))・ Thedirect method， 
however， has suddenly risen in importance in the modern silicon industry， 
since this method have been adopted by the Dow-Corning Cかoperation.
In the direct method， the mixture of crystalline or elementary silicon 
and suitable catalyst is caused to react directly with a hydro-carbon hallide 
to produce of organosilicon halides. This is a general reaction for both 
alkyl and aryl hydrocarbon halides in either the 1iquid or the vapor phase. 
However， itis most convenient to use hydrocarbon chlorides as stating 
material and to carry out the reaction in the gas phase at a temperature 
of 200 -450"C， depending upon the reactivity of the particular chloride. 
It is apparent that at the .higher temperatures which may be required 
for reaction of the more inert chlorides the organic compounds may suffer 
considerable pyrolysis， with consequent deposition of carbon in the reactive 
zone. Such decomposition can be avoided in large part by the use of a 
metallic or a metal oxide catalyst which will reduce the temperature 
required for e詑ectivereaction. Powdered copper is one of such catalysts 
and has been used satisfactorily in a reaction of methylchloride with 
elementary si1icon to prepare methylchlorosi1anes. The use of the former 
copper catalyst enables one to reduce the reaction temperature by about 
200-2500C， and to obtain satisfactory conversion of the methyl chloride 
without large loss by pyrolysis. 
1)_ By臼DEN:Ber. 44， 2640 (1910). 
KTPI'lNG & LIOY叩: J.C.S. 79， 449 (190l). 
2) S('ITUMB， ACK'ERMANN and SAlo'FlCR: J.A.C.S. 60， 2486 (1938). 
3) SCIIU~1B and SM明 m:J.A.C.S. 61， 363 (1939). 
4) E. G. R(XeHOW and GTLLTAM: JAC.S. 68， 798 (1941). 
GrrJ，lAM: J.A.C.S. 63， 1194 (1941). 
5) A. G. TAYLOR and WALDEN: J.A.C.S. 66， 842 (1944). 
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In this case， the yield of methylchlorosilanes was nearly 100 per cent. 
On the other hand， itis reported that， .in the reaction of chlorobenzene 
with silicon to form phenylchlorosilanes， finely divlded silver is more 
effeetive than copper as a catalyst， although the .reduction temperature is 
， 2500C， and the yield is about 10%一
By the use of reduction with hydrogen gas at 200"C， Dr. T. YAMADAの
has recently obtained excellent results to prepare alkylchlorosilanes， showing 
about 120% yield by weight， 
The author carried out a synthetic experiment of phenylchlorosilanes 
by the reaction of chlorobenzen with metallic silicon in the presence of 
copper and siIver catalysts reduced on YAl¥fADA'S principle. 
The author will make a report in this paper with regard to a prepa圃
ration of catalysts， a fractional distillation analysis of the products， and an 
infiuence of the catalysts on the products or yield. 
Experimental 
a) SYNTUETIC ApPARATUS AND GENERAL PROCEDURE 
苫
Fig. 1. Apparatus of Synthesis. 
The apparatus is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
The reactant consists of me-
tallic silicon powder catalyst， and 
silica as a carrier in which the 
lattθr is 10 per cent of metallic 
silicon respectively. It packed 
into a pyrex reaction tube H 
about 30-40 grams， passing hydro-
gen. gas through the packing at 
2000C (in copper catalyst) or 2500C 
(in silver catalyst)， this tube being 
heated wIth electric furnace， then the packing was dried expelling water， 
and reducing stiH more， the dehydration was stopped within about 20 
hours. 
The higher reduction temperature does not show a good activity for 
the pyrolysis. 
After reduction， stopping the宜owof hydrogen， raising the reduction 
temperature， and dropping mercury from burette E， then the reactton 
was carried on by forcing chlorobenzene in F to the packing.、
Some of this product condensed in the adaptor J through the water-
6) 山間・安永・金指:電気試験所支報， 13巻， 9波， 31頁.
一、
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cooled condenser 1 and another the component of low boiling point was 
exhausted through ice-cooled trap K and phosphor pentaoxyde drying 
tube L. 
The above treatment was done with precautions noticing the bad e古ect
of moisture upon this reaction. 
The reaction was continuous but the following velocity was unable to 
be constant which is in 5-10 gjhr. It required about 24 hours and the 
product could be distilled. 
Furthermore， at the begining of reaction， there was seen a good deal 
of reddish-violet material which seems the product， and in the end， there 
was much transparent one which seemed the reactant. 
For the inspection of this product， the usual fiask was used for the 
high di在erenceof boiling point ()f these components， (except for the case 
of molecular silver catalyst)， but it could not be distilled for the scanty 
of the product， so silicon in each fraction was weighed by the Direct Acid 
Digestion ，Method九
For these experiments， commercial benzene was used and metalIic 
silicon (Si 93.6%， Fe 1.82%， Ca 1.41%， Al 2.50%， Mn 0.37%， Mg 0.38%)， 
was from the SHINETSU KAGAKU Co.， and powdered to 200 mesh and 
more. 
Direct Acid Digestion Method 
High-boiling or resinous samples which will yield '70 to 100 m.g. of 
silicon dioxide are weighed directly in tarred platimum oí~ Vycor crucibles， 
or 20 to 30 drops of the high-boiling previously noted are dropped from a 
weighing pipet into a tarred crucible containing 3 to 4 m.l. of 10% am-
monium hydroxide. The water is evaporated， preferably by infrared lamp， 
and then the digestion is carried out. In either case， 4 or 5 drops of 
chlorobenzene， which reduces frothing on some samples， are added and the 
contents are agitated or warmed to the solution of the samples. Two m.1 
of .15% fuming sulfuric acid are added to， the solution at room temperature. 
Many samples may be speeded up by addition of 0.5 m.l. of fuming nitric 
acid immediately following addition of the sulfuric acid. Digestion is 
accomplished by holding over a low自ameor by several hours heating on 
a micro帽Kjeldahlrack. When the mass has solidified and danger of frothing 
is past， the crucible is heated over a Meker burner to complate expulsion 
of sulfur trioxide fumes. The residue， usually black， isplaced in a mu由e
for 1 hour at 800oC. Residual silicon dioxide is calculated back to silicon 
in the original sample. 
7) -J. A. McHAHfl， p， C目SF.RVAJ日， CLAHK:“Determination of Sili巴onin Or伊 nosiliconComp叩 nd".
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(b) ArrARA'rus F'OR PRECISE FRACTIONAL DISTII~LATÍON 
AN ALYSIS AND GENEUAL PROCEDURE 
The apparatus for precise fractional distilla tion analysis was the 
Podbielniak Packod Tower which is a partial condensation type is shown 
in 、Fig.2. 
A pyrex column C was'4.2 mm (inside diameter) 
x 1200 mm (hieght). On account of perfect and 
exact control of column thermal conditions and 
product-withdrawal of this air-jacketed column. 
It was insulated the heater by asbestos 20 mm in 
inside diameter. It was surrounded by the nich-
rom heating wire on the outside of fractionating 
column. 
Many glass cylinders (1.5 mm in diameter， and 
3 mm long) were tised in packing and their arrange-
ment was at random. 
The twice turn wires of nickel were adopted 
for the higher efficiency. 
Then the space ratio was 66%， and reflux ratio 
was 50土 5.Fig. 2. Apparatus of Frac-
tional DistiIlation. Ascending vapor was dephlegmated at H and 
with components of high boiling point were carr色dout of vaccum distil-
lation. (K; M in this figure is the vaccum adoptor and the vaccum pump 
respectively). 
The theoretical plate number of this column measured 22.5 plates by 
means of CsH6一CC14system and hold up was 24 cι. 
For the research of distillate岨temperaturerelation， the values were 
read every one minute and the molecular weight of each fraction was 
measured by the cryoscopic method. 
In the rectificational analysis， the following notice must be generally 
taken， but the author considered only of (b) and (c)， and neglected the 
others for the constant condifions. 
号) Constitution of sample and a specific chracter for distillation 
b) Total time for distillation 
。}• DistilIation ratio， re乱uxratio， distillatory pressure and al condi-
tions except for (b) 
d) Tenfold for the maximuIlI column volume of over-flow distillate in 
fractionating section area 
e) Effect of packing 
f) Adiabatic efficiency of column 
g) General design and construction of fractional distil1atory apparatus 
、
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(c) RESULTS 
Owing to the difference of catalyst preparation could be classified as 
follows: 
(1) Reduced Copper catalyst 
The prepar~tion of the reactant used in this experiment was as folIows， 
sodium silicate was prepared from the warm solution of silica gel as carrier 
and sodium hydroxyde diluted in :5% solution， added 5% cuppric chloride 
solution slowly on heating and stirring. In the end， the blue colloid of 
cuppric hydroxyde was precipitated. This precitate was washed by decan耐
. tation until it showed no-color by phenolphthalein indicator and had very 
slight rea:ction of CI-in silver nitrate solution. After the powdered 
elementary silicon was mixed with its precipitate，自ltratedin aspirator， 




350 I 24.5 112.2 i 4 I 44 39.2 I 50 ー 39 1ー|
:::|;;:UL h:;(;:l:[;:1:|:;|;i:2|;; 
(2) Silver chloride catalyst 
In the process of this synthesis， silver chloride seemed to form as an 
intermediate， therefore， the author adopted it. 
A colIoidal silver silicate solution， which was formed from 5% solution 
of silver nitrate and sodium silicate， was most difficult to filtrate， there幽
fore， so silver chloride was precipitated complately by the addition of a 
litle hydrochloric acid. 
And the subsquent treatment was the same as (1) 
TABLE 2 
.山~-I川W恥削ei執桝引叩吋m…J岬''::'1 I Yield I悶F附もH由伽伽io加0ω叩n叫11.， . •. ，1 Flo-1 1 "" _ u 1 "'._ .L' ••• _， n.:_L!1LL'_.. {nh 1.._.. _ 1 
Temp.1 Time 1な__"of _.J :;~~芝 1 00" 1 一「一一 l一一一一一ーォ一一丁了で-1rsi<?n 1 tio? 1h lcoHBqdL10邑 I 12: Iμ1LB.0戸jHB.l Ft酬Ir副 oI ratio 
二立~_I'ιよ gーl_gLhr 1._..._1ー I一一」竺土"1 I '竺三上;1-''; I芝-
400! 山 140 1 116.9 1 6.6 1 1.21 1 ~lO 1 ~102.8 I 7.0 1107・31 1.0 1 2.0 I 0.44 I 0.37 
500 21.5 I 50 1 216.1 1 6.6 1 .1.18 1 218 1 100.51 33，9 1 52.71 26.5 1 2.7 1 5.83 1 2.68 
500 1 9 I 40 I 179.5 I 20.4 1 1.28 1 1~93 1107.8 I 8.2 1148.2リ 7.01 - 0.6 1 0.31 
600 18 ! 30 1 183.7 1 9.3 1 1.15 L 1~99 1 108.2 1 1.5 1148.0川 7.21 2.0 1 0.72 1 0.36 
梧
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(3) Reduced silver catalyst 
By reason of a great e町ectof the侮reductionof reactant on the 
catalytic activities， the reduced copper catalyst was prepared with the 
same principle of copper catalyst: iιdilute sodium hydroxyde solution of 
silica gel was added to dilute silver nitrate solution on heating" so silver 
oxide was precipitated， then it was washed until it showed slightly alkaline. 
The subsquent treatment was the same as (1) 








The preparation of the reactant used in this experiment ¥vas as follows. 
Silver chloride that was obtained from si1ver nitrate was washed fil 
the NO;-was disappeared and then it was reduced with the nascent hydrogen 
which was produced by the reaction of much dilute sulfuric acid. and zinc 
powder. 
Thus， the so-called moleeular silver was obtained. 
In this operation， to avoid of oxygen， the hydrogen gas was bubbled 
ahd washed with hot distilled wa ter tilI SO:; -was disappeared. 
Then this catalyst was mixed with the elementary silicon that was 
preserved in hydrogen gas， and then dried in vaccum and used for sample 
in powder about 100 g. . 
TABLE 4 
主zJ l 1 24 30 2.5 i 18.7 I 56.7 1.82 36.4 i 4.26 I 2.16 0.3 2.42 9.0 
1 η 50 4.1 30.4 55.3 16.3 17.1 2.18 2.18 1.09 2.0 9.5 
500 1 1 " 1 28.1 51.3 20.0 13.1 5.46 1.09 1.46 1.82 17.0 
350 10 1 1 1 :34.6 62.9 13.4 26.2 8.73 1.46 182 1.63 19.3 
400 η /J " 24凶8I 6.19 3.64 4.73 - I 1.46 I 20.7 
450 I! !J !J グ im682273 1091397 5.1 7.45 。73I 1.09 I ]9.3 
500俳 1/ 1/ I! ]3.8 ! 4.73 5.27 ふ83!沙門lm2211
600 1/ 1/ 1/ グ :34.4I 71.8 I 21.8 10.2 I 4.37 10.9 4.73 
脅働
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(d) DISCUSSlON 
1) On the kinds of catalyst 
In the above four catalysts， the redueed silver (10% by weight) catalyst 
and molocular silver (10% by weight) catalyst are considered to be favou-
rable， namely di古eringfrom other catalysts the reaction is contineous 
and the product per unit reactant is much， but as a defect it has high 
carbonization. 
Silver chloride catalyst has low carbonization， but cannot react conti圃
neously; on the other hand， the product at initial is more than at final. 
With the molecular silver catalyst it is obtained that the yield depends 
upon the preparIng process (on account of 0ふ
2) The most available temperature 
The following results are obtained in this experiment. 
In the case of silver chloride catalyst， the reaction begins at 4000C 
and is in the best condition a t 5000C. 
Reduced silver catalyst has the highest e自ciencyat 5000C. 
Molecular silver catalyst begins at 3500C， but the yield is constant at 
5000C. In 6000C t.e reaction rate becom:es to decrease rapidly for the 
carbonization. 
3) On the products 
With reduced copper catalyst it is considered that the reaction is the 
synthesis of phenylchlorosilanes rather than the decomposition of chloro-
benzene， because the components of low specific gravity， low boiling point 
are mainly producted. 
But， with silver chloride catalyst， of the白rsttime of reaction there 
are produced a good deal of such componentョofhigh boling point which 
have high speci五cgravity and high silicon content. 
On the other hand， at the last time of reaction， there is much diphenyl. 
With reduced silver catalyst， itis shown by the above meassurement 
that the resultant is formed on an average. 
On the case of molecular siIver catalyst which is shown the highest 
efficiency， itis explained as follows: with 1% of the catalyst， the reaction 
rate is increased with temperature， because the decomposition and polymeri-
zation is accelarated with temperature， then the components of low boiling 
point and diphenyl is increased. 
In this case， the main product R2SiC12 1s about constant at higher 
temperature then 3500C (see Fig. 3). 
With 10% of the cata1yst， the higher the temperature， the more the 
components of high boiling point until at 5000C， and at the same time， the 
1ess the RSiCI:l， the more the diphenyL In this content the R2SiCl2 has 











In the end， this molecular siIver 
is one of .the best catalysts for the 
preparation of phenylchlorosiIanes， 
because of the totaI efficiel1cy being 
reached to 20%. (see Fig. 3) 
4) On the flowing velocity. 
The greater the velocity， the 
Iess the reaction rate and the more 
the carbonization may be carried 
out. The satisfactory value seemed 
to be 5，-12 gjhr. 
Fig. 3. Tbe cbange of composition 
with the reaction temperature 5) On the rectifying distiIation. 
U sing the above mentioned ap-
paratus by which temperature圃controlis very di自cult，and that with such 
a reflux ratio， the good plate curve is scarcely obtainable in normal 
distillation， but it is made in the carefulI vacuum distillation which is 
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However， the column with higher efficiency is necessary for. the 
components of low boiling point. 
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Summ.ary 
The author carried out the synthetic experiments for direct synthesis 
of phenylchlorosilanes， and concluded the most available conditions in 
these reactions (such as kinds of catalyst， reaction temperature， and etc.) 
by using reduced copper， silver chloride， reduced silver， and molecular 
silver catalyst. 
These experiments lead to the conclusion that the yield of direct 
synthesis is worse than the substitution method (such as GRlGNARD回method)
for phenylchlorosilanes. And yet， by applying rectificational analysis， the 
author obtained successful results. 
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Dr. T. YAlIfADA， 
E. YASUNAGA and his co-workers (Electrotechnical Laboratory) for their 
kind guidance and aid in this work and to Professor M. SHINDO for his 
kind advice in this report. 
Finally it must be mentioned that this stl1dy of mine is entirely thanks 
to the Grants in aid of Scientific Research (don，ated by the Ministry of 
' Education). 






On the Perfect Utilization of Sea~weeds~ 1. 
On the Improvements in the Manufacture 
of Alginic Acid. (1) 
Hi回tsug'USato and Mutsuo Morita 
Summary 
Our intention is to improve manufacturing proces日ofalginic acid from sea-weeds. We 
have proposed the following pro巴essfor extra巴tion，日ltrationand finisl】.
Firstly， in extracting， mat泡ri:al日 werepre-treated by hot alkaline solution， and after 
leavil1g for several hours kneaded. Secondly， insltering， a simple and easily passable 
filtering apparatus was devised which was formed of wire net， quartz sand and glass wool. 
Lastly， il1finishing， alkaline methanol was used to form sodium salt of alginic acid a8 well as 





























12 gの無水炭酸ソ戸ダを 1.51の水に溶解した水溶液に細片朕風乾昆布り 100gをi受漬し
約900Cに10"，20分fm力n熱撹持する。後約 6-12時間放置してから膨潤軟化せる誌瞳を担和










c) 温熱jj}(態に~I;;>けるアルカリとの接燭時間は従来の方法に比し高々 1/5 程度であり，
したがって抽出によるアルギン酸分子の崩壊を最少限に止め， 高粘度の製l日を得、るととが期j
， 1) まこんぶ (Lαm初出T似 japo鈍化aAR日日CIIOUG)，みついしこんぷ (L.angustαtαKJELLMAN) 

















る。またそのib.¥t過精度は ]ENAの Glasfri tten trich ter 
の No・2あるいは No.3と同程度でるる。






























































酸ソ{ダ 10gを加える。 一方 Bにはメタ



















ちなみに同品の 0.25%水溶液のよ七粘度は 30.5でるる 0


























To make .researches into the utillization of the tar acid pitch prepared from the coal tar， 
using the various catalytic agents， we made the catalytic dry distiIation at 6000C and studied 
the nature on the distilIed soIution and produced gas. ConsequentIy itwas seen that there 
were groups which the cracking temperature was decreased 20oC-30oC with a similar curv白
and was decreased witb a dissimiIar one in adding catalytic agent in comparison with no 
addition of catalytic one， and that the neutraI oil undissoluble inト15%sodium. hydroxide 
soIution was increased from 10μto maximum 25%. Secondly， making use of tbe dry 
distilIed gas in fueI， the distiIed soIution in antiseptic solution， syntheti巴resins，and the 
cokes in dom巴sticfueI， and the apparatus being simple， the catalytic agents b巴ingvery cheap， 
from the above-mentioned conditions， this experiment has been industriaIized intermediately. 
第1章序言
一般に coaltar oil中の酸性泊は主として低沸賄溜分， すなわち phenol， cresol摺分を得
るを主限として回収されている。 それ故に酸性油を蒸沼し， phenol， cresol溜分を除去した残












斯， ~差益コ戸クスを採取秤量する。 (No.1) 岡の装置を示せば
(A) : レト Jレト (G) : 瓦斯、溜瓶
(B)ー :空冷管 (Hい瓦斯分析用の瓦斯溜瓶
(C): 200c心メスシリング (K) : 拐ド 気
(D): 10% NaOH 溶液 (L) : 耐火煉瓦
(E): Gasflow rneter (M): Therrnocouple 
(F): cock (N): rnili volt rneter 
第 3箇 費験試料
(a) 80ft acidic pitch M.p. (水銀法) 420C 





↓ ↓  
"Basic 8ubstances Acidic oil + Neutral oil 
、一一一一一一回、戸ー一_--'
↓ dil NaOH 
F一、一一ー一-.，
Neutral oil Acidic oil 
↓ Distillation 
↓[ I 
Phenol Cresol Xylenol 
(b.p. 1830C) (0ー， b.p. 1880C) (1，3，5-， b.p. 2200C) 
(p-， b.p. 1980C) (1，4，2-， b.p. 2090C) 








酸性白土， Bentonite， A1203， lVlgO， Cr20s， Fe20$， PbO， CaO， Kaoline，乙れらの接調剤
はー 陪;股水乾燥 (1000，_1200C)し徴粉体にする。
第 4節 曹f験結果およびその考察
Soft pitch ゐよび Hardpitchにつき，接燭剤不添加lゐよび添加の場合の 19種類に闘して
質験を行った。
(1) Hard pitch 500 g 接燭剤無し。 所要時間 1時 40分
'roc 1溜出液量 1 1¥斯量 1 rc 1溜出液量 1 :瓦斯量 1 T'C 1溜出液量 1 1¥斯量
1 (巴.c.) 1 (l) 1 1 (c.c.) I (l 1 1 (c心.) I (l) 
41 。 。 361 40 3.760 383 120 14.210 占、
101 。 0.645 361 45 4.140 421 130 17.615 
191 1 1.505 366 50 . 4.505 441 135 19.745 
291 5 1.510 366 55 4.800 511 140 23.295 
331 10 2.330 371 60 5.360 581 147 28.210 
341 15 2.545 371 70 6.085 616 147 31.487 
341 20 2.755 371 80 6.660 636 147 32.205 
351 25 3.005 371 90 8.025 656 147 34.485 
351 30 371 100 9.700 666 147 35.130 
356 35 3.440 372 110 671 147 36.540 
溜出f尚 157 g -147 C.c. 中性f尚 15% 
7~ 分 23.4 c.c. 蒸潟f出 133g 
脱水i向 133.6 g -123.6 c・C・ 屈折率 (270C) 1.5830 
cokes 288g 比重 (200C) 1.092 
腕71<油につき，蒸湘試験を行った。試料 100c.c.とす。
芸者溜試験
初溜 198.48 20 241.85 40 295.09 60 330.00 
5 213.13 25 252.55 45 307.15 65 335.00 
10 222.68 30 268.04 50 315.34 70 340.30 
15 231.05 35 279.50 邑邑 322.23 72.5 346.57 
88 小松緑男
























































0.310 335 70 6.240 375 
0.815 345 80 7.515 415 
1.895 345 90 8.515 455 
2.005 345 100 9:815 505 
2.135 345 110 10.495 545 
2.365 350 120 12.985 580 
3.030 352 130 16.505 630 
3.695 354 140 17.7l5 








f留出f由 217 g -196 c.c. 中'1笠f由 20% 
水分 41c.巴 蒸i創出
!防水池 155 c.c. 比重 1.060 (200C) 
cokes 487g 原折率 1.5810 (270C) 
蒸溜試験














。 。 70 I 356.40 
carbonize 
. TOC I rt ~r~~1þT ~ 1 TOC -1液量[両一 CI液量Ilt斯量
38 。 。 280 90 0.'380 353 200 2.250 
148 1 0.01 288 100 0.310 358 210 3.2M 
258 5 0.02 298 110 0.420 358 220 4.65，0 
268 10 0.03 305 120 0.450 358 230 7.950 
268 20 0.045 312 130 0.550 358 240 12.450 
268 30 0.06 318 140 0.700 358 250 21.250 
も 268 40 0.08 328 150 0.800 368 260 29.000 
270 50 0.95 331 
273 60 0，110 338 
170ll即日山
275 
刊 I~酬 i 338 180 1宮80 il 608 28] 52.00 278 80 0.250 348 190 1.650 I1 668 28] 1 60.00 
ターノL酷ピッチの接鰯乾鍛 89 
溜U¥i夜 296 g. 281 c田巴・ 中性f由 10% 
巴okes 156g 蒸溜f由
7J<. 29 c.c. 比重 (200C) 1.0570 
股*i由 252c.c. 原.折主義 (270C) 1.5810 
蒸溜試験
て17l bp l溜分 1 b.p ?? b.p. ?? ? ?? ?
初 197.01 25 224目65 50 244.94 75 333.63 
5 212.60 30 227.26 55 254.24 80 346.83 
10 214.66 35 230.06 60 269.00 85 358.11 
15 218.82 40 234.51 65 298.75 















































































































































摘出波 285 g -275巴c. 中性f巾 10:7，ぷ
巴okes 245g 蒸i留鴻
*分 28巴.c. 比重 (200C) 1.054 
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接燭聞を加えるととにより J Blank testの場合に比較し，瑠出波量が増大し，同時に低沸
黙成分が多くなる場合が， No. 1 '" N_Q. 8を過して明白に表わされている。 特に分解温度が，


































198.48 171.19 197.ul 
213.13 217.27 212.60 
222.68 229.04 214.66 
231.05 231.86 218.82 
241.85 240.66 223.98 
252.55 260.70 224.65 
268.04 285.3宮 227.26 
279.50 305.71 230.06 
295.09 315.45 234.5I 
307.15 324.17 239.76 
315.34 339.24 244.94 
322.23 339.25 254.24 
330.00 3長1.45 269.00 
335.00 346.63 298.75 
340.30 356.43 322.55 
↓ ↓ 333.63 













問~: i :::.~: 
220.68 i 226.75 
223.98 232.55 





























































I No. 9 I No. 10 I No. 11 I No. 12 I No. 13 I No. 14 I No. 15 I No. 16 I 









初溜 133.46 128.60 1ml1ml加。 188.62 
5 232.95 235.明。 219.01 209.4宮 211.78 214.95 
10 266.95 265.12 223.ul 216.78 230.85 219.58 
15 292.43 292.77 227.64 218.93 243.63 221.32 
20 311.76 308.90 231.89 225.27 259.66 228.73 
25 323.51 316.45 232.95 239.07 277.68 234.04 
30 328.47 321.85 250.00 257.52 281.16 236.17 
35 340.59 325.15 265.00 問 95lgm2 238.30 
40 346.35 331.51 274.00 282.54 285.47 244.66 
45 349.54 334.78 280.27 286.97 289.80 252.64 
50 353.81 335.87 284.35 289.40 290.00 262.84 
55 360.10 336.92 293.98 291.63 291.96 270.80 
60 295.13 293.66 I 294.12 I 277.04 
65 350.09 carbonize 296.96 I 295.00 I 283.24 
70 355.38 299.16 I 295.25 I 290.73 





質強弱1云訂正下討J(!云話会副百戸.18示.]9雨時INO.;:;-I No. 19 
voI% 1 b.p. (巴c.) il v似 I b.P. (巴巴) 1 vol% I b.p. (cc.) 
手刀溜 178.21 30 250.97 326.15 
3 215.04 225同| 35 259.59 329.74 。 222.42 249.05 40 263.84 332.10 
5 232.92 285.50 45 271.39 335.51 。 238.04 302.41 1 50 281.00 337.12 
5 243.36 323.05 55 289.64 339.54 



















ている鼎iは明からに接隅聞の影響で、ある。 また Hardpitchについて言えば， (No.5)等の如






f Bentonite (100 g)，酸性白土 (100g)，酸性白土 (300g)， Cr20s (200 g)， 
前者{
l Fe203 (200 g)， MgO (200 g)， CaO (200 g)， Kaoline (300 g)， PbO (200 g) 
一 fBentonite (200 g)， Bentonite (300 g)， Al203 (200 g)， A120z (300 g)， 
後者¥






vol% b.p. vol% 。C
5 97.63 30 
10 102.72 35 
15 105.80 40 
20 184.24 45 
25 234.01 50 
30 250.07 55 
(ロ) 平均分子量 236.778 (氷賠降下法)
M=K-g G.:JT 
M: 溶質分子量 236.7 










G: 一溶媒の重量 (Benz叩 e) 15 x 0.87 
.:JT: 凝固賄降下 0，285
(ハ)屈折率 1.6070 (25GC) 












均 5000calj'Jl3， 50-901/ 6000C (No catalyser)の瓦斯量である。
ターノし酸ピッチの接繍乾鋳 97 
乾館一覧表 (A) 
pitch 接鰯郵l 乾儲温度|時lI溜出消|コークス|水分 l中性消番最主 (ω (g) (OC) I 600'C I (只) I (g) I (，巴.c.) I (%) 
1 I 500 (H) NO 157 288 23.4 15 
2 I 500 (H) 酸2性50白g土 110-545 87.00 217 487 41.0 20 
3 I 500 (S) NO 148-528 51.55 296 156 29.0 10 
4 I 500 (S) I 酸性白土 I115-429 73.50 285 245 28.0 10 I 100 g 
5 500 (H) I Be~i;?nite I 112-600 64.3L 190.6 I 353 36.0 25 JOO g 
6' 1500(H)|1Be2n0t0ong ite |228~528 70.00 181 420 24.0 25 
7 I 500 (H) I Be，!1^1;?~ite I 105-533 
300 g 76.89 
242 531 44.0 20 
8 I 500 (H) AI203 100-460 69.03 274 375 60.0 20 200 g 
9 I 500 (H) Ah03 
300 g 101-491 
96.03 275 450 I 100.0 20 
10 I 500(H) Ah03 I 99.2-409 100 g 55.00 226 352 55 25 
11 I 500 (H) 酸性白土 131-534 41.70 214 336 40 15 100 g 
12 I 500 (日) 険性白土 122-557 300 g 56.38 I 250 503 70 25 
13 I 500 (H) Cr203 141-499 71.91 219 458 30 20 200 g 
14 I 500 (H) Fe20a、 140-500 81.35 217 437 35 20 200 g 
15 I 500 (H) PbO 130-450 52.53 162 395 35 25 200 g 
16 I 500 (日) M宮O 103-473 I 127.48 224 337 62 25 200 g 
17 I 500 (H) CaO 154-498 75.30 200 462 43 20 200 g 
18 I 500 (H) KaoIine 100-538 55.43 211 522 40 18 300 g 





1"'" I 、局園， 、-， 、、-， . 
I 02I N2f侃
一円曹盲
1.092 6.5 2.0 8.022.013394P4789，84 77 膨i関ずし， 綴密1.5830 i 40 2.5 0.2 12.01 1 24.21 4.16 1 20.11 1 36.81 : 4693，434 なら
1.060 1.5810 600 0.2 0.3 15.05 . 50.05 2.6 1'7.1 114.69 : 3499，809 
gas巴okes化
し，級密なり
1.057 1.5810 350 2.5 4.5 20.01 15.01 6.5 25.67 I 25.81 i. 5900，000 膨潤し，敏密ならず
1.054 1.5550 350 1.0 0.6 11.6 36.6 4.3 26.42 119.48 1 3545，888 少量機密化す
1.135 350 0.7 
2.1 11.4 35.6 4.3 26.40 19.50 3944，560 向上1.5983 500 1.0 2.7 14.3 27.65 5.4 20.81 30.54 4728，220 
29.41 : 4177，920 巴okes化し，1.092 1.5832 500 1.6 0.9 12.6 47.39 0.3 4.9 瓦好
1.081 1.5764 350 1.0 0.3 i 15.38 48.01 0.5 3.8 31.61 5006，700 同上
1.102 1.5804 i 350 9.5 1.5 12.10 ! 4u.42 11.1 0.51 34.81 I 5468，203 i精k主e好s化 L，
1.122 1.5975 350 10.0 2.0 10.5 27.0 4.5 10.01 3窃5.9ω914釘制3ω0仰 40!宮妥詳rs化しい' 
1.096 1.5901 350 6.73 1.8 3.6 11.011 35.55 I 5177，232 cokes fえ不耳膨i閤
cokesは檎不
1.109 1.5779 350 2.85 0.5 13.95 23.94 8.0 1 14.39 1 36.37 1 4619，204 主， ' 
ga日cokes化
1.097 1.5929 350 6.6 2.9 6.6 16.94. 4.5 19.63 42.83 5839，404 し，敏密化す、
1.067 1.5592 350 4.3 4.1 8.0 40.01 10.5 16.2 24，89 5293，303 檎哀好
1.051 1.5038 350 5.8 3.2 10.0 35.01 12.0 18.2 15.79 4044，735 向上
1.043 1.5547 350 3.9 2.1 8.4 28.92 11.5 15.9 29.28 1. 5984，2焔8 膨濁して不冥
} 
1.035 1.5497 350 5.1 1.9 5.8 38.01 5.0 10.0 34.19 i. 4997，901 膨潤して不夏
1.033 1.5468 350 7.0 25.93 9.9 13.2 31.87 4948，177檎真好
22.07 3837，812 I ~哀a好s cokes化7.4 i 1.5 9.1 30.13 1u.4 19.4 、




(A) Hard pitch (wcight) 
99 
A1203 (3QO g) > A120~ (200 g) >酸性白土(300g) > Bentonite (300 g) > MgO (200 g) 
> AIP3 (200 g) > Cr203 (200 g) > Kaoline (300 g) >酸性白土(250g) > A1203 (400 g) 
〉皆変'性白土(100g) > CaO (200 g) > Bentonite (200 g) > PbO (200 g) > Blank test 
(B) Soft pitch 
Blank test >険性白土 (100g) 
瓦斯量の多少に並べると
(C) Hard pitch 
MgO(ρ200g幻)> A1203“(300gω)>j!iま>Ca心O(β200内州gω)> Crら2ρ，03υ(200匂州gω)> fB 附 on凶it伏e(200旬州gω)~ > A12ρOα3 (200匂附gω)> Bentonitc l Al.o; (400 g) J 
(100g) >酸性白土(300g) > Kaoliinc (300立)> A120バ100g) > PbO (200 g) 
〉酸性白土(100g) > Blank test 
(D) 股水蒸溜泊量の大小について
A1203 (200 g) > Bentonite (300 g) > Cr203 (200 g) > FC203 (200 g) >酸性白土 (300g) 
>酸性白土(250g)> A1203(300g)>附生白土(100g)>JJ\1:2~y~~\g~\ ~> AJ203(400g) 
，、 lKaolinc(300 g)J 




軟ピッチを乾f現ずれば，その午量:の高級ク ~lv肢を得る。硬ピッチでは Blank testの場
合に約20%の高級タ ~lr-酸を得るが，接欄聞の種類と量とを種々鑓えるととにより，最高 40
%の高級タール酸を得る。 高級クー~)v散は Xylenol 以上の高沸貼酸性油で、あって， 若干の
中性油を含む。 中性油の含有量は接隅剤の添加により増大する。 特に硬ピッチに沿いては
Blank testの場合に 15%の中性油を含有するも， 接燭掬jの種類，量を費えるととにより，最
高 25%まで増大Tるロ 三欠K下記の僚件ー から， との貰験が工業化された。 すなわち，
(1) 乾簡により符られた瓦斯は平均 5000calJm3であり， 一般の燃料用に供する故に，
とれを瓦斯タンクに充し，乾制力u熱用に供す。
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A General Theory of the Electrode Reaction Velocity 
Masuo Shindo 
Abstract 
The method that was adopted in the theory of the catalytic reaction velocity by the 
author， has developed the th巴oryof the ele巴trodereaction velocity taking the electrode 
potentiaI， absolute activity~ qf metaI electron， and the transition probability betw白en
electronic states into consid巴rationproperly. Then the relation betwe唱nthe electrode 














1) 進藤:北大工議報，第 3~皮， 113 (1949) ;室蘭工大研報.第 1貌， 60 (195ο)叉は岡本・滋藤:硫安技
術，第 101披， 49 (1950). 
2) 本稿と同時登載.
3) 進康:電気化挙倉北海道大曾(昭 25年 8月)講演.
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Za =ZIi'-Y ……・…ー・…・・・…・・・・・…・ ・・・・・・…・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・-………・・ (2) 
iなる化皐種。絶望苦活動量をん，化墜位を μtで示す。 止を BOLTZMANN常童文，Tを絶望ま
溢度とすれば









).j = Nj/ IJ …....・ H ・-・…・… H ・H ・-…'"・ H ・.....・.....…リ..，・ H ・-…・…(4) 
大
Njは単位鰹積中の jの箇敷， んは同じく昧態和である。んは高墜になればNjhよび、気
相中の他成分の分塵，等にも影響を受ける. (4) の例としては論文 (2) の~ 1.のIH2の表式を
参照されたし。三えに溶液中の化皐種を一般に止で示せば、




む= A6' (Ae惜)ν ……・…・・…...・・ H ・H ・-…・・…-……一……・・……...・… (6) 
平衡であるから裕液の電位がほとんど平らにたっているとする。輿えられている T，AIl'え6'





叫~~=(す)vexP7 …・ (7) 
あるいは (1)が乎衡を呈している場合。 μ伽を特に μ州 T とすれば
kT ん (μsー μγ)ρε刑，'t'==ー φ-e'fj，・=一一lnτ-一 一一 …・……・・・……・ (8) 
νAS'νj 
え電位の基準として溶液の電位をとれば (5)のれ =0と主主って便利で、ある。







































段階を含むと考えられる。 また H+の放電では第2闘の如く活性酷が一つの金属原子M で








第 2 国 第 3 閲
以下簡皐のため，電極を興えた場合， ある電位の範閣内で事賓上有効た活性貼の種類は
1種とし，その筒童文を電極面阜位面積営り Z筒とする。 活性票~・に存在し得る化事蹟は，例え
ば水素電極の場合は H九 2H+， H+ + H， Hi一， H， 2H， H20等であると考えられる。とと
K例えばHとH+との巌草子?な直別が存在するわけではない。比較的完全に金属原子と等極結
合をなしていると見倣される水素原子を Hと書くに過ぎない。
さて θるを i なる化・撃種が活性里~上に存在する確率， θ。を活性黙が2きいている確率， a!を
iたる化皐程の吸着欣態のitk態和，んを iなる化事種の絶鰹活動量とすれば
ヰムコ川 | 
町 } …………・・…-……・…・・………・……'"・..，…・・……・・ (1) 













例として，水素電極の場合の H+ を取り H~ を 1 tl:る添敷で表わす， との場合は三つの













? ? ?? ???
ただし
ι:仏+1:与+1: U1J， +e (1 ............ ............，，，..・・・…・・ ・(14) 
n -:， 
日: 電極面と溶液内の化皐種，例えば H20との中間で振動朕態にある H+に霊まする極
少ポテンシヤルエネルギ戸
(1 : 吸着A態の H十の平均位置に必ける電f立









H++匂乞二主 H ， 2H ft H2 
ならば，前の部分子街の{条件より
AH = (AH十) (Aω) ・・・・ ・・ ・ ・ー・・・ ・・・・・・・・・…・・・…・目・・・・・・…・・・・…・・・・・ (15) 
もし
H+ +εm .h日 H + H+十 em， '(-二主 H2 
ならば
ゐ=ι/州刷 けs)
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となり甲をさげて，Aemを大にすれば，前の機構では θHは大となるが，後の方で‘はかえって
;J、となる。





i湯極では陽極反臨を (1)なる形式で表わした場合万一め >0 ならば反憶は杢瞳として
左から右へ進む。 以下陽極に封しては (1)の形式で左から右へ進む方向(電子を金属へ興え
る方向)をlE反(It{， 逆方向に進む反憶を逆反応と稿ずる。 陰極では陰極で起っている反権を
同様 (1)なる形式で表わすと可ーあく Oでは反艇は差引右からliへ進む。 以下陰相反腔;に
暫しでは(1)の形式で右から左へ進む方向(金属電子が出る方向)をtE反臨と栴する。 一般に
始原系を δ，生成系を εで示す。






可=K←":_(}n a苦心 =K 一一 .吉正、h -V V h 1 十三~ aiん十一u
kT ， a恭











む=百ーお zEf竺~- (.1，7' - AE k 1 + :EのAi 'V ー
りはあを活性貼1倍賞りの逝
(19) 







ギ戸査と持つ，すなわち Feriniエネルギ{を持つ準位とし， したがって(H++ e"，)は一つの、電
子朕態にあるものとする。多数の電子のエネルギ{準位からの遷移として取扱には GURNEY
の理論があるが，とれに封しでは論文 (2)で述べる。 第2闘に沿いて，1はほとんど一定と
すれば， H+と金属原子の距離 TIを指定すれば， H+の他の座標， ら，T3を種々に費えて(日+
+匂)なる系の一つの極小ポテンシヤルエネルギーが得られる。 とれを TIV函教として第4
固に A~A として示す。 同様生成系， H I'L封するものを











共鳴エネルギーを九B とせばヘそれが小さくなると A欣態の系の TIが漸次小さくたって，
交賠Cを通過しても BAA態の方へ移りにくくなり， 元のA欣態でとどまるととになる。 系
がC1.足る扶況を通過じた場合Aより B欣態へ謹移ずる確率をPとする。 例えば自由度がー
の場合は弐の如く表わされる a
_ r -4~ IVAB I .‘ 1 P = 1 -exp ~ ，;'' l' Æ~b" ~ .・ H ・...・ H ・...・ H ・...・ H ・・ (20) 
Y I L. I dEA dEB I 1 
、即 I~-d，日'




止T a* 、= t;P一一ー・一一ーと一一一(ん一 A6) …・…・・……...・ H ・..，..・ H ・.(21) 
h 1 + :E.aj. Ai 
通常は Pは Eの中に含ませているが，ととでは zは遷移扶態法にゐいて，平衡系に封する統
計力感を用いているととよりくる補正因子と見倣しているので" (21)では tのタドに Pなる因
108 選議袋男
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(b) 
第 5 闘(心に倒として水素電極をとり金属および H+ よりのカの場にあ~電子のポテンシ
ヤルエネルギ同を定性的IC曲棋で示す。水平線はエネルギー準位である'0(同は同様に，金属











EB - E.A =0 …ぃ・・・ H ・H ・・.'・・ ・・………………………・・…… H ・H ・H ・(2均
I E*は LAGRANGEの未定係敢法を使い
~=EA+ α (EB -EA) …I ・H ・-……・…-ー….......・ H ・-…......・ H ・.(23) 
と置き，例えば水素電極化ゐける H+の放電の場合は
tJE* tJE* 'JE* ←一=一 =一一一=0 ・…....・H ・-…・ μ....，...…・…...・H ・u・(24) 







d'fj fJ守 j eI;l'j 拘






←::__ = 0 fz: (23)を代入し，
<11"1 






~mL ~ ._ •• dEA • fJE 
一般に第4f，誌の場合の如く，父黙Cでは3irhfとは異符肘
α= 






















kT d (ailIi) 2: (aj ，U (...一ー一::w. ， 17=3T 旦ぱ+1!21坦)り*)十 d(k空~ Ao_L一一L J4-h-1 
e ()万 el eJザ拘 (1+ 2:ai.ん) J 
是T eJ ln X:P 1 ( d (/1./'ー μ0) ， ~ a () (j}，i-/Jsi) 1 = 一一一一一一一{一一'~ー十2}.8i 一一一~~~…....…・・・・… (31)






















δ→ε七十 νE陥が律蓮段階を表わしていれば (32)のνは律速反日産が 1回起った場合に移行した
電子の童文である。 例えば水素電極において H内 H++ emならば ν=1.0である。 律慈反躍
の!京系生成系に中間化合物が含まれている場合は νとしてその律、逮反庭が1回起きた場合金
瞳として移行する電子の童文とすればや9ばり上式は成立するに(部分子街の僚件を考慮すれば
























cl 1n，.p . cl1n a持 cl1n A(;' -e-. L) cl 1n {anん)ん=一一一一一+←一一一+ 一一-"2J， {}"，一一 一一 …...・H ・(36)
cl 1n A; . cl 1n ん cl1n A，吟 cl1n ん
あるいは (36)の第1項を無視して
82ln A、 cl1n An . ~ cl 1 a持Cl{}処五=一ー し-"2J仇 -J1+2-←一一一一一一
cl 11 A， n . cl 1 A; 鈎 9θ吟 cl1 ん
cl 1 ι コf}，- "2J {}n _.一u，"7' 一一」ー ………・・・・・ ………....・....…・・・・・・…・・ (37) η:-:;-. Clf}j Cl1nん
111 
との式の第1項;t-よぴ第2項の(Cl1n An) / (Cl 11ん)なる因童文は反臨機構，部分子衡を表わ
す僚件より容易に求められる。きたに近似的に
品品 -2θ;U，i 1 。.= I7n" ・r‘D .._ I υ • kT I 
} …..・H ・...….............・・……・・・・・目…..… (38) 
- "2J {}; u.叫 i
向 =an，Q exp -.~kT一一!
等と表わし符.る場合には (37)式の中に出て来る
cl 1n a焚 cl1n an 
aθn' clθF 
なる項は (38)より興えられているととになる。 更に
~Cl!!i_ _ fI. __!')f}_:j_ _ fI. _() ln_0_~ 
cl 1n ん - VJ Cl1ん - V J Cl1n Aι 
cl 1 a" An ー θj }J {}n ~.: u"，よ (j = 1，2， …・・・) ・…………....・ H ・H ・-…・ (39) 
" -;: Cl1n ん
ととろ1J>. ."， 
cl 1 a" _ '" cl 1 an Clf) i 一一 一一一一一一-
Cl1nん j Clf}j cl 1ん
(40)を (39)に代入すれば
Clf}; 
:L__. (j = 1， 2， 
cl 1n ん
. (40) 
に闘する聯立方程式~得るからそれを (37) に代入すればふが定まる ι (37)の第3項と第4
項は打泊す傾向にある。 (28)，(34)が成立する範囲で止をある常数とし
v = k II( .l，)s'叫工C甲ー・ 後............. (41) 
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hkJiJaV6exnfd坦 rLExn 時
¥ 'J ‘是T • 止T
















EUT2(h斗=げ211n山正T+H.*一Ha + :2J (}i Qi' 






る。 もし (28)なる表式がTを少し鑓えても同様に成立し， しかも TがTによってあまり鑓
よってEの中から甲の影らないならばEの中には可は一切の形で入って来るととになる。
響一切を引いた

























ど泣く。 leは可 =0の場合の h のエンタルピ{と稿Lてよい量である。
E〆+ロ(万一万r)ゴ+間一τf_!_ (Hs' -Ha) + He1 
1 νI 
=E+ τE可--.!_ (H._， + νH6 -lfo) ....…・・…・・・・・・… (50) 
ν 





















(a) On the th巴ory:
1. At the discbarge of H九日十H+tbe nucleus movement as well as the electroni巴
transition probability P must be considered. ，p is de巴reasedas o isincreased. 
2. A general expression to 
kT Clln ic 
t' = --;- Cl1) 
introduced from the tbeory of the catalyti巴 reactionhas 1:Ie巴nused positively. 
3. Using the expression of the activity of metal electron that is treated as function 
of甲ーψ，and tbe general theory of catalyti巴reactionveiocity， tbe severaI theories til now 
have been criticized. 
(b) On the mechanism: 
A systematic and consistent interpretation bas introduced taking into consideration 1> of 
every metal; catalytic activity to H十五→H2，disparity of the mechanisms of several metals， 
the cbanges of the' mechanism due to the variation of甲andAH+. 
In the electrode of Pt， Pd， Ni， Fe， Cu， Ag， Au 2H んH2・
In Pt， ifth巴 catalyticactivity is increased by the making-method， orザ isIowered， H+ 
+ε〆んH.appears.
In Hg， Sn H トH++ e"るんH2・














2H+ + 2sm = H2 …......・・…・・ ・・・・・・・・一・目・・・・ ……・ …一・ (1 ) 
との放電過程に劃しては H+，e'fl"及び H2の絶封活動量， AH+'ん，" AH2が閥係してくる。








p {三日} . .( 2) kT 
ただし Tは絶封温度， 止は BOLTZMANN常敢である。 また単位酷積中の H2の個室立をNH2，
同じく欣態不J11，(: fH2とすれば
























UH2 : H2のポテンシヤルヱネルギ{のj古川、1([-4.45e.V 
1: H2のポテンシヤルエネルギ{械小の構造に封する↑貫性能率







(AHト)2(Aem)2 = AH2 …・・・・一…・・・・…一…・・・…・…・…...一
お~， T， NH2等;が指定された場合任意の可では (5)は成立せや，或る電極電位めの場合のみ
(5)は満され平衡となる。ザγを AHキ， T， NH2を指定した場合の水素電極の可逆電位と稿して
いる。めは
(加y(叫 -irづ=AH2 ?? ??
で表わされる。 λH+，T， NU2l可が任意に典えられていれば，その時の』伽ね:
-O-e甲r _____ -e (万一め)一 (AH2)き -e (万一句，.)』句=expー ←一一一-exp 一一一一一一-exp …・・…(7) 







-ct 長T， AH+ 
l' ==一一一一十一~ ln一一一一 ………・・………・…・・……...・H ・....・…… (9) 
e . e (AH2)" 
e (万一可r)三 (μe"，)rー μ伽 …………-………....・・……・・…・・・ー・・………・・・・・ (10) 
〆である。?とだしい伽)rは可=ゃの時の μuである。電極電位却を下げてー(ザーψ)を増せ
ば (5)の左走塁は右遵より大となり (1)は左より右に進み， 放電の方向に電流が流れる。 ザを
上げれば逆方向に電流が流れる。電流削献の闘係を追求するととは7K素描電車の理論の
一つの目標である。 なJなJ7-= 可ー， f!，. == --=-やと3なき (V-f!，，)を過電践と稿えるとともるる。
以下陰極反底 (1)の左から右へ進む方向をIE方向と規約し，電極草位面積上の反癒を起し得る
場所，部ち前性黙の童文を Z，一つの吊性貼営りのIE反臆の蓮度を g，逝反躍の速度を乞，律謹
反肱が 1回起きた場合全樺として移行する電子の童文を)1， 陰極電流窮度を 10とする。
4 司 令~ 吟令

























ic ==ん [R~]8e んー [H]，e …・・・・町・・・・・…・・…・・…・γ・…… (11) 
さらに [H+]s，[H]，は液相中の [H勺1，[HJIと等しいとしてしまう。 との様主主取扱いでは
αの設1Jjは不可能で、基うるが，それは最初に GURNEYによって興えられた。









3) Emmy-GRuz， Vor.MER: Z. Phys. Chem.， A 150 (1930)， 203. 
4) GURNEY: Pro巴.Roy. 80巴.A 134 (1931)， 137. 




故に Yを大にすれば上式が成立する?践になり放電が起る。 ととろが賓際は水溶液中の H+は
H20と結合しているので H+の放電は
H:，O+十 em -→ H + H20 . (13) 
と考えられ，上の議論を弐の如くする。
H或いは H+とH20との距離 r(引m論文(2)の第2岡参照， rは rl~と異る)を横座標に
とり， f を一定とした場合の 3僻!の H とOより成る力墜系の最小ポテンシヤルエネルギー
をrの函敷として画けば第2聞の如くなる。




今 HらO九 ε" H+H20 なる系白エネルギ{準位を各々
[H30勺， w， [H + H20]と書けば
古島
w>[H十 H20]ー [H:，O+J
放電過程が第2闘の F→B という如く起るとせば 間
也記一面=-BFニ一 {Iー (疋ゆ)} . (14) 
FK は7](手11エネルギ~ W， QBは H とH20の反I琵ポテンシヤル R， を意味する。 また
w= (ーゆ--eV)であるから
ゆ-eV$Iー (W十R) . (15) 
GURNEYは Eo = 1一 (W+R) を中和ポテンシヤルと稿えた。 BUTLER6)はHと金属原子
との距離九に依存する Hの吸着ポテンシヤノレdを導入し， Rの代りに (R-A)とした。
φ_. eVr三豆町 • (16) 
ただし
1布告 Iー (W+R-A) . (17) 
すなわち (9)の Iの代りに凡を取って論やればよいわけである。 品は第2闘の BFの長さを
表わしている。
6) BUTLER: Proc. Roy. Soc.， A 157 (1936)， 42:;. 
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さて以上の議論は金属電子は論文(2)の第5闘 (b)の様に wヰ=一叩 -eV) なる準位ま
;で査部つまっていて，それ以上の準位は全部2きいているとしてのものであるが， 貫際は第3




































町叫!←土型ニ{(tEL! こ叫(~二些:-"V)1 ・ (臼)
1 kT I • I kT I 
また
U-Uoく CGー BFニ E-Eo 
趨営に αを取るととにより
U一日 =α (E-ι) α く 1.0 …............…目・・・・・・・・ …・・……・・ (19) 
より
(H30十がU準位に存在する確率)
民 exo[-_!_二Uo1 = exo [二-a(吐三月)1




阜位時間I'CE準位より放電する回数は (18)，(20)及び九 (E)の連来積に比例する。 Flι以下









ln万二 α(ι -ct十 eV)
kT 
+ In Pe T + const 




Unは U-Uo=α(ゆ-Eo)より定まる H30+の或る準位のエネルギーであるが， とれ以上。
準位は事宜上電流に寄興しないと見倣し， また形式上 (Un一日)を活性エネルギ戸の如く解
1草してもよい。 αは1.0よりも小さい童生であるから (21)，(2)は ln言10JVに闘する TAFEL








Pε (E) = exp 一瓦一一一一 . (23) 





































-e万+eC: + '2] U.Ai {};，
だけ上り，同様んは失o量だけ上る。
…………・・ (26) 
. (27) ~ UB主仇
論文 (2)ID (25)より
dE味'‘ I 'rlr" ¥ _ ( _ 1 'JfI， 瓦=(1一α)(-e-l・e計十字 t(1ー α)HAshuaj;子・…・・ _(28)
9μs稔 dE*
論文 (2)の (31)等の中の ーーを一ーで代用すれば
2ザ d甲













Cl( -~'をその直聞でほとんど不援とし甲=守口の場合 ç= とo とすれば (30) I'L ~討し (29) の
第1項から弐の項が出てくる。
-，~fae(万一山 (1一的 e ((-(011 ・ ・ ・ h ・・ ・ (担)是T 1--，. -.U' ，- -， -'- ."， I 
とれば哩が可。より可にたった場合反捜ポテンシヤル及び、 8i等を無関すれば活性化ヱネルギ
{は αe(万一可。)十 (1ー α)e ((-(0)だけ大きくなると解轄し得る。 こは (26)で表わされるEAに
だけ入っているDで
1 Cl.uぷ. 1 ClE* E 一一~~ヰーーナ一一= (1ー α) ・H ・a・-……・…."……・・…・・・・ (32)
e Cl( e Cl( 
とれは τ'に謝する (31)の解轄と同様 Cがふより Cになった時は活性エルネギ{は (1一α)e 




α何十 (1一α)e( ……・・・…".・ H ・"…....!-..……………・……・・…………… (33) 
なる式より定め得るわけである。
(lc経路) H+ + EI' A H ， H+H~H2 
部分子衡の保件より
』E = (AHJ5 ……・・・…・…・・…・・・・・・……………………………..'・H ・"…… (34) 
活性黙 1筒営りの日十の放電蓮度uに劃しては (7)及び (34)を用いて
戸 KP21L4 a*-' 、((加)(ω-AH1 . (35) 
n l;-ム.Gi 1， 1 J 
e(ザーや)
是T a焚書 ( k，T _) 
=KP-一一一三 (AH.)" {e 7 - 1 ~ )，1 = 1.0 …h ・a・"一 (36)
h 1 + ~ Giん l '-1 
との場合は曹を饗化しでもののより θHはあまり饗らない。 iなる化隼種の吸着している位
置の献をふとすればθrはCパよって批判向日)3tm
1 IL_~ cl ， " •¥ ~ <:1 ， J(H十一:_tJH+ 三一(一 μ丑+)=ー θt一工一
e CI刀 U明
ゑる項を αI'L劃して無・観できれば，，'士号αである。
(lE経路) H+ + em -A H， H + H+ +:;二主 Hi， Hi十 Em乞二主 H2
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上の第3式より
AH2キ ニ AH2/ Ae抽 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ， ， . . . ~白.. .............................ぃ・・・・・・・・…・ (37) 
同じく第2式より
hzAHJ/1t = 412 … …………・ … ・ ・ …・ …・…… (38) 
(AH+) (Àe，~) 
む=dff1+2川(財)(ル)-AU} -・・・ (39). 
-e(マ-1}0) e (甲一ψ)
止T a根号{おT kT 1 = KP 一一一一(ん2>"~ e - e ~ …......... (40) 
h 1 + '2:a，ん l J 
11=2 
との場合は (37)，(38)よりんnに封ナる:(7)ー を参照し
d，uH2+ _ dμH:_ = e 
a万 2可
よって2ζ d(Uz + _ d(l!:':_ ，1":を無関できても (29)より (8U2++ (}H)が1.0に近づけば， (29) 2拘守 ， d五r;-'一-， 否正f一可





H++ε川 AH， H+W十ε旧工二主 H:i
」日=(38)式と同じ 唱 ……・・・・ 1・ ";'・ ・ ・・…・・・・・・・・・・一・・・・・・・…い 目・ e・・…・・ (41) 
む= (39)， (40) と同形 ・・・・・・・・・・・・ー・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ υ ・・・・・・・田・・・・・・・・・…・・・・・ (42) 
との場合ばザを上げれば8uが 1.0に近づく，故にがは (1;:)経路と同様に (1+めから αえ饗
化する可能性がある。 さて (29)の第 1項のみが効いてきて (31)の僻稗が許され， τ'の中
日)去をのぞいた献をはび、伊引としい一一一」「一とすればいH十町一詩，)
4 ー止 (AH争) ~exn ー (1Tq)yc exo-dr甲 XDーゆ
む 1-子、::rexp --------;~ exp ，，_ -exp (AHキ町二fζY 品 kT • kT • kT 
1且 Y 止T J 
=ι ←~l士三一~ pyn三二ぜ己(ぞ三位…二p_…-EldL





(AE+)1-d-r -P-T')ゅ 2' -'0' e ('万一万r)
丸一一一一一一一一一--exp 空 白 exp(品) exp 一一 一 (43) 
exo旦二竺:社豆、 げ .' -"Y kT 
. kT 
l-，o'-r:';t: 0， 1-α-r~O ならばおほん+無関係となる。 質際にはで'よりげを分離す
るととは困難で、あるから吉を弐の形に表わしてゐく。
1ーピ-r ー (1ー τ')rt __._ f) ¥:2 __._ -，'e('万一め)
:0==紅(..lf!+) exp一一一一一一:...exp (品.) exp一一一一一一一一 ... (43)' kT • ，--" . kT 
VOLMER等， GURNEY，堀内沿よぴ POLANYI等の王監論は θ。， (， (i等が考慮せられていな
い。 また H+の放電といっても経路が異なれば， νが異なるとと，ピが (1+α)から αに饗化
ずる可能性のあるとと等はとの一般的取扱いによって明らかとなった。 な;Js-vの表式中には




一万ではなくて， (ー甲-()である。 それで (1)と同様の式の中の Fの代りに一(万-()と




[Hり点 =[Hつ1e ，...・・・・・・…....・・・・・・・・・・・ 0・・・・・・・・1・・・・・・・・・・・・ u ・・・・・・・・・・ (44) 
したがって〆
Ic = k1 [H+Js expー ヰ立一日JlexpJ!:::::_(Z込凶 (45) 
=止1[H十Jt叫ー 竺{(11Y甲}-- k2 [HJz 叫止;伊二~L "..".......(必)
(46)をOと置き同時に可=可r とすればザγに封する通常の式を得る。
可γ-l~ln 工!!+Jι+ cons 
e -- [HJI . 
(47)の第1項は?で、あるから， との封教をとり (47)にー-与を乗じ遅々相加え
川=一会(α門)十日
8) . FRUMKTN: Z. Phys. Chem.， 164 (1933)， 121. 
. (47) 
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さて (45)の前項は [H勺zではなく [H勺sを入れている。とれば一般論より見れば論文(2)v
(18)の如き表現を用い，仇としてOH十を取ったととになる。 しかしそうなれば岨+を分母に
eι 
入れて沿かなくてはなら泣い。すなわち (45)vんは aH+rc逆比例するo aH+は exp kT rc 
比例するからんは常童文と見倣す上の所論はゐかしい。また (44)のとはむしろ (H+とすべきで





下にiEしい (48)を基礎式として，程々の濃度の酸，盟基，盤類等の影響を研究し Cと{甲ー め)
の関係を論じている。 その研究方向は重要であるが，彼等の質験結果は種々たる機構を仮定
し，またより一般的危理論より再吟味を要するであろう。
vi) EVRING， GLASSTONE， LAIDER'めは陽子移行左第5闘の如く溶液中の H20と電極面
に吸着している HPとの問に行われるものと考えた。 Sは溶液側を，Mは金属側を示す。
I H H ¥ (0 H 、 I H.O一、





H20 + (H20)ad + 匂 AOH-+ (H20)ad + H ……...・…-….'.......…・・… (49) 
OH-+ H+乞:::tH20 より . (50) 
との場合も iv)で述べたと同様に径路が3通りに考えられ，各々の径路によってザ封仇の関
係が異なってくる。 曹を Oから甲までにすると始原系のエネルギ{は， したがって μsは
('-e~) だけ上る。活性欣態に沿いて， EA沿よび、EB は各々
-e司+ :EUAi 0. ， ……・・・・・…・……………...・H ・...……一……・・・……・・・ (51) 
+ :EUm仇 - e( ， .・ H ・...…..・ H ・.・ H ・..………...・ H ・.…..・ H ・.… (52)
だけ費る o UAi等は (26)の場合と同様に定義される。 (52)v第2項は生成系の OHー より入
ってくるのである。
9) EYRING， Gr.ASSTONE， LAIDER: J. ChE;lm. Phys.， 7 (1939)， 1053. 
ゆ
水素電極&.慮、の理論および機構について
笠 =一 (1-a) e…一吋プαωE主竺'-+口叩:2:イ巾{卜い(刊(1--a)d均守 2拘甲 i l' . - -J 
ピ=α αー手+_!_ }: (lーα)UAi + a UBi1乎土
()11 e ，: l ) (lfl 
1 _ ~ d +~}:仇一一(比一 μ品) …・・…………・…."・ H ・"…..・ H ・'"… (54)
E 亀， d甲
(29)と(54)を比較してみればとの場合は Zの影響が逝符読になっている。
日 (1cの経路) (49)沿よび H+H ~二土日[2
kT a後 f~ ~ '1 1 '1 ¥ '1 I '1 \~ 1 =KPー {ιo AH20 À~助一 (ÀOH-)ιo (ÀH2)~ ~ h 1 + }:のん l-'--.- ，-_. --， -_. J -・ (55)
_ e(ザーψ}
後 2(AH2)宮 f_ kT 1 = ，.p.:.:;.-_ :_ . {AH.O)2一一一-{e -n 




是T ^ a器 (AH2)草 ( kT ，1 = ，.Pーァ8H.o_u__ ÀH.O ーでー~ { e -1~ ・H ・H ・-……… (57)
n aH.O AH~ l } 
ν= 1.0 
(lE径路) (49)沿よび、 H + H+ += Ht， H2+ +匂+==H2 
=d- !ιo AH20 A加ー(知)AH20」互」1…・.(58) kT a発 f. . ，. AJl'.) 
h 1 + }:atん i ミ(品+)Ae隅 j
e(甲ーψ・) e(平一恥)























r. n kT iJ Au20 (AH2)言1 kT i) = I，.pーァ8H.O一一一一了一一|
L h au20 Au+ J 
f kT JY10(」mFI ー τ匂(司ー め)一 甲"e(1ー ピ)=1 KPー;:-BH20 ..:'一一←ー lexp一一一一一一一-eしの120 AU企」止T --~ kT 
ロ7
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. AH.O (AH.) 2 一 (1一α)ゆ 一昨(万一万γ)
F exp ，~ exp一一一一一一-....・H ・- (61)，V aH.O r.lH+)" 是T • kT 
θH.O主宰1.0とすれば (AH+)" に逝比例するととに注意しておく。
(1E'径路) (49)ゐよび、 H+H++εnbZ二土 H2













Z = 70 exp 
ae{甲一ψ)
kT . (62) 
10は甲=万o~pち平衡の時の陰極電流である。万が充分低い時
の (lni)封曹の曲線より 10を推定し得る。 また放電に関係す
る化串程の濃度を C1とし，三えの表式をf院定する。
AFA AS後
円長T kT 正T 肩- '.dH持 .dH特




B E WCI }-exp UH--H・H・-…..…・……・……γ…..・ H・..…・・……・ (64) 
.dF*， .dS*， JH持はザ{習r=Uの時，電気二重居を H+が通過する段階に封ずる原系が標準祇態
喝
(C1= 1.0)、にある時。活性化自由エネルギー(標準，許性化自由エネルギ~)，舟性化エントロ
ピ~，活性化エンタルピーである。 .dH'廷は T を援化せしめて行った賓験より (ln10) ~t 1/T 
の}面lより求められる。それ故に結局Bも定まる。電脳kよび電解買の異った数積の貰測より、




さて C1を電極面 1Cl討に吸着している H20の敷とする， Hρの占める面積の推定から C1は
1015程度となる。 ν=1.0とすれば 250Cで
ASoを
B = 9.6 X 108 exp ~亙一 ・…..・ H ・-…………...・ a・. H ・H ・.，."".…・… (65)
活性歌態は HsOトと O Hー よりなるから， AS*は
H20 + H20:= H30+ + OH-




方が 1kcal.だけ大きいと考えられるととより重水素電解分離係童文 7.0を説明しているu 以上
の EVRINGの所論を一般論より検討してみよう。
C1 として電極両皐位面積営りの H~O の童文としたから論文 (2) の (18) の表現を用いて仇
として (JH20を採ったととになる。そうすれば例えば lE街路では (61)より 10はZ(JH20のみな
らや (AH+)-t'に比例する筈で，10がC1だけに比例するという出議黒i1がくす=れる。 BUTLER10)
は
AH特1 = [H十JBノ巴xp一 一 ・・・……..“・u ・・・…・…・・・・…・…・・・・・・…-…・・・…・・ (66)
r RT 
とした方が βノのff~[がより--}ëvz:出てくると言っている。 また BOCKRiSll)によれば濃い酸の










10) BOT!.ER; よChem.Phys.; 9 (1官.1l)， 279. 




是T L [I-IJs V = const + ←ー ln← ー ・.............・…・・・ ・・・…-・・・・・一…・・・・・・・・・・・・・ (67) 
e [H勺t
ワρF




[HJs' oc [HJ，m ….....・ a・・・・ H …・・・ー…・・…・…・・………・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・… (69) 
で結ぼれていると考え (68)の [HJsの代りに [HJ8ノを代入L，mは4.0v程度。童文でるると







電極両には Hのみ吸着しているとする。部分子衡に封ずる考察は鼠に論文 (2)の (15)に
例として述ぺたが，甲を下げると θHば大となる。 活性悪tiは2{同の金麗原子より成るとナる。
例えばNiにむいては電極面に現われた (110)聞の 3:52Aはなれた二つの Ni原子上でごっの
Hが結合して H2になるものとする。 そうすれば活性黙上に吸着している化事種は Hか2H




θ，、τ工面，=aねI 1-0'=~. 1一一...・ H ・.・H ・.・ H ・-……… (70)1 + a'AH 
1 11 
00 =一一 = ==ー←一一ヲ=(1-0')2 …(71) 
1十aHArr+a211んH 1十2a'An + (a' AH)事 (1十〆AH)
d 口 ao'exp 
-UHO' 
kT . (72) 
12) TAF'EJ.: Z. Phys. Chem.， 50 (1905)， 641. 
水素宮~*重1it1除、の理論および機構について
-UH2決。/
kT a* = ao持 exp ・・・@目・・・・・.....目.........….…....・・ (73) 
と治く，ただし
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kT .1. 1'.， ~ ___ .，_ 1~ .3，. t-(70)の dに (72)を代入し， exp を水めて， とれをは)に代入し (7)を考慮すれば




- n.* f一空二一一-1-ovni皇二!zd_1 UH 
-“υl 1ー グ()，U2)1/2ao' し Ap 止T j 
-kfzt!(AH)2-U 




正~T a'' ( ， ， ，，" .) = Ie~ . .:.. . { (AH' ん )2- AH2l … ・・・…川市・・・・・・ -…… (77) h 1 + L: alん t¥I¥H' Mtnl - Il  j
2泡(ザー ザr)
kT a持 ( kT .， 
=Ie一一 (AI2) { e -1 ~ ， ν:= 2.0…… (78) 
h 1 + L:aiんl' ~ j 
(78)の芯だけを取り (71)，(75)を代入すれば
空H.~ (口 UU2*¥(_ _ ¥ 
kT ('f 1]1¥2 f' .'to fθ， 1) --un - -e\"，--u~-}¥ Y}-Yjr) 
=配一一(1-{}')"(AH.) a者 F一一ー でア守，，---;--~ e xpー ームー ，、 / 
O l1ー グ(」H21~。j u 
， (79) 
ザを襲化した場合 (79)の最使の国教のみかたきく鑓イじすればイは





すなわちんrlにんはとの場合は一つの電子j状態で ~~I牲であるから C は入って来ない。EA' 
f斤.~主系に封ずる i 1:J. るイヒ皐粧よりの反楼ポテンシヤルを uι とすれば
1 つ(}i . 1 ~ D d 
T〆=2 + _:_ :2. u，ーー と+_: :2..:.供一一 (μ~ - fJ，t.) 
e T d甲 e i 
よらない。
?? ?。 。?
ザを下げて θ2HがO(82)の第 3項に現われてくる 2些旦は (81)と同じく (-2e)であるから，
2η 
から1.0まで繋化すれば τ〆は 2から Oまで務化するととになる。 また吸着化製種がHのみで
(万一め)の函敢(甲沿よびやはザー恥(万ーや)を引髪、教とすればむは Au'によらや，基うれば，
次に電解分離係数Sの一つの現わし方について述べる。と組合わさって影響する)である。
¥H+H)の代りに (H+D)を， H2の代りに HDを取った場合の諸量にほ HDなる添字を附し
i夜相を Jで示し(H十日)， H2のものには H2なる添字を附し直別することにする。
s = tH2 / __!_l!Q 
(H20)z I (HDO)z 
-・・ (83) 
-dEJ ん1 (HDO)z 
。Im* AD (H20)z 
AH = (Alr+) A.川沿よてAAD= (AD号 ) Aε怖を代入し
s=主主こ AH+ A哩- [旦空白!..= aH2と AH20 J.旦型空dL
GH♂ AD+ AOH- [H20Jz aUD* AHDO [H20]z 
-一・・・・目・・・・・・.(84) _ _!lH2 * .!:.VH20並 ι旦 DOJz_ aH2*企旦i








SHERMAN ;J;子よび、 EVRING14) の方法~使い寅測のよ伏況に封ずる








13) tril内・岡本: Sc. P.， 28 (1936)， 231. 
同!木:北大理， (ii)， 2 (1937)， 115. 
務li内・岡本・庭回:Sc. P.， 2由(1936)，223. 







HDのモル分率で、除したものは品+にほとんどならない。 また可を上げて(JH 主宰 Oと認めら









が Hだけでなく H+も存在ししかも H+HんH2であればそれはお4 に依存するととを
注意する。また可を充分下げて θ2H宇 1.0となれば7は習を下げても増さなくなる筈である
が，そのような事買は観測されていない。












15) 陵伊:鰯媒第3集 (1948)，47. 
16) BONHOEPFER: Ergebnisse der exa巴t.Naturwiss.， VI (1927)， 201. 
17) . HEYROWSKY: Re巴.Trav. Chim.， 46 (1927)， 582. 
18) B仁川mm，RIJJEAL: Proc. Rρy. Soc.， A. 120 (1928)， 86. 
ムレ
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H才 f オンの存在を考えた。ただし彼は Hf の生成が律主主的であるとした。 ~5 の ii) で述
べたように堀内・岡本・旋回13)は金属によって披梼が二週りになるものとして 8=3.0のも
のに封し，活性黙は一つの金属原子とし論文 (2)の第 3r忌!の如く考え，
Hi + em A H2 
と考えたo ?たにとれを一般論より出鼓して述ペて見る。 日++εm~H より
』旺土 (Ar王子)(ん) 1 
AH2+ = (Au) (Au+) = (.1ぜ )2ん陥 i
正T a持 L. ，. . 1 
-- !(AHr)ん四-;lU2~ 
h 1 + L: ai Ai l' "_ ，-". "_ J 
. (86) 
= t;P!]'__ a* ーかげ(ん)2- AU.! ..........."................. (87) 
h 1 + L:al Ai l，"n， ，~.O"" ..". J 
-2e ("ー や)
kT a持 f ，kT " ) = t;P一一一一二一一一 (lH2) { e -n 
h 1.+ L:aιん l -1 ν = 2.0 …・・・… (88) 
'Jp.a 0 ← 一= -2e …...........・……・・・・・・・…・・…・・・・目・・ 0・・・・…・・・・・・・・・・・・…・…・・ (89) 
Pザ
で遣うるから UAi. U却を ~3 の iv) と同じように導入すれば
7:' = ((1十α)+皇 (1-a)1 +_!_ L:， ((1ー α)UAi + a UBJ . ~色l ¥i，U)， 'Jザ JT -; ":1l ¥i-U_} UAi T u.UJ-h:j'~司
1 ~ n 'J + ~ L:， (Jiτ:_ (P.iー μ18) ・ぃ・ H ・........……・・・…・・・田・…・…・…・・・・ (制
e も d可
また万およびilu暑のある範囲で θoof-i?と見倣せば(Au+)司
-2rt __ -7:' e甲/
言=k1 (AU+)2 exp -，-:~ exp一 一/(んど)1'
止T 止T I 
-"-1' -7:'e ('ザーめ) 一一 (2一件。 t'= k1 (品そr exp←一一一-._--exp←一一一一一♂ (AU2)吉 …・・・・目曲一・・・・ (91) 止T . 正T
よって， 2ー ピ>rならば，AlI">を大きくするとともに((哲一切)は一定に保ちつつ)芯は大
となる。 (Lポテンシヤルを考慮すればH+の放電の場合にゐける (43)の導入と同様な推論を
なせる。 との場合は反I!lt.控路は~3， iv)のんであるが， (86)より H+の放電の場合と異なり
曹を下げると (Ju，(}U2'は増加する。一方
19) SAND: J. Chem. Soc.， (1927)， 328 
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dtJ.H2' _ d，μH ー . (92) 
2万 θ甲






iは時刻 tにおける電極表面積を ，1 通常の電解に封ずる陰極電流
密度 ic，単位の電極面に誘知される電気量を i九二重屡に沿ける有
効電媒常教をと Deとすれば
-:in d-Lr dd 
dt 
j'は万が高〈て， H十が吸着している朕態では






rzfLtEBー がキ eZ8u2+ …・・・・ ・・・・・・・・…-….• ~. .附
せπXo
との第2項はHtをと (H++ H'りから中和によって作るに要する電気量を意味する。 もしね
がOならば第 1項と第2項は等しい。 (86)より判るように 8H2• は η によって大きく鑓化す
るから，万を下げて行くと可の極めて小さい費化で， 吸着化事種は日+から Htに繋る告:で
ある。 もし饗る前の 8U2+と襲った後の (JH2'に大差がなければ， fは (94)，(95)に封臨し不
謹績的に増加する筈である。堀内・康問は初め万を下げて行った場合は， i/は不謹穣的に減
少し，賓測もそうなったと主張したが，堀内ー振の本多~O) は前記の推論の如く i' is不謹槙的
11:増加する事貰を観測したと報告し Ht存在の根操としている。 しかし賓糊より i'を分離
する千鶴等再吟味者三要すると思う。
堀内等は H+ HAH2 でない場合はすべてとの機梢が成立すると考え， その特長とし
てτ/が (1+α)からαに礎化するとと ν=2.0なるとと，重水素を用いて測られた無電流の
航況下に沿ける反陪;建度の値が AH+に依存するとと等を奉げているが， とれらの黙はとの機





(H)ad + H+ + e叫 AH2 
という機構を提出している。 亡の場合は反際経路は uで吸着化墜種の中に Htjj;るものを





H + H A H2 
よりはむしろ
2H+ + 2"，;. A H2 
と主張したととになる。
Lペr4. (、
む= κP 一~:_ ~ .:-. ， (AHJ {(AH，_)2 (Àôω)2_ÀH2~ …・・・…...・ H ・H ・.… (96) 1 +~ a，Ai ，~~~， l'''' ，--.， ~~"J 
げ a*' _" (ニヨケ且 1 = "p一一一一三一一一 (AH2){e k'1' -n ， J，I = 2.0 ・…・…・ (97)h 1 + ~ a， A. '~~-' l- J 
，1 = (2α+2~ζ(1-ωいが(1-α)UAi+αμm1 坦土+~θ41(比一μ(，，)， (伺)i 拘 jI i l ¥.L V.J "'.tlt. I ........~.I.).. J d甲 i -d万
号制ま酬できれば T〆はほとんど捷附歩お臓である。
S 7. 水素分子蝶散説





21) KOBOZF:V， NEKRASOV: Z. Electro巴hem.， 36 (1930)， 529。
22) POLAi'f¥'I， EJ.E¥': Trans Far， Soc， 32 (1936)， 1388. 
23) KNORR， SCHWARTZ: Z， Phys. Chem.， 116 (1936)， 16. 
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同 s一回=止(仏一ω=長{(AH1)2(Ae"，)2 - AH2} 
二 k(ÀH~) {ギヲコl.-1}， 、??? ?? ??? 、ν= 2.0 
その屠にjなける H2の損散係童文佐 Dとすれば
(rTT I rTT ，1 0 D 1_" ¥ f___ -2e(万一可，.) 1 









電極面附近の H+ を 4~J;に Hj- と記す。
が多く，





ic = e ~~ k' (AH') h一抑止三世I . kT I 
正ノをとj自営な常童文とし，








企T a勢(. • n 1 
ic = 2eZκ一一 “ { (AH)2ー んH2:h 1 +:E ai A! l' -_. ..~..， J 




1 " ¥ f __-2e (万一可r) 1 = -r--一一一一一一一一一一一一一一 、 /( 、ぅ (AII2) (exp ー 1}I " / I ~ _ kT a* 1." I r ~ D . l' ，. .."' I _.-. kT I I 1/ j 2eZ，. 一一二二一一H1/j2e-:k)1 、 J L~/l-.~'. It 1+ 2] a， ん J'~/l-.ò"JJ
. (105) 
(10.5)に現われる2]のんの中には(んII2)が入っているから (105)からはαII2)/をんで表わして
(10引に代入し9 とれをんについて解けば， lcが AII2! (可ーあ)の函裁として得られる。 (105)
に沿いてもし凡の横散に3討する抵抗が大ならばすなわち Dが大ならば， (105)の分母の第2
項は Oとなり (105)の表現は (103)に必いてんII2をお2としたものと一致する。 反封に 2H
→H2に霊まする抵抗が大きいと (105)の分母は第2項のみとなり， (104)に沿いて』αII2を(AII)2
とし7とものと一致ずる。 言たに電極面附・近の H+を特に H:とし， νの異なる三つの段酷，日十
の瞭散必よぴ 2H→叫が同評論度に抵抗が大きいとして見ょう。 との場合，
H: ぞごさ'H.t， 日立+ε別手会 Ha
10 :=:イ~k' (AU+ _. AIIs+) .......................~................................. (106) 












。 ?? ? -・ (108) 
したがって
1 
戸 /-3-717(ur1ie否両両芯:r)+1/ i 2eZκ 一五~-ìι 2]~， At-j 
f (，~II 2)吉田Pー さ佐世(似)-hj ... (附)l 止T .，..~... ..， I 
(10D)を(んII)に関して解き，とれを (108)に代入してんに闘して解けば icID A耳目(可-1/r)等
に闘する表式が得られる。
さて FRUMK[N24)は H十3bよび、 (H+H+)の放電が同じ程度の抵抗を持っと考えている。
EVKING均等はその著書の中でイが1.0程度の場合は， ピ=2.0を興える TAFELの 2H→H2
とイキ0.5をあたえる彼等の提出した (49)の場合と同程度の抵抗を持っと考えている。
また同ヒ程度に:連い経路がごっ以上あるかも会1れない。 観測される建度は各経路の蓮度
の手1である。 Km'lOZEV公よび NEKRASOV21)は 2Hー:>H2 と m:++ H)の放電が同じ程度
24) FHUMKIN: Acta Physi巴O巴him，(U.R.S.S.).， 12 (1940)， 481. 





後，律主主段階 2HAH2 を合む経路Lを通る。 sが 8.0程度のものは Htを電制面に安定せ
しめ H十の放電の後，律速段階 Hi+εm-A凡を含む経路んを通るとするのでるる。 との
寵争
立論に潤しては B4， i)ゐよぴ S5， i)で紹介批判してゐいたが， さらに失の株主主意見を述べ
る。
堀内，生島26)はPt電極に封してもIDがん干によるとと， τ〆が (1+α)から桝広鑓化する
とと， ν=2.0なるととを質測し得たりとし Ptでは Hiの放電が律法的であると言ってい
るが， Pt 11:到しでは， S V土7.0程度の値が少ゑくとも可がある範閣内で、は得られている。
また Pt，Ni， Hgと位ベて見ると三者に封ずる仕事函童文 ct，H+ H→H2に封ずる偶煤
能，同じ電流物度を興える過電邸主主，何れも Pt，Ni， Hgという1原序になっている。 したが
って雨端の Pt，Hg v亡封する機1-背が共11:IE経路でHfの放電が律建的であると堀内等の如く
考えるならば， Niに封してもそうであると考えられるのが自然である。 ととろが Nil1:封し
ては少なくともある電位の範闘では L経路で， 2H -A H2がほとんど確かで、ある。 三欠に電極
商上~e:>化事種，電極表面との結合Jj)司法について考察する。
Ni面上では H，2H等が存在していると推定されているが， Hに封しでは Niと同程度の
吸着熱を持つPtに封しては θHより (}H+'の方が大きいかも知れない。 その推定を弐の如く述
べてゐく o AH2' AH号を指定し， Niに封しでも Ptに封しでも可ーや =0のよりt況を考え，雨者
のηを比較して見ると， Ptのゆは 6.30e.V.， Niのは 4.86e.V.で， 可rは (9)より Ptの方が
1.44 e.V.も低い。電流の流れているよ状態でもとの傾向は饗りなく， Ptはηが非常に低いから
のf したがってまた θIどはたきくなるかも知れない。堀内は Pte:>ゆが大きいため， れで
はAe田ば小となり， Hは電子を金属に興えて狂十として存在し易いと説明しているが，可-"Y}r
=0の近傍を考える限り Ae仙のノj、なるととに財する説明はすぐ前で述べた如く改めなくては
なるまい; Hgは2H→H2に到する欄媒能が Niに比してほとんど無いととにより， θI王寺二O
と想像される。 Hgのφは4.47e.V.で Niと大差ないが，通常測定している場合。一(万一ψ)
は1.0e.V.程度で， Niより 0.7e.V; 程度大きいので， θH-~ が大きくなるかも失I1れない。
制内は HgとかPt商では Hiが存在していると想f反している。とれば Rtが気相に沿い
て2.78e.V.の結合ヱネルギ{を持っているととよりの想像である。 とれに封してはイオン結
合の欣態に関する原子問ポテンシヤルに到する現在の1n~知識より見て決定的なととは勿論言
えない。 しかし Hfが論文(2)の第 3r副の如く 1つの金属原子と結合して安定に存在し得る
26) 掘内，生島:Pro巴.Imp. Acad.， 15 (1939)， 39. 
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ためには HtとH"Oの引力ポテンシヤルそがJ8 e.V.程度と大きく評慣しなければたらないの
で疑わしい。また (H十十 W) がR及活する l~t，合は H十は一つづっの金属原子を要:じ結局二つ
の金属原子の上に吸着するで基うろう。(日十日)は僚子j伏で，すなわちごっの金属原子の上に
吸着している。 したがって (H+十日)も同様と考えるのが自然でるり Htの如く分子枕とな
り一つの金属原子の上に吸着しているのは不自然とも言える。
•• !l9. 電極金属，電極電位，水素イオン濃度と機構の饗佑. 
著者減粧の各簡で、の部分的批判より出費して一つの統一的見解を提出している。町と
か (H+R~) の放電過程は核の移動と同時に電子欣態の謹移確率 P を考慮する必要がある。
電子の仕事医1童文φが際立って大きい Ptでは Pが比較的小さくなるであろう。如何なる経路




ない。 τ〆がα程度である例えば.(H+ + em→ H) (H + H+ + em→ H2)， 更にザが2α程度で




いう問題になる。 Sが7程度でるるととろの Pt，Pd， Ni， Fe， Cu， Ag， An等は 2H→ H2に3討
する良い鯛媒であり ，(H+ + H +ε踊→ H2)を合む1E，経路より (2H→ H討を含むL径路に
封する蓮度が大きく ，1c t'í~路を通るものと二与えられる。 Ni に到する賓測はとれを裏書きする。
ただし O冠与1.0になれば他の径路に移るであろう。・ととろでPtはNi以上 (H十日→ H2)
に3討する良い偶媒であるから， との段階にjlKiずる抵抗は小さく， H+の放電の方がかえって
枠連的となる場合が生やる。 本部最初κ述べたように PtK封ずる Pが小さいとともとの原
因となるだろう。すなわち可を充分下げて 2H→ Iもが益々容易になれば H十の放電が律建
的となるで遣うろう。 しかし Ptの場合は前節絡りで述べたように fJH+が相官大きくなり得る




27) TOI'LF;Y， EYlUNG: J. Chen. Phys. 2 (1934)， 217. 
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示す。 sはポテ、ンシヤルヱネルギ-rl1J而の底とm'!生系にまJ)，1色，;ずる鞍賠(峠)1I付近の曲率に依存
し電子駅態の挺化を合むととろの (H十日+)の放電と H-Iーの放2ではSが似た値となり， s 





な控路IE'の方が通り易くなる。 IE'はH+の放電， (H+ H+)の放電笥;の段階を含むが， 後
者の方が抵抗が大きいでdうろうから， H+ H十+em A H2 となる。 Hg，Sn~'宰が陰性が大き
いととは，金属原子と巨+との引力ホ。テンシヤルを増加lしとれを助長する。 さて Pbでは
アルカリ性溶液に割してはSは7.0であり，酸性溶液に封しでは Sは 3.0である。 PbはIc，
lE'雨経路に封する速度が比較的接近しているため， }.H+で機構が左右される Q すゑわち AH+
が大きくなれば (H十H++句 AH2)の主主度が大きくなり， IE'径路を通るとととなり (H十
日+十九AH2) となる。 Alアマルガムに封する過電践の寅測より Alに封ずる過電陛は Hg




1. H+， (H十H+)の放電に封しては核の移動のみ主主ら歩、電子の移動を， すなわち電子
f状態の選移確率Pを考慮に入れなければならぬ。さらにPは仕事函数ゆが大きくなれば小と
なる、とと等を指摘した。




特に重要友賄は H+の放電といっても三通りの経路があり， τFは (H_ト W)の放電の場合と







Ni， Fe， Cu， Ag， Auは (2H-AH2)であり， Ptは甲をfti;くするか，作り方により活性が増せ






On the :Mechanism of the Electrolytic Polishing 
of Aluminum (Part. 1ザ
Keizo Nishida 
Abstract 
Continuing from the previous reportI)， the author has obs巴rvedth日 viscosityand its 
change with time of each solut加 1，and measured anodi巴andcathodic single potential on 
passing current in the solution， then he diseuss巴dthe results deduced from the above data. 
Next， the author has noticed the abnormal phenomena of anode and anolyte on electro-
lysing， and discussed partly some of their causes. 
Lastly， the author has reported th白resultsfrom tne examination by the electron diffraction 
method on the electrolytic-伊Iishedsurface of aluminum. 
Note: The signs used in this report are about the same as in that of 
Part I. They are as folIows: 
Name of Soln. Vol. of HCI04・ VoI. of (CH3CO)20 (E;O% aq. soln) 
Soln. (x) 5.0 (c.c.) 95.0 (cι) 
Soln. (a) 10. 90. 
Soln. (b) 20. 80. 
Soln. (b-c) 24. 76. 
Soln. (c) 30. 70. 
Soln. (d) 40. 60. 
Soln. (e) 50. 50. 
Soln. (f) 60. 40. 
These solutions were prepared at 180C from the previous consideration. 
Soln. (b-c) is added to this list noticing that this eomposition was the 
critical one. 
The testing sample used in these experiments is made from 99.8% AI 
ingot. 
後 Someof this report was lectured at th日 massmeeting of The Japan Institute of Metals in 
Sapporo in Sept. 1950. 
1) See K. NrsHlDA: “On the Mechanism of the E'!ectrolytic Polishing of AI. (Part 1) "， Mem. 
Muroran ColI. Tech.， Vol. 1， No: 1 (l950)， p.1. 
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~ 1. 01. the Aqueous Solutiol. of Acetic Acid. 
From the previous report， the author has noticed the electrolyte 
consisted of much acetic acid， 80 he examined the aqueous solution of 
acetic acid by the following method to appreciate the effect of acetic acid 
on the solution. The concentration of the solution was 20.8%， 41.5%， 62%， 
72.85%， and 83.1% by weight respectively. 
a) The measurement of electric conductivity. 
Using the same apparatus as in Part 1， the following results have 
been obtained (Fig. 1よwherethe value for pure water and pure ace，tic 
acid respectively was taken from other reference books. The value is 
very small， acetic今 acidbeing 'veak， as compared with the electrolytic 
polishing solution. 
b) The Measurement of Deeomposition Voltage. 
Like the previous method， the results gained are indicated in Fig. 2， 
with ones of Al-electrode together. The true concentration of aqueous 
solution in the electrolyte correspounds more than 70% from the conside-
ration of the constituents present in each solution. From Fig. 2， the 
decomposition voltage is between -1.34 volts and -1.65 volts. 
~ 2. On the Electric Conductivity of the Solutiol. Agail. 
Tlie results measured at 250C is in Fig. 3， with that at 180C. In this 
case the tendency is analoguous to the previous one， and that the gap 
occurred in Soln. (a) to Soln. (b) is larger than the latter. Moreover， in 
order to see how the gap in electric conductivity occurs after preparing 
tie solution， the change of the property with time was observed. The 
results are given in Fig. 4， in which the temperature is 250C. So it is 
shown that the gap of the CUr-'lTe is instantaneously accomplished after 
mlxmg. 
~ 3. 01. the Viscosity of the Solution. 
Theム viscositywas measured at luoC， 180C， and 25'C respectively for 
each solution. OSTWALD'S viscosimeter was used for it. Because this 
property is one of the most important factors for electrolytic polishing， as 
seen from many reports about this property， and that makes it possible 
to examine the relation between the electric conductivity and the viscosity 
of each soIution. It was summed up in Fig. 5. The above-stated gap is 
not shown in relation to the viscosity except that there is a maximum 
value on the composition of Soln. (b -c)， and both sides of this composition 
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Fig. 1. Specific Conductivity of 
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Fig. 4. Condu巴tivity-timeCurves of Each SoIution at 250C， 
1 
(/I'h'J) ( Z4hlγふ』 {ふJj
have about the same tendency. Next， the change of the viscosity with 
time was observed on account of the same reason as the electric conduc-
tivity， and at this time there was no change of it with time. SO， the 
viscosity must be established as soon as two constituents are mixed. 
~ 4. The Consideration of the Above-stated Results. 
In Part 1， supposing that there was some reaction on mixing， and then 
the chemical species after mixing were somewhat different from what 
had been befo1'e mixing， the calcullation led to the conclusion， that Soln. 
(b-c) was the critical composition. And that assumption was verified by 
the above-stated datum. Moreover， f1'om that datum， the electric conduc-
tivity of the solution depends in the so-called non-aqueous composition 
upon the concentration of CIO; and CH~C(OH); ions in acetie acid， and in 
the aqueous composition that of CIO; ion in water. For the viscosity the 
quantity ot acetic acid seems to play a role. 
There is no conclusion 01' verification about the compound which is 
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Zt:> 30 40寸一瓦 7080go hdす60%
→iHCIOi) 6払勾ciol司、byu山 dtJOlιJ 
Vis巴osityof Each Solution at 100， 180， and 250C. 
Part 1. From the impossibility of the measurement of pH in al solutionsη， 
there is probably no H+ ion. 
At any rate， itis supposed that the acetic acid in the solution is a 
sort of reservoir of otber ions， asstated in Part 1. 
1) The author巴ouldnot measure th巴 pHof these solutions， and世lateven of 60μHCI04 aq. 
soln.， by the antimony， the quinhydron， and the glass electrode. But this HCI04 aq~ soln. has vety 
sigular pf?operty and its日CI04molecules are al hydrated in the aqueous solution by J. N. PEARCI~ 
and A. F. NI~LSON: J. Arn. Chem. Soc.， Vol. LV (1933)， p.3075. 
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S 5. The Behaviour of Each Solui:on for Al Electrode. 
a) N atural single electrode. 
The aluminum testing sample . was dipped verticalIy in the soIution. 
This sample was pre帽treatedwith emery paper (04)， and contained in dryer 
at 18
0
C for 24 hrs. Then the value of the single potentiaI 0% sample was 
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Fig. 6. Single Potent.ial of AI-Time Curve目前 180C.
150 K. Ni3hida 
potentiometer1) and with calomel haIf cel， which connecting circuit was 
seen in Part 1. In such a measurement， the potential is much a古ectedby 
the condition of the surface. But after 5 mInutes or more， the tendency 
coincides each other， ifthe other conditions are equal. Therefore， Fig. 6. 
is one example of such results. In the figure shifting the potential to 
minus sign of ordinate means passivating and to plus sign， means activating 
as shown in Part 1. 
It shows that the aqueous solution like Soln. (c) to SoIn. (f) has much 
e古ectof HCI04 and the non-aqueuos soIution like Soln. (b-c) to Soln. (x) 
has at first other constituent to effect such as CH3COOH， but before long 
HCI04 begins to work. 
/ Soln. (b-;-c) has the very property which lies between two kinds; that 
is， at first the potential goes to the passlve state， but shortly falls and 
reaches the constant value. For the constant potentiaI， there is probably 













32. # J' 
Fig. 7. Bath Voltage-Current Density Curves at 180C. 
1) In order to compare the result from this measurement with the following one， the radio 
valve UX12A was used， This valve has the good proportional properties between grid voltage and 
plate current， 
2) T. TAK日1:“ExperimentalElectrochemistry" (1939). Kyδritsu・sya，Tokyo. Vol. 1， p.241. 
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b) The Single Potential of Anode on Passing the Current 
through the Solution. 
At the same time when the so-called “JACQUET curve" was obseJrved， 
the change of single potential of anode was measured in ea~h solution. 
Fig. 7. shows JACQUET curve and the corresponding anodic single potential 
is g:iven in Fig. 8. In this case， as seen in Part 1， Soln. (x) to Soln. (b) 
has the irregularity of curre:nt density at higher bath voltage， and Soln. (c) 
to Soln. (f) has it at lower bath voltage. It is seen in Fig. 8. that the 
first drop of the single potential occurs before the maximum current 
density in every solution， especially two drops occurring in Soln. (b-c). 
Next， over this region， the po"tential rIses gradually in linear propor酬
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Fig. 8. Batb Voltage..Single Potential Curves at 180C 
K. Nishida 
Lastly， the potential drops once more at the bath voltage where the 
gas begins to evolve. In this figure the behaviour of 801n. (a) is fulIy 
shown， but others are partly because of too high potential. The relation 
between bath voltage and single potential of anode may be shown as Fig. 
9. schematically. From the above datum and the previous report， the 

































The Relation between Current Density 
and Single Potential of Anode. 
Fig.9. 
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In the non-aqueous solution such as Soln. (a) and others， the change 
of anodic potential at lower bath voltage shows the passivation and that 
other species rather than CIO~ ion may come to the surface of anode， so 
it shows only the passive state. When the bath voltage reaches 14 to 18 
volts in Soln. (a)， the activation of surface by CIO~ ion begins， then the 
preceding relation is broken down. This may correspond the initial drop 
of anodic potential on passing the current. 
In other solutions .in which water is contained， such relation mentioned 
above will be also presentedl， but the potential will sooner drop towards 
the activated state for the sake of many ClO:;-ions. 
At any rate， itmay be understood that by the primary drop of anodic 
potential the film in al meanings on the surface will be cracked 01' 
dissolved roughly， and in the next region of JACQUET curve some of different 
substances (五1m01' other similar substances) will be produced on the naked 
surface. From the figure it will be realised， as Mr. JVItiLLER says that the 
increment of single potential in proportion to bath voltage corresponds the 
consumption of the voltage by the resistance for the passage of current 
through the film on the surface. 
It will be noticed with much attention that the constant cur:rent 
density in JACQUET curve is not true in reality: at first the current density 
is only apparentフthetrue area being more than the apparent one， but at 
higher voltage the area approaches to the true one. Because， itis always 
observed that even in the measurement of JACQUET curve， the surface 
of the sample is roughly fiattened. So， at first the current density is 
overestimated， and at higher voltage that value becomes true. From such 
a consideration‘so much amount of irregularity of current density curve 
will not occur in true sense of the wordl. Naturally such constant current 
density will be caused owing to the viscous anolyte on the surface， which 
will be discussed la ter. 
Moreover， the constant eurrent density， and the constant anodic poten-
tial which was seen in Part 1 (Fig. 9.) does not agree for each solution， 
but by the author for the former the electric conductivity is the main 
factor determining the value， un1ess the solution is non-aqueous， and in 
other cases it depends upon the conductivity of the anodic film. For the 
latter， the gradient of the potential in Fig. 8. is about equal， so the above 
stated relation is satisfied.. 
S 6. The Single Potential of Cathode on Passing the Current. 
For the cathode， by the same procedure as for anode， its single 
potential was measured. The result is in Fig. 10， in which the shaded 
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part means the oscillating value of cathodic potential. But from the result 
the maximum change of potential is within 2 to 3 volts， so the voltage 
. required for polishing is almost consumed for anodic reaction. 
Fig. 10. Single Potential (Cathode)司BathVoltage and 
Current Density (Anode)明BathVoltage Curvesat 180C. 
S 7. The Observation of the Abnormal Phenomena 
of Anode and Anolyte. 
a) On the so-called viscous fluid. 
It has been noticed by others that during the electrolysis the viscous 
material is pr吋 ucedon the surface of anode and that more on the proj印刷
tion and less on the concave， so the polishing action will be accomplished 
from the difference of electric conductivity of two points. According to 
the theory of Mr. EL~IOREl)， it is concluded that the自attenningproceeds 
by the di町usionof the viscous material into the soIution. However， there 
is no verification on the property of this substance itself， except some 
expectations. WEINLAND says that this substance is [Fe:l(CHlCOふ(OH)2]CI04・
4H~O when iron and sceel are polished electr叫yticallyin the like solution， 
but it is not the main factor according to Mr. TA.mrA2) to polish iron by 
the 'trocess. According to the author‘it is very difficult to take up this 
1) W. C. ELMORE: .1 App. Phys.， 10 (193臼)， 74;].
2) T. TA.JIMA: MetaIs (A~ne-sya). 
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substance from the anode in pure state， itbeing very small quantity and 
that very deliquescent substance， so it will have to be examined how this 
is analysed chemically. Now the qualitative observations which have been 
hitherto noticed will be reported. 
1) As seen in Part 1， this substance begins to produce when the 
current density is about to fall in JACQUET curve， and then it covers al 
the surface of anode. Moreover， itfiows down before long and then it 
begins to drop from the end of anode. This phenomenon was caught by 
Mr. S. SAIT01) using Schlieren method. The author caught it with micro耐
scopic photo (x 100)， which result is shown in Photo. 1 and Photo. 2. The 
Photo. 1. Photo. 2. 
(a) {るJ (C) 
Fig. 11. The Phenomenon of Anolyt氾 duringEle巴trp-Polishing: 
(a) with Coating， (b) and (c) without Coating. 
1) S. SAITO: Magazine of Electric Society of Japan， Vol. 69， No. 4. 
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viscous自uidis fiowing down and the outside solution is fiowing upword. 
2) When the testing sample is not covered with something such as 
wax or tar at the contact line of it with the solution， many abnormal 
phenomena are to be seen. In Fig. 11 (a)， with the cover such a pheno-
menon is not found. Otherwise， as shown in (b) of .Fig. 11， the viscous 
substance is shooting out from the surface into the solution， and scattered 
around the electrode. Nevertheless it does not reach the cathode and on 
the mid way of the bath it sinks down gradually. In such a case， the 
temperature of the solution around the surface of electrode rises and 
the contact part is deeply etched， but it appea1's polished. 
And in the solution， the surface of elect1'ode is not so much fiattened 
as the contact point， although the total cu1'rent density become too high. 
Of course the viscous fiuid is seen even in this case. It will be the chance 
of the resolution of the mechanism of electrolytic polishing to peep into 
how it will be happened. 
b) The Relation between Pit-making and Gas-evolution. 
The evolution of gas was discussed in Part 1， and the1'e is another 
problem of the g1'owth of pits in 1'elation to this. Pits on the su1'face of 
electrode are very apt to grow， and one of the most undesi1'able defects. 
The form of pit is about semi .sphere and it has two 01' th1'ee small holes 
in the bottom. Moreover， f1'om the above-stated inspection by the mic1'o-
scope， when the gas-evolution diminishes， it1'emains to evolve the gas at 
a certain point， and when the cur1'ent density begins to rise at higher 
bath voltage the babble creats on the surface like a pearl and does not 
leave the surface unless it g1'ows bigger. F1'om the above observations， 
the growth of pit may be much a任'ectedby the i1'1'egula1' surface: when 
the small babble is produced at the certain point of the su1'face， it does 
not leave that place soon， so gas， liquid， and solid are co-existed， then the 
solution of metal will be fast， so the babble g1'ows， and so on. In the end 
the pit grows like a semi-sphe1'e， and becomes big. Therefore， the su1'face 
of the sample to be polished must be fiat mechanically as well as possible. 
Fo1' example the once polished surface is very easy to 1'e-polish. 
S 8. The Examination of the Polished Surface of 
Anode by the Electron Diffraction Method. 
The autho1' observed the electrolytic polished surface of Al， and then 
the one which was secondly t1'eated， with the aid of the electron diff1'action 
method. The polished surface was washed with water and then with 
alcohol， and d1'ied out in air. The sample was p1'ese1'ved in pu1'e ethe1' 
not to change the surface befo1'e the use of the examination. . The solution 
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which was used was Soln. (b) to Soln. (d)， other solutions having many 
difficulties. Their results are summed in Table 1， where the standard wave 
length of electron was determined by the check of pure AI (99.99%). 
TABLE. I. 
Name of I C'<_L_ _P CL____'- _ __~ ，..， _ _~， I n____'__L'__ _，，_ I I State of Samole and Condi-I Examination with I Consideration 
SMple&|tion of r四 tHlent|ED.Method |ofr削 l匂Solution I L1VU VJ. .J..J.ca¥.lUl'C.l.lL I 、 l
Newishly ed anenlecatlreod l svtaimC21p1 le was There were only two halos These halos were seen later， B-I Pth OI y ly d wi- which were not clear.6Tahney d but it looks like what the 
Soln. (b) stationary current den- corr~sponded to d = 1.2 rin仕'museodf-rraluminaT〉were
sity ?OOA. di 
Old annealed S2mple was|lThere were almost on，rly inhgas-
Ttos1γnetf2a1mt副巴e回Ya p首zdmemWmγe切lTdtuheuaIadr1te m  2woZEp図腿mtMn1T3zaEsay 旧-e W剛b1sethu叩rw罰hfae岨E百Rd国1h 8 B
treated with Z7v.and 005los ebxoCt2h ptwoE ther two ES， 
B-II amp/曲… uMlM …cl岨Soln. (b) bigger grains than newly 
treated sample， 
The sampleof SiWnIdth e 巴ry司 With two obscure halos， The flow of thse pSo1 ts means the 
stal was treated with 30 v. there were only three dspo ots， fia tnes3 of the surface. From 
and 0.w03as amnpaltetrer1r2l .The Sur- 'N_hich fiowed up and down tshpe ortse p， resen巴eof halos and B-III face was fiattened on the MoreoJHvIe's r，there was seen 1t is巴on巴ludedthat 
Soln. (b) microscopic scale (x 444). KIKl，;cm's line. may be 巴aemaonrd hit ouis  
自1mon the surfa 
too thin for the electron 
diffraction measurement. 
e、mN仕cm噌uem凶TlatwrIaUeEolzy d n姐ret albnkane osned tgazwaesElteay u凶Mldrtufm3y sansmeWmtueaIlE，ipltn hIoet ntewhbhauew rw da m
icWt oniwtsh ias theve d eborif y EZmRdaiEm-aniy enustlpt hoe tDrs indSseos -， These rianRd s consisted of that from r and r' alumina. This 
tnhgeure cmonay dabre y resulted from 
B-C 1 cide the position of the ring・ secondarv treatment 
Soln.(b-c) There was no halo. 
ebnisgitgy e for short time. 
It had bigger grain. 
Old annealed sample was The ritno zsth巴aotroefspγonadleu d al- Owouinld zto the h，eγatai1n1gI ，Tp 
treated with stationarleyd court - most to that of r alumina che adrlimtru to r aumina-
rent densitwyi，th then dr but they Tabhwe ouept roe d snot shown With the ditl:'used rings， the B-C II at 1000C with the vis巴ous cJearly. The position of ha-
surface mluamy i beamsepocropnbhdaoaburlsy v -Soln. (b-c) substance on the samphlaed ， los was about d = 1. ~45 and This r alumina is 
washed in water. It ~.31A. produ巴edby the secondary 
mirror-like surface under treatment. 
mlcroscope. 
The sample was treated with 1The roif nBRs -Cw] ere the same as There were seen tοtrh〆e trans-
B-C III the same conditi…叩 thato 日 formation of r to r' alumi-
801n. (b-c) of B-C IiOI。，Cthen it was dried rather obscure na， but ratber strong halos. Out at 800C in air， then wa-
shed by water. 
Old annealed sVa.mapnld e was Only halos were seen， and What冶verthe surfa巴emay 
C-I treated with 16 v. and 0.01δ there was nodiffra巴tionring. be covered with， itmeans 
Soln. (巴) amp/cm2， and yet it was And the pliokse ition of this ha- that the structure of the sur-
repeated. los were Iike that of B-C I. face is amorphous. 
1) E. J.W. WERWEY: Z. KristalJogr.， 91(1935)， 65; 317. 
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Name of I Ch_~__ _"' ，___'-___~ n___~' I "'______，___~，___ __，，_ 









Old annealed sample was 1 Many spots corresponded句
treated with 16 v. and 0.015 I tl:at orAl， but the rings in 
amp/cm2， and tben et巴hedI that figure (not clear) were 
with anodically ~ v. and 0.009 I seen later. 
amp/cm2 for 1 Il)in. 
These rings， which is not 
巴lear，may be that of the 
intermediate phase of r and 
1ノalumina.Then there may 
be naked Al and alumina 
simultaneously. 
Old sample was treated with 1 Almωttwひhalos，with two 1 This surfac氾 isshown in 
17v. and 0.6'28 amp/cm2， then I obscure rings were seen， but I Pboω. :1. Su巴ha etching 
it wa日 etchedat onc巴 Wl白 theywere part of what seen : does not wipe 0叫 thehalos. 
)! v. and 0.0; amp/cm" for ， in C-II. 
1 min. The voltage was on巴el
dropped ωzero from 17 v. I 
and then raised to :3 v. 
! The sample was treated like I There were halos with three'j In出eend， itwill be the 
that stated in D-I. But， atI rin四 whichwere not clear. 1 intermediate phase between 
this time， the sa!lple was I I r and r' alumina. The struc-
once picked up and dried out， 1 i ture of the surface is shown 
then etched on巴emore with I in Photo. 4. 
:3v気 and0.02 amp/cm2 for 3 1 
mm. 
This samtl巴 wastreated as 
in D-II， th巴netched with 
2 v.and 0.02 arnp/cm" for 3 
mm. 
There were many spots up-1) The surface of this sample 
wards， and they correspon-1 is shown in Photo. 5. 
ded to that of Al. The rin只S
were seemed to be of Ab03 
2H20， which was hitherto 
not seen'). 
From the above da:ta， and results， the following items are deduced. 
Photo. 3. Photo.4. Photo. 5. 
1) This sample was reserved in ，al巴oholaIter the tr:eatment， soit was resulted. 
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1) Finishing the polishing anodicaIly， the1'e will be ce1'tainly seen 
some halos， so whateve1' the substance which cove1's the su1'face may be， 
it will be amorphous and that， f1'om the diffusion of the diff1'action 1'ings， 
the su1'face will be fl.at unde1' the scale of elect1'on diff1'action method; 
2) Conce1'ning the su bstance cove1'ing the su1'face， the1'e is no sugges胴
tion 01' othe1' ve1'ification to deci4e the composition f1'om the elect1'on 
diff1'action figu1'es， because the diffused 1'ings become 'me1'ely mo1'e clearly 
as the polishing p1'oceeds. 
Howeve1'， f1'om the above data， the1'e may be so thin amo1'phous film 
that the electron beam could pass th1'ough， and even if the1'e may be some 
oxide， it is not of the pe1'fect one， but it lacks oxygen ve1'y much. So it 
is the type of r' alumina 01' of the p1'eliminary type， and such a substance 
wil1 be changed to r' and then to r a]umina by heating 01' other secondary 
infl.uence. 
3) Moreover， ithas been much noticed that the electrolytic-polished 
su1'face of aluminum has better co1'1'osion 1'esistance than othe1'wise treated 
onel). By the author， itwill be attributed to the compact film of alumina 
over the su1'face undoubtedly， and stil more it will be a旺:ectedfirst by the 
fiatness of the surface. 
On the mechanism by which the amo1'phous fi1m is p1'oduced， Mr. 
TAKAHAsm2) concluded that in case of b1'ass in H九P04 electrolyte， Cu20 was 
produced by the selective solution of Zn and the displacement of Cu in 
the semi-liquid state. But it did not reach the experimental conclusion. 
Mr. SAITd) 1'eported in his paper that the dissolving velocity of each point 
is not equal at projection and concave， 80 the丑atnessof surface was 
resulted. But he did not touch the structure of the surface. 
By the author， there may be any change of anodic surface suddenly， 
when it is picked up from the solution， and that will be closely bound up 
with the production of amorphous film. If this film is the inevitable 
product during the process， high potential ene1'gy will be required to 
p1'oduce such a 8tate， not to pass the current through the viscous fluid. 
If there may be the case， itis even reasonable that such a process will 
occur in al anodic solutions of. metals. 
In recent years， many reports have been presented about the electro-
lytic polishing with the alternatil1g cu1'rent， and others said that the1'e 
were abnormal decrease of the valency of Al in that processペ So，the 
t) S. TAJ'IMA: ibidem， 
2) N. TAKAIIASIl: App. Pby. Japan， 17， 212 (1948). 
3) S. SAITO: Electro巴hem.Japan. V(l. 18， No. s; No. 7; No. 8 (1%0). 
4) From the gen日ralisationof the post-war el日ctrochem.of目前faceof metals by S. TAJIMA， 
but not in detail. 
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production of aluniinum oxide itself is not a decisive factor， but is probably 
the accompanying phenomenon. And in other meanings， the anode would 
dissolve with block under microscopic scale. For the subject， the author 
will discuss in detail with 'experiments in future. 
Summary 
1) The results in Part 1 were recognised again by the measurement 
_ of the viscosity of each solutIon. 
2) It was found th凶 thecurve for single anodic potential of AI on 
passing the current corresponded to J ACQU回 curve，and yet that the first 
drop of the potential curve occured before the voltage at which maximum 
current density was seen. 
3) For the case of AI， the whole bath voltage is used by anode， not 
by cathode. 
4) The so-called 24 hrs.-aging of electrolyte does not find its meaning 
in such a solution. 
5) The poIished surface is flat under the scale of electron diffraction 
method and that is covered with amorphous film wich composition is not 
determined， but the film is 'very thin to be able t<J. pass the electron 
through. 
Finally， it is a pleasure to express gratitude for the instructive aid 
rendered by Prof. S.， KODA and G. OKA~fOTO in the study of this subject 
in Hokkaido University. 
、Furthermore，it must be mentioned that 'this study' ofmine is entirely 
thanks to the Grants in Aid of Scientific Research (donated by the Ministry 
of Education). 





On the Hearth with白rredRaw Dolomite 
in the Basic Open Hearth Furnace 
Akihiko Tanaka & Hiroshi Oikawa 
Abstract 
ln this research' we have collected the samples from the hearth ofめebasic open hearぬ
furnace (10OOns) that ml'kes use of raw dolomite in the Japan Steel Company， Muroran Work， 
and conjectured its degenerated structure， and considered泣iatthe hear凶 withtarred raw 
dolomite is not inferior to the one with magnesia ， 
1) Cao， one of the cause a加utslaking action of dolomite， iscombined to FeO， SiOJ and 
A'bOa etc. and formed non-slaking structure during the 0戸ration，Bo it need not take care 
of the danger of such a phenomenon. 
2) ln the do!omite hearth the growth of Pericl錦 eis not dr舗 ticcompared to that in 
magnesia one， therefore the former he紅白 bearswith change of temperature and mechanical 
impact. 
And位leupperpart of the hearth may form half-molten su凶tancein the operation， 
whi巴hmay exists between molten steel and refractories， soit bears with the drasti巴refining
and mechanical impact. 
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||lMぬIg. Loss I Si02 十
I Fe203 
MgO CaO 民比重 If俣腿|制度
-
16.94 34.66 2.832 2.846 0.492 
18.82 34.53 2.835 2.850 0.526 
21.11 31.30 2.847 2.865 0.628 
18.08 35.50 2.823 2.838 0.528 
8.57 45.13 2.825 2.858 0.563 
19.04 35.15 2.830 宮.841 0.563 
19.58 29.92 2.848 2.860 0.419 
????????
?
F斤 45.70 0.52 1.17 
見 45.54 0.21 0.66 
連 45.74 1.07 0.57 
後 44.74 0.57 0.63 
主桑 43.58 1.34 0.41 
生1 43.93 0.28 0.60 
)12 44.00 3.68 0.46 
[議] 1本研究に使用せるもの 2北海道産にして使用可能と推定されるもの
1) 近蕗・守川: ro態基性"1'-:胞における生 F'口マイトタ【ノレ!輝床についてJ，綴と鍋，昭和23年 9月.
2) 田中・及川1: I盤基性千嫡における生ドロマイトタ』ノL燐床の鐙質ならびに侵蝕の機構につい
てJ，日本綾銅協曾第 38岡講演犬舎大要録.













!日鋼口前約 γ 程度にした。焼付後 30min.冷却し直ちに通常熔解作業に入った。

































名 稀 いi仇 lZlA03|副 ω|山 !rg.Lo部
1 表面被覆暦 14.31 34.60 8.54 3.32 0.00 
2 第 2回焼付暦 13.80 30.64 6.71 2.46 30.51 16.10 0.00 
3 上部麗質暦 12.10 22.11 5.70 1.28 37.63 21.64 0.04 
4 第 2回スタムプ暦 9.36 15.97 4.34 1.24 38.30 30.53 0.12 
5 第 1図焼付暦 1356 24.25 7.61、 2.24 33.63 19.60 0.01 
6 下部謎質暦 宮.97 15.45 6.72 0.25 43.61 24.13 0.11 
7 第 1回スタムプ暦 7.72 11.<13 4.34 0.21 40.54 34.89 1.23 




試料 No.2 堅牢にして地餓が綴密に入り込み金属光津を呈ず。 分析結果は試料を破
砕し金属質部を除去したものについて行った。顕微鏡的には全く固i容睦様で微細で組織的に
判定し得なかった。気泡も相営存在するc




















試料 No.7 第 1Iilスグムプ居と推定され，成分上も組織的にも焼ドロマイトに近い。
外貌は褐色で院く一部は粉末となっている。 組織的にはベリクレースの護謹を見， No.3， 
No.4， No.6のものに比して著しく小粒で、あるが，判然たる光皐的特徴を示している;
試料 No.8 スタムフ。j昔の最下部で，ととではドロマイトは未だ分解し切ら示、原組識
のまま存在する。 分析結果を見ると灼熱減量として 6.42%という数字が興えられた。 一方
Fe20~ ， Si02は相首長との深さj主主主透しマトリックスヰIに入り込み，CaO， MgOと結合して
モンテイセライト CaO・MgO.Si02，オリヴインブオルステライト CaO・F巴0・Si02，デイ












































































ドロマイトは温度の上昇にしたがい分解し MgO，CaOとたり-Jl_微細化するが， MgO 
は直ちに集合しベリクレ{スの小粒ーとなる。 -jj鋼・銅lt;;~・グ ~Jvの成分である FeO， Si02， 




はマト Fツクス中には相嘗量の MgOが入り込み， とれらの結晶は多量の MgO~含有ナる





はベリクレ{スの生長を助け， したがって FeO，A1203， SiO.が多く供給されるにしたがい








耐火度試験の結果は， No.7， 8に沿いて S.K.30以上という極めて優秀な結果を得たが，
No. 1， No. 2， No. 4にゐいては S.K.16-17程度であった。 との値は局部的には躍の作業温
度を下廻り， 前主主の気泡の存在等の事賓と考え合せて，との部が作業中牛融睦乃至融韓であ
った事賓が首肯される。










14-159援に過ぎない。 No.6の化事分析値は 43.61%CaOであるので， ドロマイト全量に封
しては計算によりわす=か 6%弱程度が吸水崩壊する性質を有するに留る。賓際の No.6試料
盟主~jl主:zp.燈に於ける生ドロマイトタ戸ノι燭床について 167 































On the Motion of a Blowing Hammer 
Masachika Naito 
Abstract 
Tbe autbor analysed tbe motion of a blowing bammer wbicb is used to get continous 
blowing and discus巴dtbe condition to keep continuously stable blowing. 
S 1， Introduction 
There are various methods for blowing objects continuously. Here 1 
take a certain a.rrangement of continous blowing， which uses springs as 
ellastic medium and piston-crank mechanism as forced force. 1 study 
analyticaly the motion of its blowing hammer， and moreover consider the 
condition to keep continuously stable vibration by making one blow for 
one cycle. 
S 2. Arrangement 
Fig. 1 ShOW8 the arrangement and the relative position of "Spring 
system" and “Crank mechanism system" at the mid-position of piston 
stroke. A is a nut， fixed at the top of the rod P. B is a blowing 
hammer which moves down-and up-wards under the working of spring 8] 
and 82， C is the place which accepts impact. D is the washer to which 
the one end of 82 is pushed and through which P can move but A can 
not. 
E and F are the upper and the Iower fixed position respectively. 81 
a:nd 82 are the same springs havil1g high frequency of proper vibration and 
both always being compressed. 82 is more strongly compressed than 81， 
P is the reciprocating rod. R is the crank(Radius Rニ 10mmυrotational
speed n = 1000 r"p.mふ Lis the conllecting rod (Length Lニ 300mm). Q 
denotes crank angle from the upper dead point. 
S 3. Motion of Nut A. 
We get Displacemellt， Velocity and Acceleration ()f A for each crank 
angle by iollowing eqFations. 
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a) Displacement 
-x = R (1 -cos 0) 十三~sin2θ …-… ('1 ) 
2L 
Curve calculated by eq. (1) is plotted in Fig. 3 by dotted， • 
Iines. 
b) Velocity 
rrRn 1_，_ ". R . ;，¥ v=一一(sin0 十一:~ sin20) ..…一一 (2)
30 ，--~ . 2L ノ
c) Acceleration 
α=竺型(cos0 +互 cos20) '" ... (3) 302 ¥ ~~- ~ ， L ~~- -~ } 
S 4. Motion of the Blowing Hammer B 
At first we consider that blowing 
hammer vibrates under the action of 
spring S1 and S2 as shown in Fig. 2 
(both spring S1 and S2 bein宮 com-
Fig. 1 pressed). 
官There:
九......initiaI compression of each spring. 
x ... displacement. 
k ... spring constant of both spring. 
M・e・ massof the blowing hammer B. 
0-0' ... balancing position of springs. 
The hammer B recieves downward force (九-x)k by 
Fig. 2 
S] and upward force (九十叫ん by S2; taking down:vard force for positive， 
resultant force by S] and S2 is (x8t-x一九一叫ん=-2xk. 
If we neglect friction of guide walls， we get foIlowing di町erential
equation; 
_ M d~竺 -2忽k=O
dt2 
2k putting α“- 1町一， we get 
?i; + a2x = 0 ・・・・-…………-…一……………………………・・ー (4) 
Secondly， we must consider as foIlows. Eq. (4) is avaiIable only from 
the first strike of B against C to the next strike of， B against C (B， after 
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restitution going downwards to the extremity and rising up again). 
But from the instance of impact (B on C) til separation (B from C) 
other equa tion is required， because B accepts reaction -M (九-~) from 
C. So we get following equation. 




X 二 Xn →ー =一一
q A A 
叫=displacement when B touches C. 
). is not function of time but of x， and is inte~r叫 form. Accordingly 
eq. (5) is norトlinearand hardly soluble. 
Energy being absorbed by impact， itis irregular damped vibration.， 
and as understood from the second term of eq. (5) it is positive-可damping.
Therefore other energy must be supplied from the outside to continue the 
vibration constantly. For this purpose the crank mechanism is used. 
Where upon by washer D and by nut A working of spring 82 is taken of 
during downward stroke. Accordingly， balance of spring 8) and 82 is bro嗣
ken， and it can be considered that the following force is added to eq. (5). 
一(九+同 +xp)ん
Xp •••••• distance between midposition of reciprocating motion of A and 
spring blance position. 
Where X) is written as following form 
/、 D2
X) = R ( 1 -cos 0 1 +二~ sin2 0 ¥- ----J' 2L 
πくOく与 十お土)
After al we get folIowing equation. 
腕 +M(l +斗会+f2x -(向日st+ xp) i k= 0 ..... (6) ，-• A r. . l- ，. ." • '.1') 
But it is complicated and difficult to slove. So we investigate partially 
and calcul~te about a practical example under given conditions. By the 
design of the arrangement the position where B strikes against C is 2 mm 
before midposition of stroke. By crank angle it corresponds to 0 = 2600 • 
The velocity is from eq. (2) 
V260 = -1.022 mjs 
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As路sumi加ng出 mas部s0ぱfC is 凶
velocity aft冶rrestitution is 
V01 =AV2間二 0.568m/s …一……...………一…一…………・ (7)
Having this initial velocity B starts downward motion under the action of 
81 and 82・
Details of the motion are given as follows. 
1) Motion of B from' crank angle () = 2600 
The solution of eq. (4) is 
X = A cos at + B sin at 
at t = 0 --→忽 =Xo ， V= Vo 
ドいosd+-5sM (8) 
必= -x。αsinat + Vo cos at ………..……一-………・・……・・ (9) 
The given conditions are: 
Compressed length of springs .....一..8] = 166 mm， 82 = 162 mm. (natural 
h3ngth S] = 82 = 176 mm). 
Xs = J-!?i> -:-}62 = 2 q- ---2 回一山， たこ 10kg/cm ， 
列7三 0.78kg (contained washer D) 
αニ J副ιニ 158:5r. _1. 1 
'" 
-I g L sec J 
Vo =九ニ 568[mm/sJ 
Xoニ Xq= 2.0 [mmJ. 
Inserting these numerical value into eq. (8) we get displacement curve of 
B as plotted in Fig. 3. As understood from the diagram， after restitution 
going down and rising up B strikes against C again at θ と二 3400 • Then the 
velocity is from eq. (9) 
v;ニー 565mm/s 
2) Motion of B after restitution (at ()二 3400)
The velocity after restitution Is likewise 
トー ;町ニ，314mm/:s
V02/αニ1.98mm 
Like as before B strikes C after 550 (0ニ 350)・
Velocity of this position is 
Vzニ 277mm/s圃
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3) Motion of B after e =350 
Velocity after restitution 
九-れ=155 mmjs 
B strikes C after 350 (13 = 700) 
Velocity of this position 
民=-160mmjs 
Velocity after restitution 
九二 -3R=mm/S
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Thus blowing hammer B， repeating restitution and being damped gradualIy， 
comes to a standstilI. While nut A completing its upward str叫ceand going I 
down again， from crank angle {}ニ 1010 pressing spring S2 through washer 
D goes down. At the same time the blowing hammer which was at a 
standstill goes under the action of spring Sl (S2 does not ;~vork this time)・
4) Motion of B after crank angle {} = 101。
In this case wor king spring is Sl only. Taking the position of start as 
origin we get folIowing equation. 
-M3F+(九ーが=0 側
Solution‘of eq. (10) is 
X = X3t (1 -cos a't) ¥ 
ゐニゲ Xst sin α't 
whereα~金制 initialcondition 
t=o， 信ニ Xo= 0 ， V=Vo=o 
given condition 
W = 0.73 kg (excIuded washer D) 
α， = Jk/子=116 [会]
九=10mm 
V01 = 0 ， ぉ。=o. 
The result of calcll1ation is plotted in Fig. 3. 700 after， at {} = 1710， blowing 
hammer B overtakes P. Then the velocity is from eq. (12) 
日=1130 mmfs 
From this position B moves with this initial velocity under the action of 
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81 and 82 (while washer D goes parting from A). 
5) Motion of B after 171。
In this case we use eq. (8). 
Xo = 9.85 mm (from diagram) 
V田=1130 mmjs 
Seeing the plotted curve we know that about 300 after blowing hammer B 
(and D) reaches to the lower extrimity and rising up again， at () = 235。
strikes against A. 
Velocity of this position is 
九=-1685mmjs 
Here after having this velocity as initial velocity， blowing bammer B rises 
up resisting compressive force of 81・
6) Motion of B after () = 2350 (working 81 only) 
Vo3 = V2 = -1685 mm/s 
ぬ=6.1 mm (from diagram) 
Using eq. (11)， (12) in this case 150 after (at θ= 2500) blowing hammer B 
strikes on C. Accordingly， as the starting position was ()，= 2600，町 attbe 
end of one cycle the blow takes place by enough 100 before the starting 
position. 
Then velocity is 
v = -1412 mm/s. 
Thus B does not return to the initial state. As mentioned above， in the 
arrangement it is far from the condition one cycle for one blow and there 
is a grat deal of complexity about the state of motion. 
~ 5. Condition of Stability 
Now we must consider the condition to get continous blowing and 
stable vibration. Firstly， restitution must be done instantaneously. This 
condition is satisfied by using elastic body (metatal)・Secondly，one blow 
for one cycle must be done and each displacement-time curve (x-t curve) 
for one cycle must be equal. To satisfy this condition， blowing hammer B， 
after restitution going down and rising up again， must strike against C 
just after 3600; and the velocity of this position must be equal to 1;. As 
equation (8) shows simple harmonic motion， hO.wever， the velocity when B 
strikes against C rising up again is equal to the initial velocity. While by 
restitution the next initial velocity is multiplied by l， where A is smaller 
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than i. So， even if the period of spring side and crankside is equal， 
equalty of velocity can not be obtained. Namely， exactly fitted condition 
can not be obtained in this arrangement. So by graphical methods' we 
get to the purpose approximately. We denote by X and Ythe displacement 
curve of blowing hammer B an合nutA respectively. Broken line in Fig. 
3 shows an example of the case Xo = O.
We. takeα= J 271-問的 sothat upward part .of X touches on 
the lower part of Y (point P in the Figure) with an easy grade. The 
position of point P must. be taken to take of the action of spring S2・
After this point B goes down with an easy grade by the action of S1 only. 
While washer D， pressed on nut A by spring S2， rises up again and 
encounter B at point Q. From this point B rises up along Y curve. Thus 
the motion accords with initial state. 
Even if the conditions change more or less， in the above mentioned 
range the motion is properly regurated， or stability of phase can be 
obtained. 
S6. Summary 
The state of motion of the blowing hammer under given condition 
was found and obtained the way how to get the condition of one cycle 
for one blow. 




On the Foundary Sand in Hokkaido (Rept. 1.) 
Kazuyuki Kikuchi 
Abstract 
By the same method as A.F.A.， the author measured the permeabHity and porosity of 
the casting sand used in Hokkaido whi巴his the main factor dete;:mining its usefulness. 
And then， discussed the results comparing with available sands in Japan. 
The author aims to investigate the property of sand and improve ite quality， insuch a 













1) 化事成分: 第 1表に示す。
1) 前川1:畿と鋼，第34年，第四披， p. 14， 19. 
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指1表 化事成分
成
試料名 Si02 Ah03 Fe203 CaO MgO |灼 減
宥 JI 穆2 85.84 2.47 2.38 0.77 0.61 0.91 
野 幌 砂 72.64 4.85 4.83 0.79 0.57 9.09 
涜昆布砂 83.58 2.43 3.71 0.57 d.94 6.02 
妹背牛砂 82.36 4.86 4.05 0.25 0.22 6.02 







12 0.70 0.00 0.48 0.13 
20， 0.53 0.19 0.94 0.30 
30 0.84 0.46 0.71 0.25 
40 2.10 0.46 1.74 0.8~ 
， 50 3.00 1.67 6.35 3.01 
70 6:34 3.38 7.58 9.72 
100 7.42 2.97 45.50 31.65 
150 48.24 4.25 18.72 25.87 
200 18.92 41.79 6.42 11.03 
270 5.30 12.10 5.66 9.57 
Fig. 1. 粒度分布曲線 270以下 3.63 32.11 3.68 1.50 
2) 粒欣
粒度測定後の砂について偏光顕微鏡によりその形欣を測定した。 粒献を SαINElDER-
HAHN氏の分類法により分けると， Sub-Crystalline typeのものによってしンめられているロ そ





2) p. G. H. BoSWEJ.J.:“A Memoir on Briti日:hRωourceson Refra巴torySand for .Fournacωand 










i 水分の混和については，試料 200gr.を採り 105:t50Cの温度で1時間乾燥し，撞中冷 ‘










蹴 料 ♂ 名
遇集度 有 }I 砂 野 幌 砂 清武布砂 妹背牛砂水分 ，及 f島 き 国 め 凶 婁主
底力
2 I 3 I 4 1 6 I 2 1. ~ I 4.I eI 2 1 3 1 4 1 6 I2 1 3?41 6 % 
B P μ 8.2 6.9 5.9 5.4 10.8 7.6 5.9 5.0 26.4 15.5 13.9 11.4 10.2 9.5 8.7 8.2 7.1 7.6 8.0 8.2 、 6，2 7.3 8.0 8.4 3.5 5.0 5.4 6.0 6.4 6.6 6.7 7.1 
P μ 13.3 10.5 9.3 8.2 ]3.3 11.4 9.5 7.9 36.6 29.6 20.6 18，1 15.9 12.2 4.5 8.7 8 5.5 6.3 6.7 9.1 5.5 6.0 6.6 7.2 2.6 3.1 4.1 4.5 4.9 5.8 6.6 6.7 
10 P μ 16.9 14.5 12.9 11.4 21.3 19.9 18.7 15.6 42.3 38.4 30.8 24.5 22.0 18.1 15.9 13.7 4.7 5.2 5.6 6.0 4.0 4.2 4.4 5.1 • 2.3 2.5 3.0 3.6 3.9 4.5 4.9 5.4 
12 P μ 12.0 18.1 15.9 13.7 19.2 15.0 12.9 10.2 4'r.o 42.3 36.6 30.8 32.1 24.5 2M 16.4 3.9 4.5 4.9 6.4 4.3 5.1 5.6 6.4 2.1 2.3 2.6 3.0 2.9 3.6 4.1 4.8 
14 P μ 20.6 16.4 145 .1 11.8 16.-9 13.3 11.4! 8.4 47.0 40.3 36.6 タ8.436.6 29.6 26.4 20.6 4.1 4.8 .3 5.9 4.7 5.5 6.01 7.0 2.1 2.4 2.6 3.2 .6 3.1 3.5 4.1 
16 P μ 16.4 13.3 11.4 9.5 15.0 1.8 9.9 6.6 41.6 38.4 33.5 26.4 35.0 27.3 23.6 18.7 4.8 5.5 6.0 6.6 5.0 5.9 6.5 7.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.4 2.7 3.3 3.7 4.4 
3) Tran鎗 ctions，American Foundrymen's Association. Vol. 31， p.689， 1924. 
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